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WELCOME TO SUMMER SESSIONS 2005 
AT ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY 
From the Dean ... 
It is a pleasure to welcome you to the many summer educational opportunities ot SI. 
Cloud State University. Summer is o time to grow and SCSU will offer you numerous 
opportunities for growth as you pursue your educational goals. 
Summer sessions offer something for everyone. Many of the regular courses are offered . 
during the University's two five-week summer sessions . In addition, there are a wide 
range of short courses, workshops, field experiences, institutes, and tours developed 
especially for summer sessions. There are even o number of evening courses for those 
who find it more convenient to take a class in the evening. You may want to note the 
summer schedule includes an intersession which will run from May 23 to June 10. 
During the intersession a number of courses, workshops, and other innovative 
educotionol experiences will be available. 
The summer sessions at St. Cloud State University will provide you with opportunities to: 
• enroll in classes you were not able to take during the regular academic year to catch Dr. Dennis Nunes 
up, stay on schedule, or graduate earlier 
• enroll in a class that may have been filled during the fall or spring semester 
• enroll in a class to update and enhance your professional skills 
• earn credits that will transfer to other universities 
• take a class in an environment in which classes are oft smaller and less formal 
Consider joining us this summer. We want you to have an enjoyable and rewarding experience at St. Cloud State University. The staff of 
the Office of Summer Sessions will attempt to do all we can to assist you. 
Please feel free to stop in and see us in the Administrative Services Building, room 121 . 











We look forward to seeing you this summer! 
Dennis Nunes 
Dean of Graduate Studies and Director of Summer Sessions 
NEW! 
To give you the most comprehensive listing of courses available at St. Cloud State 
University, courses offered through the Center for Continuing Studies have been 
added to the summer sessions class schedule. For more information on how to find 
continuing studies courses, go to page 28. 
l IIE .. fl DF !Nf 11111Hl$0Tl lf'1f CIIUllS 
AJCO UllllfCIIITIU IUttM 
St. Cloud State University values diversity of all kinds, including but not limited to race, religion and ethnicity 
(full statement at bu lletin .StCloudState.edu/ ugb/ general info/ nondiscrimination .html). 
TIY: 1-800-627-3529 SCSU is an affirmative action/equal opportunity educator and employer. 
Th is material can be made available in an alternative format. Contact the department/ agency listed above. 
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Please keep this copy of the Summer Sessions Bulletin . It 
contains information that you wi ll need to register for all 
summer sessions. 
Daily course schedule updates can be found 
at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar. Click on 
"Registration." 
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SUMMER SESSIONS CALENDAR 2005 
Summer Sessions Calendar 2005 
May 23 to June 10 - Intersession 
May 23 Classes begin 
March 21 to May 24 Add dates 
March 21 to May 24 Drop with no W 






Deadline for payment of tuition and 
fees 
Memorial Day Holiday Observed !no 
classes, offices closed) 
Deadline for dropping with W 
Final class day 
Grades avai lable online 
June 1 3 to July 15 - Summer Session. 1 
June 13 Classes begin 
March 21 to June 15 Add dates 
March 21 ta June 15 Drop with no W 
June 15 Deadline for 100 percent refund 







Deadline for payment of tuition and 
fees 
Deadline for dropping with W 
Independence Holiday Observed (no 
classes, offices closed) 
Final class day 
Grades avai lable online 
July 18 to August 18 - Summer Session II 
July 18 
March 21 to July 20 









Drop with no W 
Deadline for 100 percent refund 
Deadline for payment of tuition and 
fees 
Deadline for undergraduate graduation 
applications 
Deadline for dropping with W 
Final class day 




• March 21 to March 31 - Admitted students may register for 
Summer Sessions. 
• Registration is open and determined by priority and credit 
hours completed for admitted student~. 
• See page 16 for details. 
Open Registration 
• April 1 through the first day of classes. 
• Reg istration opens to student guests/ non-odmitted students. 
• See pages 8 and 17 for details. 
Short courses meeting outside of normal session 
dates 
Add dates 
Drop with no W 
Deadl ine for 100 percent refund 
March 21 to first day of class 
March 21 to first day of class 
First day of class 
UNDERGRADUATE OPPORTUNITIES 
Undergraduate Opportunities at 
St. Cloud State University 
G.R. HERBERGER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
Departments 
Accounting 
Business computer information systems 
Finance, insurance and real esta te 
Management 
Marketing and business low 
Degree Programs 
The following ma jors and minors ore offered in the College of 
Business: 
Accounting 









COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Departments 
Chi ld and family studies 
Counselor education and educational psychology 
Educational leadership and community psychology 
Health, physical education, recreation and sport science 




The following majors and minors ore offered in the Col lege of 
Education : 
Community psychology 
* Athletic coaching 
* Athletic train ing 
Chemical dependency 
Community health 
*Developmental/adopted physical education 











COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS & HUMANITIES 
Departments 
Art 
Commun ication d isorders 
Communication studies 
English 




Theatre, film studies and dance 
Degree Programs 
The following majors and minors ore offered in the College of 
Fine Arts and Humanities: 
Art 
Art history 
















*Russian language, literature, and culture 





Relig ious studies 













Earth and atmospheric sciences 
Electrica l and computer engineering 
Environmental and technological studies 
Mathematics 
Mechanical and manufacturing engineering 
Nursing 





















The following majors and minors are offered in the College of 
Science and Engineering: 
Applied computer science 
Aquatic biology 
Aviation 








Comprehensive earth sciences 
Comprehensive general science 






Ecology and field biology 
Electrical engineering 




Mechanical Eng ineering 
Medical technology 
Meteorology 
Network modeling and simulation 




















Sociology and anthropology 
Degree Programs 
The following majors and minors are offered in the College of 
Social Sciences: 
* African studies 




*East Asian studies 
Economics 
*Ethnic Studies 





Land surveying/ mapping systems 
Latin American studies 
Political science 







Travel and tourism 
Women's studies 








* Minor only 
GRADUATE OPPORTUNITIES 
Graduate Opportunities 
at St. Cloud State University 
Master of Art and Master of Science Degrees (M.A. 
& M.S.) 
Applied Statistics 
Applied Behavioral Analysis 
Art 
Biological Sciences/Cell and Molecular 
Biological Sciences/Ecology & Natural Resources 
Child and Family Studies/Early Childhood Special Education 
Child and Family Studies/Early Education 













Electrical and Computer Engineering 
English 
English/Teaching English as a Second Language 
Environmental and Technological Studies 
Exercise Science 
Geography 
Geography/Geographic Information Science 
Geography/ Tourism Planning and Development 
Gerontology 
History 
History/ Public History 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
Instructional Design and Training 
Information Media 
Information Technologies 





Public and Nonprofit Institutions 




Master of Business Administration (MBA) 
Master of Engineering Management (MEM) 
Master of Music Degrees (M.M.) 
Music - Conducting 
Music - Education 
Music - Piano Pedagogy 
Licensure Programs 
Early Chi ldhood/Special Education 
English/Teaching English as a Second Language !TESL) 
Media Generalist 
K-1 2 School Counseling 
Parent Education 
Graduate Certificate Programs 
Chemical Dependency 
Design for E-Learning 
Geography/Geographic Information Services 
Gerontology 
Instructional Technology 
Marriage and Family Therapy 
School Counseling 
Special Education: 




Fifth-Year Certificate Program for Teachers 
Child and Family Studies 
Sixth-Year Certificate Program 
Educational Administration and Leadership 
Specialist Degree 
Educational Administration and Leadership 
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If you would like to apply for admission to St. Cloud State 
University as an undergraduate student, please visit the 
undergraduate admissions Web site or contact the Office of 
Admissions for admissions information and materials. 
Office of Admissions 
115 Admin istrative Services Building 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud , MN 56301-4498 
Phone: 320.308.2243 or 1.877.654.7278 
Web site: www.stcloudstate.edu/scsu4u/ 
E-mail : scsu4u@stcloudstate.edu 
Your high school counselor may also hove admission information 
and materials. The admissions office welcomes prospective 
students who wish to tour the campus or visit with an admission 
counselor. 
Admission-Graduate 
Graduate students pursuing admission to a master's or post-
master's program should request application materials by 
contacting the School of Graduate Studies or by visi ting the 
School of Graduate Studies Web site. 
School of Graduate Studies 
121 Administrative Services Building. 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Phone: 320.308.2113 or 1.800.369 .4260 
Web site: www.stcloudstate.edu/ graduatestudies 
E-ma i I: g raduatestud ies@stcloudstate.edu 
The School of Graduate Studies welcomes prospective graduate 
students to visit campus. Appointments w ith graduate faculty 
advisers, graduate admission staff, and campus tours can be 
arranged. 
REGISTRATION INFORMATION FOR ADMITTED STUDENTS 
Registration Details 
At St. Cloud State University enrollment requests may be 
processed by accessing the Online Registration and Student 
Information System (www.stcloudstate .edu/ reg isteronline). 
Before attempting to register, read all instructions regarding 
academic and procedural requirements. The Office of Records 
ond Registration personnel wil l answer registra tion procedure 
questions on the HELP line, 320.308 .3936, or through e-mail 
via reg istrationhelpdesk@stcloudstate.edu . 
Select desi red classes for the term. The undergraduate bulletin 
and general education checkl ist are helpful when selecting 
required classes for undergraduate programs. The graduate 
bulletin , graduate coordinators, or the School of G raduate 
Stud ies, located in AS l 21 , should be consul ted for graduate 
program requirements. 
Undergraduates currently enrolled in day classes and w ishing 
to advance reg ister for the next term must see their academic 
adviser ii not yet admitted to a major program . Students are 
expected to make an appointment to see their adviser at least 
one day before the ir earliest assigned time to register. Advisers 
wi ll have the reg istration access code and are assigned to assist 
in the selection of courses, but the ultimate responsibility rests with 
the student. 
Undergraduate students with 80 or more earned semester 
credits must be formally admitted to an academic major 
program to access online registration during the advance 
registration period. Formal admission requirements may vary 
according to academic program. Check with the specific 
academic department for admission procedures. 
Check the reg istration schedule on page 17 for reg istration 
times . Registration is permitted any time otter the published time. 
Al l financial, academic, and other holds must be cleared 
before attempting to add or drop classes . Since it may take up to 
three working days for holds to be removed , it is important that 
all financial obligations are paid as soon as they become due. A 
HOT BOX-Things to Know! 
Courses on the Web 
late payment w ill mean a delay in accessing online registration. 
Students will be held responsible for all transactions and 
adjustments made to their class schedules using online registration 
and al l financial and academic consequences that result from that 
schedule. 
Registration Checklist for 
Summer Session Students 
Officially Admitted to SCSU 
If you are: 
• An admitted undergraduate. 
• An admitted graduate student. 
You may register using: 
• The Online Registration System at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar/ . Click on "Registration 
Online Web site." 
Follow: 
• The Registration Timetable for your window to register 
(See page 17). 
Get Rid of Your Registration Gremlins: 
• Make sure all academic and financial holds are cleared 
at least th ree days before registering. 
• If you are an undergraduate with 80 or more credits -
you must be formally admitted to a major program to 
reg ister. 
• If you are an undergraduate with less than 80 credits and 
are NOT YET officially admitted to a ma jor, obtain your 
six-digit reg istration access code from your adviser before 
you try to register. 
• Pre-business students obtain your registration access code 
from a pre-business adviser in the Business Building, room 
122 . 
Remember that you can search for course offerings on the Online Student Registration Web site - www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar/. 
Click on Register Online Web Site link. Up to the minute additions, cancellations, changes, and openings are available. See page 
18 in th is booklet for specific directions. 
Who is my Adviser? 
Students can access information about their advisers online. Go to www.stcloudstate .edu/ advising and click on "Who is my adviser?" 
Atter entering your SCSU ID and PIN , your adviser's name, office phone number, location, and e-mail address wi ll be displayed . 
Web Stuff at www.skloudstate.edu/registrar 
Click on Register Online Web Site. Enter your SCSU ID and PIN. Click on Login Now and then on the Student tab to access the 
following intormation: 
Account Information: View your account and pay online. Tuition and lee statements are not mailed. 
Address Information: View and/or change your local or permanent address online. (Addresses may be changed only once per 
day.) 
Financial Aid: View your student financial aid information online. 
Unofficial Transcripts: View your unofficial transcript online. Choose chronological order and click on submit. If you wish to print 
this information, please use the print feature associated wi th your Web browser. 
HuskyNet E-mail 
Check out huskynet.stcloudstate .edu to sign up for a free SCSU student e-mail account. Th is is a great way to easily communicate wi th 
instructors and campus offices . Be assurec! that SCSU uses the latest antivirus sottware and filtering technology to reduce "spam" and 
junk e-mail. Sign up for your HuskyNet e-mai l account today! 
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS 
(Student Guests) 
Registration Checklist for 
Summer Session Student Guests 
SCSU welcomes non-admitted students! 
You are welcome to join us as a Special Student Registrant 
if: 
• You are going to be a sen ior in high school. Please 
note: The Post Secondary Enrollment Option IPSEO) is not 
available during summer session. 
• You are a high school graduate or hold a GED. 
• You are a visiting undergraduate student. 
• You are a visiting graduate student. 
• You are a working professional with a high school 
diploma and wish to try out a class or to expand your 
horizons. 
Please join us for Summer Session following these registration 
instructions: · 
Complete: 
• The special student registration form can be found online at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar or on page 19. 
• Submit this form online or by mail, fox, or in person to the 
Office of Records and Registration. 
• Allow two business days for your information to be entered 
into the student system before registering. You can then go 
online to access your SCSU Student ID number !also known as 
Tech ID). 
• Rising seniors, you must provide information on your academic 
standing, with signatures from your high school counselor and 
parents, to the Office of Records and Registra tion. 
To find your Student ID, follow the steps below. 
l) Log on to: www.stcloudstate.edu/ registrar/. 
Click on "Register Online Web Site" link. 
2) Click on: Lookup ID tab. 
3) Enter: Your Social Security Number !enter all nine digits-no 
hyphens) and your Login PIN. Your PIN is set to your birth 
date in year, month, day order, lyymmdd), !example: 
720214-February 14, 1972). Do not enter anything in the 
PALS ID from your Library Card 114-digit Bar Code from back 
of the card). 
4) Click on: Submit 
5) Your SCSU Student ID will display. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU 
WRITE THIS NUMBER DOWN AND KEEP IT IN A SAFE 
PLACE . YOU WILL NEED THIS NUMBER FOR 
REGISTRATION. 
You may then register using: 
• The Online Registration System at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/ registrar/ . Click on "Register Online 
Web site." 
Follow: 
• The Registration Timetable for your window to register !see 
page 17). 
• Once you have your SCSU ID number, please follow the 
registration procedure on page 18 . 
• Non-Ddmitted students ore allowed to register beginning on 
April l and until the start of classes. 
Registering as a Special Student Registrant means: 
• You have been given an opportuni ty to REGISTER at SCSU. 
• You are NOT admitted to an undergraduate or graduate 
program . 
• Be extremely cautious in how many credi ts you accumulate 
through th is registration category if you have ANY intention of 
later seeking a SCSU degree. See bulletins for details. 
• We hope you thrive in and enjoy your class enough to desire 
admittance to SCSU. See the undergraduate or graduate 
admissions offices fa assistance. 
• Grades you receive s a special student registrant will be 
considered part of ybur academic record if you seek 
admission to SCSU. 
• Advising assistance is available through SCSU's Academic 
Advising Center. Call 320.308.6075 for an appointment. 
REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
What you need to know-from A to Z 
Adding classes 
Reg istration is governed by priority and credit hours completed. 
You may add !register) anytime AFTER your earliest scheduled 
registration time. All adds after May 24 for intersession , June 15 
for first summer term, or July 20 for second summer term must be 
approved by the department through which the course is offered. 
Advising pre-business students 
To obtain their access codes, pre-business students must meet with 
a pre-business adviser in the Business Building , room 122, before 
they register for classes. Advisers are available 8:00 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m. 
Arranged and independent study classes 
Arranged classes !not regularly scheduled) and independent study 
classes require a form signed by the instructor of the class and 
the chairperson of the department. Forms are available online at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar/ registration or in the 
Administrative Services Building, room l 18 . If you wish to 
register for a 300- or 400- level class at the graduate level, the 
signature of the Dean of Graduate Studies is required on the 
arranged course form . Completed forms must be returned to AS 
l 18 for processing. 
Auditing of classes 
A student who wishes to attend the class sessions of a course but 
does not wish to receive credit for it must reg ister as an auditor. 
The same registration procedure is followed and the same fees 
charged as for credit courses. Auditors must attend class but the 
taking of quizzes and examinations is optional. Auditors who 
fa il to meet the a ttendance requirements may receive a mark of 
U !unsatisfactory) rather than a mark of AU !auditor). Courses 
aud ited cannot be counted toward graduation requirements. 
Courses aud ited are counted as part of the student load. The 
audit option must be designated at the time of registration for 
the course. 
Change of address 
You may update or change your address online by accessing the 
online registration system - www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar. Click 
on the Reg ister Online Web Site link. Student ID and pin number 
are required. Addresses may only be changed once per day. 
Common Market Program 
Students enrolled at Minnesota's six state universities may register 
to take SCSU summer session classes through the Common 
Market Program . To access this opportunity interested students 
should visit their campus's registration office. 
Complete a Common Market Passport form with your registrar, 
identifying the classes you wish to take at SCSU. Your registrar 
will then mail the completed form and a copy of your transcript to 
the registration office at SCSU. The SCSU registrar will register 
you, if avai lable, for the courses you have requested. If an 
SCSU course is restricted , the visiting student is responsible to 
seek permission from the instructor to access the course. Written 
confirmation of your reg istration will be sent to you and to your 
home institution. 
Your financial aid and GI Bill benefits wil l fol low you to SCSU for 
the summer. The credits you earn at SCSU wi ll appear on your 
home institution's transcript and are considered resident credits . 
As a Common Market student, all SCSU campus and housing 
services are available to you. 
To qualify for the Common Market Program, you must be an 
undergraduate pursuing a degree, have at least a 2.0 GPA, and 
must have attended your home university for two semesters/30 
credits. 
Co-requisites 
Co-requisites are courses that must be taken during the same 
semester. Some courses may require a co-requisite class section. 
For example, some courses require both a lecture and lab 
component. 
Dropping classes 
Courses dropped BEFORE May 25 for intersession, BEFORE June 
16 for first summer term, or BEFORE July 2 1 for second summer 
term will not appear on the transcript. Courses dropped May 25-
June l for intersession, June 16:lune 28 for first summer term or 
July 21-August 2 for second summer term will appear on the 
transcript with a grade of W !withdrawal). See ca lendar for 
additional dates. 
Final examination 
Final examination times are announced in class by the instructor. 
Grades 
Access to grades is available through the Online Student 
Registration System. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar. 
Click on "Register Online Web Site." SCSU ID and PIN 
number are required. 
Grade reports are not mailed . If you need official printed 
verification of your grades, you will need to order an official 
transcript. Transcript forms are available at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar or in the Office of Records and 
Registration, AS l 18. 
Grade Point Average (GPA} 
A student's grade point average is a numerical ratio of the total 
credits attempted and the total grade points received. The 
method of computing GPA is to multiply the cred it hours a class is 
worth 14-credit class, 3-credit class, 2-credit class, 1-credit class) 
by the GPA !honor) points for the grade received. 
GPA points: 
A+= 4.00 
B+ = 3.33 
C+ = 2.33 
D+ = 1.33 
A= 4 .00 
B = 3.00 
C = 2.00 
D = l.00 
F=O 
FN = 0 
A- = 3.67 
B- = 2.67 
c- = l.37 
D- = .0.67 
For example, add the number of cred its for the classes in which 
an A+ or A was received and multiply by 4; add the number or 
credits for the class in which an A- was received and multiply by 
3 .67; add the number of credits for the classes in which a B+ 
was received and multiply by 3.33, etc. When a mark of Fis 
earned, the cred it hours attempted are included in the 
computation of a grade point average. Courses in which the 
mark of S or U is given are not included in the computation of 
grade point average. Divide the total GPA !honor) points received 










The fol lowing marks are used in reporting the achievement of 
students at this institution: A (excellent), B (good), C (acceptable), 
and D, F, and FN . A grade of FN is a fa ilure for non-attendance 
and affects the student's GPA in the same way as a grade of F. 
Grades of S (satisfactory), and U (unsatisfactory) are used for 
certa in specialized courses in w hich a more precise mark is not 
deemed appropriate. Other non-credit marks which are recorded 
on official transcripts include: I (incomplete), AU (audit), W 
(withdrawn), and IP (in progress) . 
Holds 
All financial, academic and other holds must be cleared before 
attempting to reg ister for classes. Since it may take up to three 
working days for holds to be removed, it is important that all 
financial obligations are paid as soon as they become due. A 
late payment will mean a delay in accessing online registration . 
Immunization requirement 
The Minnesota Statute (MS 135.A 14) requires students attending 
any school in Minnesota to show proof of immunity to measles, 
mumps, rubella , diphtheria, and tetanus . An online immuniz.ation 
form is available at 
www5 .stcloudstate . edu / HeathServices/ lmmun ization/log in .asp. 
Failure to turn in an immunization record w ill result in a 
registration hold for any subsequent terms. 
Independent Study 
Independent study courses are designed for students who want to 
supplement their on-campus course work w ith self-paced 
independent study. Many students take independent study 
courses to: take classes while away from campus, ease 
scheduling problems, take a course that is full on campus, and 
fulfi ll graduation requirements. 
Maior Students Only 
To enroll in courses listed as MAJOR STUDENTS ONLY, you must 
be official ly admitted to a major in that department. 
Mathematics placement test 
Students must complete a department placement test w ith a 
satisfactory score before registering for the following entry level 
mathematics and statistics courses: 
STAT 193,219,229, 319 and MATH 070, 072, 112, 113, 
115, 171, 193, 196, 211, 221 . 
l . Students who have tested at SCSU within the past year or 
successfully completed prerequisite courses need not retake the 
test. 
2. Transfer students w ho w ish to be exempt from SCSU testing 
must provide to the Department of Mathematics evidence of 
placement testing or completion of prerequisite courses. A 
copy of the SCSU transfer evaluation worksheet, previous 
placement test results or transcripts from another college 
(including social security number or SCSU ID number) should 
be delivered to ECC 139 or faxed to 320.308.4269. 
Transfer documentation is va lid for one year. CAUTION: 
Materials sent to the Office of Records and Registration wi ll not 
provide exemption. 
For more information, testing schedule and sample questions, 
visit www.stdoudstate.edu/mathplacement or call the 
Mathematics Department at 320.308.3001. 
Misuse of the registration system 
It is misuse of the registration system for a student to ( 1) regi ster 
for a class or multiple sections of a class with the intent to save 
the class for another student; or (2) register for multiple sections of 
the same class with the intent to decide at a later date w hich 
section to attend. Students who misuse the registration system will 
be subiect to reduced registration privileges, ranging from the loss 
of the right to advance register to the deletion of registered 
courses. Multiple registrations for the same class will be deleted. 
The student is also subiect to possible disciplinary action taken by 
the university. The student who adds a "saved" class will also be 
subject to the actions listed above. 
Unauthorized use of the registration system may result in 
criminal prosecution. A student who tampers or attempts to 
tamper w ith the registration of another student may be subject to 
disciplinary action and/ or criminal prosecution . 
Online Registration and Student Information 
System 
The Online Registration and Student Information System is a Web-
based system which may be used to confirm an assigned 
registration ti me, add and drop classes, search for open classes, 
view a class schedule, and check for grades and holds. The 
system may be accessed through the SCSU Home Page 
(www.stcloudstate.edu) Registration Link or at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar. Click on "Register Online Web 
Site." See the Online Registration Guide on page 18 for 
complete instructions. 
Permission required courses 
Before registering for classes listed as permission required , 
students must ask the academic department for pre-authorization. 
In most deportments a student should contact the department 
support person listed in the inside back cover of th is bulletin. 
After the academic department support person has processed the 
pre-authorization request, students must then register for the class 
using online registration . 
Personal ID Number {PIN) 
When a person is new to SCSU, his/her PIN is set to his/ her 
birth date in year, month and day order (yymmdd). After entering 
the system for the first time, each person is required to change 
his/her PIN to a new six-digit number. When choosing your own 
personal pin number, please choose a number that does not 
begin or end w ith zero, is not your birthdate, and uses all six 
d igits . Do not use repetitive ( 1111 11) or sequential ( 123456) 
numbers. This new PIN wi ll be used every time the system is 
entered thereafter. If a PIN is forgotten, individuals may contact 
the Student Registration Helpdesk at 320.308 .3936 or e-mail 
registrationhelpdesk@stcloudstate.edu for assistance. 
REGISTRATION INFORMATIO N 
Pre-professional skills test (PPST) 
Students must have completed the PPST to register for upper 
division (300-400 level) classes designed specifically for teacher 
education programs. Students admitted to a non-teaching major 
must contact the Dean's Office, College of Education, Education 
Building A 11 0, if they wish to enroll in classes that require the 
PPST Call 320.308.3023 . 
Pre-Requisites 
Check the undergraduate or graduate bulletin to see if a class 
has a pre-requisite. Pre-requisites are not listed in this schedule. 
Priority registration 
Priority registration is granted for the fol lowing groups of students: 
students with disabilities, students who have earned a 
baccalaureate degree from SCSU, students admitted to graduate 
level programs, undergraduate degree candidates who have 
requested EVENING STUDENT PRIORITY and students admitted 
to the honors program in good standing with 12 SCSU semester 
credits completed. Students in the above groups may register at 
the priority time indicated on the registration schedule or anytime 
thereafter. If students with disabilities need assistance with 
registration , please contact the Office of Records and 
Reg istration, Administrative Services Building, room 118, 
320.308 .3936. 
Registration access code 
If you are on undergraduate student currently enrolled in day 
classes and not yet officially admitted to a major, you must obtain 
a six-digit access code from your adviser before you attempt to 
register. The access code is used only once for each term and is 
not required for summer semester registration after April l , 2005. 
Technical difficulty 
If you experience difficulty in accessing the online registration 
system, please report the problem to the HELP line at 
320.308 .3936. 
Textbooks 
During the summer session the Husky Bookstore will be open 
Monday through Friday from 8:00 a .m.- 4:00 p.m. Extended 
hours are available the first week of each summer term. Call or 
visit the Husky Bookstore Web site for details. Students con 
purchase and have their books shipped to them online at 
www.husky.bkstr.com. The return policy for the summer session(s) 
wi ll be available on the main page of the Web site and will also 
be attached to your receipt wi th your purchase. Customers should 
read the return policy attached to their receipts prior to leaving the 
store and must keep their receipts. The Husky Bookstore is located 
in Centennial Holl. 
Telephone: 320.308.1489. 
E-ma i I: bookstore@stcloudstate.edu 
Web: www.husky.bkstrcom/ 
Time conflicts 
You cannot schedule a time conflict (two courses meeting at the 
same time) without permission from one of the instructors involved. 
Undergraduate and Graduate Credit 
Undergraduate students cannot register for graduate level courses 
using the online registration system. Undergraduates wanting to 
take graduate level courses must obtain the approval of the 
School of G raduate Stud ies by submitting the Graduate Course 
Submission Form found at 
www.stcloudstote.edu/ graduotestudies/forms/ current .asp. 
Variable credit 
If a course is listed with a range of credits (i .e. 1-3), instructors 
and students may decide upon the appropriate credi t amount for 
the current term, providing it fa lls within the stipulated range . 
Withdrawals 
Partial Withdrawals 
For students who drop some but not all courses, the 
fol lowing dotes identify the last date to drop and receive a 
full , l 00 percent refund . Students who drop after these dates 
are responsible for the full tuition and fees. 
Intersession: Moy 24, 2005 
Fi rst Summer Session: June 15, 2005 
Second Summer Session: July 20, 2005 
Full Withdrawals 
For students who drop all courses for intersession, first 
summer session and second summer session refunds ore 
according to the following schedule: 
Intersession: 
Before May 25 
On or ofter Moy 25 
First Summer Session 
Before June 16 
June 16 -June 20 with W 
June 21-27 
After June 27 
Second Summer Session 
Before July 21 
July 21-25 with W 
July 26-August l 
After August l 










Requests for refunds for students dropping all courses should 
be made in person in AS 123 or moiled to: 
Business Services 
St. Cloud State University 
Administrative Services Building 123 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud , MN 56301-4498 
Short courses meeting outside of normal 
session dates 
Add dotes March 21 to first day of class 
Drop with no W Morch 21 to first day of class 










Undergraduate Program Requirements 
for the G. R. Herberger College of 
Business and College of Education 
G.R. Herberger College of Business 
Registration Requirements 
A student must have a 2.40 GPA and 12 semester credits 
completed at the time of advance registration ta enroll in ACCT 
291 and 292; BCIS 242; BlAW 235. To enroll in 300- and 
400-level courses offered by the College of Business, a student 
must be admitted to a business major or minor. N on-business 
majors must have permission of the department chair to enroll in 
300/ 400-level business courses. Generally, permission is given 
only if the student (a) has completed at least 45 credits at the 
time of advance registration for the following semester, (b) has 
been admitted to a major or minor requiring these courses, (c) 
has a cumulative GPA of 2.65 or higher, and (d) has the 
appropriate prerequisites. (Non-business majors may take no 
more than 25 percent of their total university course work in the 
College of Business.) 
Earned credit hour requirement 
A student registering for the next semester must have completed 
the required number of semester credits at the time of advance 
registration to be eligible to register for the following courses: 
ACCT 291 , 292 1 2 credits 
BCIS 242 12 credits 
BlAW 235 12 credits 
ED 351 60 credits 
HLTH 405 30 credits 
SSCI 30 l, 460 48 credits 
SSCI 470 45 credi ts 
MGMT 497* 90 credits 
MKTG 429* 90 credits 
* Students may enroll in MKTG 429 and MGMT 497 only in the 
last semester of their program . In order to register for these 
courses, students must have completed 90 credits at the time of 
advance registration for the following semester. In order to be 
seated in the class, students should have completed a minimum of 
l 05 credits. Only business majors may enroll in MGMT 497. 
NOTE: All other College of Business 300- and 400-level courses 
have a 45 semester credit minimum requirement for enrollment. 
Elementary Education Registration 
Requirements 
A student must have a GPA of 2.50 to be scheduled in ED 200 
(transfer GPA recognized until SCSU GPA established). 
Admission to ED 305, 310, 315, 407, 408, 409, 411 , 412, 
413 , 414, 416, 420 and 422 requires a GPA of 2.75 or 
better. Students must be admitted to the major to enroll in Blocks 
3 and 4. Admission to the Elementary K-8 major and to student 
teaching requires a 2.75 GPA and a grade of C (not C-) or 
better in all required major courses. 
Pre-Professional Skill Test (PPST) results are required to enroll in 
most 300- to 400-level education courses. Information on PPST 
can be obtained in the Office of Clinical Experiences, Education 
Bu ilding, B 120, or by calling 320.308 .4783 . 
UNDERGRADUATE GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM LIST 
Undergraduate Semester-based General 
Education Program Checklist 
I. CORE ( 16 semester credits) 
D CORE 1: ENGL 191 - Introduction to Rhetorical and Analytical Writing 
(4 credits) * ENGL 198 and 291 have been approved as substitutes for 
the core general education requirement in English. 
D CORE 2: CMST 192 - Introduction to Communication Studies (3 
credits) 
D CORE 3: MATH/ STAT 193 - Mathematical/Statistical Thinking (3 
cred its) 
(Applies only to new students entering as of Fall 1998 and beyond) 
D CORE 4: PHIL 194 - Critical Reasoning (3 credits) 
D CORE 5: Democratic Citizenship: (3 credits) 
Choose ONE: CMTY 195, ECON 195, HIST 195, POL 195, SOC 
195, SW 195 
II. DISTRIBUTION (minimum of 24 semester credits) (Areas A, B, & C) 
In two areas, take nine credits, at least six cred its from deportments in the 
left-hand column and no more than four credits from deportments in the 
right-hand column. All nine may come from deportments in the left-hand 
column. No more than four credits may be token from any deportment. 
In one area , toke six credits, all from deportments in the left-hand 
column. This "short" area must be approved by your adviser. No more 
than four credits may be token from any deportment. 
NOTE: Diversity courses are underlined and in bold . 
AREA A: HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
Choose 6-9 credits from the following: 
Art 130, ill 
Communication Studies 212, 221, 241, 322, 332 
Community Studies 222 
English 184, 20 l, 202 , 203, 215. 216 
Foreign Language (may count two courses 
in sequence for general education credit) 
FORL 101,102, 201 , 202 
FREN 101, 102,110,201 ,202 
GER 101, 102, 110,201,202 
JPN 101, 102 
RUSS l O l , l 02, 20 l , 202 
SPAN 101 , l 02, 201, 202 
Humanities (HUMS) 250 
No more than 4 credits from the following: 
Communication Disorders l 30, 171 , 220 
Information Media l 04, 204, 260 
Mass Communication 146, 220, 273 , 27 4, 275 
Reading 120 
Religious Studies 100 
Music Musicianship (MUSM) l 00, l O l , 111, 123, 125, 126; 
Music Performance (MUSP) Classes: l 0 l , l 02, l 03, 161 , 167 
Ensembles: 151 -164; 258,360 
All Private Lessons 
PESS 125 
Philosophy ill, 112, lli, 212, 484 
Theatre, Film Studies, and Dance (TH) 125, 148, 270; 
(DANC) 142, 341 
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UNDERGRADUATE GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM LIST 
AREA B: NATURAL SCIENCES 
Choose 6-9 credits from the following: 
Include one laboratory course (indicated with*) 
Biologicol Sciences l O l , l 02 *, l 03 *, l 04, 
105, 106. 107* 
Chemistry 101,105, 140*, 141* , 207*, 210* 
Computer Science 169 (Same as CNA 169) 
Computer Networking/ Applications 169 
(Same as CSCI 169) 
Earth & Atmos. Science 104*, 105*, 106, 109* 
Physics/ Astronomy (PHYS) l 0 l , l 03 *, 208; 
(ASTR) 106*, 107, 120 
AREA C: SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
Choose 6-9 credits from the following: 
Anthropology 150. 159. 165, 198, 240 
Area Studies (AFST 250; CMTY 111. 222. 266, 470 
EAST 250, 363, 364; lAST 250. 350. SOV 100) 
Community Psychology l 0 l , 384 (same as CEEP) 
Counselor Ed . and Educational Psych. l 0 l , 384 
(same as CPSY) 
Economics 201 ,205, 206, 350,38 1 
Ethnic Studies 201. 205. 210. 215. 220 
Geography 101 111 273, 275, 372 
Gerontology 208 
History 101 , 105, 106.109. 140, 141, 150. 210, 21 1 
Human Relations 102. 105 
Political Science l 0 l , 251, 337 
Psychology 115, 225, 240, 325 
Sociology ill, 160, 268, 277 
Social Science l 04, 204, 301 , 460, 470 
Double Counting: A student may count a course for credit in 
the general education program and in the major/minor if the 
course is a requirement for that ma jor/minor. The credits count 
only once towards graduation. 
Waivers: If a student takes six cred its in a department which 
are not general education courses, the student may waive three 
credits of general education in that same department. In foreign 
languages, nine upper division credits may waive six. This does 
not reduce the total credits required for graduation. 
CHECK WITH THE INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENT. NOT ALL 
DEPARTMENTS ALLOW WAIVERS AND DOUBLE COUNTING. 
NOTE: Some majors require particular general education classes. 
See the department for information. 
Ill. UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS 
Diversity: Each student must complete three courses designated 
Diversity. Students may take no more than one course from any 
one department in the completion of their Diversity designated 
courses . See undergraduate bulletin for a list of currently 
approved courses.** 
Physical Education: Each student must complete a one-credit 
course in wellness and fitness (PESS 122). See the description in 
the Bulletin or contact the Department of Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and Sport Science, HaH 227, 
320.308 .2155. 
No more than 4 credits from the following: 
Aviation l 0 l , 103, 107 
Electrical & Compute-;-[r;'gineering l 0 l, l 02 
Environmental & Tech. Studies 157, 182, 183, 185, 186, 260 
Mathematics l 05, 171 , 211 
Mechanical & Manufacturing Engineering l O l 
No more than 4 credits from the following: 
Child and Family Studies 220, 260 
Community Studies 200 
Criminal Justice Studies l 00, l 0 l, 111 
Education 250. 37 4 -
Ethnic Studies 350 
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 20 l 
Health,Phy Ed , Rec & Sport Science 
(HLTH) 125 
Human Relations l 01. 201. 206. 497. 498 
Marketing l 00, 200, Business Law 230 
Management 260, 261 
Special Education 203 
Women's Studies 201 
DIVERSITY COURSES 
AFST 250 








CMTY l 1 l , 222, 470 




ED 250, 374 
ENGL 203, 215, 216 
ETHS 20 1,205,210,215, 
220,350 
ETS 183 
GEOG 101 , 11 1 
HIST l 06, l 09, 150 
HURL 101 , 102. 105,201, 
206,497,498 
IM 204 
JPN 101, 102 
lAST 250, 350 
MUSM 125 
PESS 125 
PHIL 111, 211 
POL 337 
PSY 225 
REL l 00 




RACIAL ISSUES (RIS) COURSES•• 
CMTY l l l , 470 
ETHS 201,205,2 10,215,220 
HIST 109 
HURL l 02, l 05 
soc 268 
* *Th is checklist is subject to change. See Academic Affairs office for 
current information. 
* *One Diversity course must be a racial issues course, to be token in the 
first year of enrollment. 
MINNESOTA TRANSFER CURRICUL UM 
The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum at 
scsu 
General information 
SCSU accepts the completed Minnesota Transfer Curriculum as 
fulfilling all lower division General Education requirements. We 
also provide an opportunity for students who wish to tra nsfer lo 
complete the Minnesota Transfer Curricu lum here at SCSU. 
This curriculum is designed primarily for students who wish lo 
transfe r from SCSU lo another Minnesota insti tution which accepts 
the MTC. Students who transfer lo SCSU with a partially 
completed curriculum should see the note below. 
The SCSU MN Transfer Curriculum is a slightly mod ified version 
of the standard SCSU General Education program . 
The courses listed here may change. The list will be updated 
periodically. See the Office of Academic Affairs, AS 209, for the 
most current list. 
Diversity courses are underlined and in bold . 
Requirements 
GOAL 1: Communications (7 credits) 
ENGL 19 l , 198 , or 29 l and CMST 192 
GOAL 2: Critical Thinking (3 cred its) 
PHIL 194 
GOAL 3: Natural Sciences (Minimum of two courses, 6 to 8 
cred its, no more than 4 credits from one deportment) 
ASTR l 06*, 205; BIOL 102* , l 03 *; CHEM 140* , 207*, 
210* ; EAS 104*, 105* , 109* ; PHYS 103* 
GOAL 4: Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (3 credits) 
MATH/STAT 193 (Moth l l l , 112, 113, 115, 196, 21 l , 
22 l also fu lfill this goal) 
GOAL 5: History and the Social and Behavioral Sciences 
(Mi nimum 3 credi ts) 
ANTH 150, 159, 198, 240; CMTY 222, 266; CPSY/CEEP 
10 1; ECON 201, 205 , 206; GEOG 273, 275 ; HIST 101, 
105, 106, 140, 141 , 150, 210, 21 l; POL 101; PSY 115, 
225, 240; SOC 160, llL 277; SSCI l 04, 204 
GOAL 6: Humanities and Fine Arts (Minimum 6 credits, no more 
than 3 cred its from one department. One course must be from the 
arts and the other from the humanities .) Note: First and second 
year foreign languages may also be accepted under the 
Humanities. 
See the Advising Center or Academic Affairs for the most 
recent rul ing. 
Arts: Art 130, ill; MUSM l 00, l O l, 123, 126; MUSP 
101 , 102, 103, private lessons, ensembles 151-164, 258; 
TH 125, 148; FS 175, 260. 
Humanities: AMST 101 ; CMST 2 12,22 1,241 ; ENGL 
184, 20 l , 202, 203, 215, 216; FREN l l 0; GER l l 0; 
HUMS 250; PHIL ill, 112, ill, 212. 
GOAL 7: Human Diversity (Minimum 3 credi ts) 
The Racia l Issues course which must be taken in the fi rst year of 
enrollment also satisfies the Human Diversity competency of the 
Minnesota Transfer Curriculum. Since this is also a university 
requirement, students who have completed the diversity 
competency at another college or university may be required to 
toke a Racial Issues course in addition to having met the diversity 
requirement of the MTC. See note 2 below. 
CMTY 111 470· ETHS 201. 205,210, 215, 220; 
HIST l 09 ; HURL 102, l 05; SOC 268 
GOAL 8: Global Perspectives (Minimum 3 cred its) 
Note: First and second year foreign languages may olso be 
accepted in th is goal area . See the Advising Center or Academic 
Affairs for the most recent ruling. 
AFST 250; ANTH 150; ASTR 120; BIOL l 06; DANC 142; 
EAST 250; ETS 183; FORL 20 l, 202; FREN 20 l, 202; 
GEOG 101,111 ; GER 201 , 202; HIST 150 ; JPN 201, 
202; LAST 250; MUSM ill; PHIL ill; POL 25 l ; REL l 00; 
RUSS 20 1, 202; SOC 268; SPAN 201, 202 
GOAL 9: Ethical and Civic Responsibility (Minimum 3 cred its) 
CMTY 195; ECON 195; HIST 195; POL 195; SW 195; 
soc 195 
GOAL 10: People and the Environment (Minimum 3 credits) 
BIOL 101 , 105, 106; CHEM 105; ETS 260; EAS 106; 
PHYS 208 
* Laboratory course 
Note: All programs must fulfill all ten goals and 
must total at least 40 credits. 
For students who have completed part of the MTC and then 
transfer to SCSU: 
l. Students are not required lo repeal any goals they have 
already fu lfilled and will be allowed lo select from the 
preceding courses lo complete the ten MTC competencies 
(goals) . Transfer students may also elect to complete the 
brooder SCSU General Education Program . See the Advising 
Center for assistance in deciding wh ich program lo complete. 
2. Students must have completed or must complete al SCSU the 
equivalent of all University requirements. These currently 
include th ree Diversity courses, one of which must be a Racial 
Issues course taken during the first year of enrollment, and a 
one-credit physical education course (PESS 122) based on 
concepts of wellness and/ or fitness. Completion of the MTC 
al SCSU does not exempt students from these requirements. 
NOTE: Students who transfer to SCSU with the MTC 
completed ore not subiect to the Racial Issues/Diversity 
requ irement, though they remain sub ject to the 
Wellness/Fitness requirement. 
3. A student's combined transfer and SCSU general 




When do I register? 
Registration times at SCSU are based on your status as a priority 
student or on the number of earned semester credi t hours 
recorded on your SCSU transcript. 
Priority Registration 
Priority registra tion is granted for the following groups of students: 
• students with disabilities, 
• students who have earned a baccalaureate degree from 
SCSU, 
• students admitted to graduate level programs, 
• undergraduate degree candidates w ho have requested 
EVEN ING STUDENT PRIORITY and 
• students admitted to the honors program in good standing with 
12 SCSU semester credits completed 
• Priority student registration time is based on the last two digits 
of your social security number. 
• Remaining admitted student registration time is determined by 
the number of earned semester credits you have completed. 
Earned Credit Registration 
Semester credi ts that are completed and have an assigned grade 
are used to determine priority or eligibility to access online 
registration during advance registration. 
• "Completed" is defined as passing grades or transfer credits 
officially posted to your SCSU academic record. 
• Your earned semester credits do NOT include cred its in which 
you ore currently enrolled. 
• You may register at any time after your scheduled registra tion 
window opens. 
Special Student Registration 
Special student registration beg ins April l . See additional 
information about special student status on page 8. 
• Non-admitted student (special student) registration is according 
to the last two digits of your social security number. 
• You may reg ister at any ti me after your scheduled registration 
w indow opens. 
Getting Ready to Register 
• Identify courses from the summer sessions schedule that you 
would like to take . 
• Select alternate courses in case your first choice is not 
available. 
• See your academic adviser to discuss your schedule and , if 
necessary, to get your registration access code to register. 
• Make sure that you have both your student ID number and 
PIN ava ilable as you will need both to access the online 
registra tion system. 
• Access the online registration system at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/ registrar to regi ster for your classes. 
Click on "Register Online Web Site." 
After You Register 
• No deposit is required to register for classes, but you must 
pay tuition and fees by the deadline date to avoid registration 
holds and the possible cancellation of future registrations . 
• You may adjust or change your schedule at any time during 
the offic ial registration periods. 
• Keep in mind that dropping classes after the dates indicated 
in the calendar could result in a W for the course and you 
may not receive a full refund. 
REGISTRATION TIMETABLE 
Summer 2005 Registration Timetable DATE TIME Number of credits earned 
March 28 800 50 
REGISTRATION OPENS FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES 
M 9:00 49 
0 10:00 48 
DATE TIME N 11:00 47 
March 21 800 D 12:00 46 
A l:00 45 
REGISTRATION OPENS FOR PRIORITY STUDENTS 
y 2:00 44 
3:00 43 
DATE TIME Number of Last two digits 400 42 
credits earned of SSN 
March 21 900 Priority Only 89-99 
1000 Priority Only 0-12 March 29 800 41 
M 11:00 Priority Only 13-24 9:00 40 
0 12:00 Priority Only 25-37 T 1000 39 
N l:00 Priority Only 38-50 u 11 :00 38 
D 200 Priority Only 5 1-62 E 1200 37 
A 300 Priority Only 63-75 s l:00 36 
y 400 Priority Only 76-88 D 2:00 34 
A 3:00 32 
REGISTRATION OPENS FOR ADMITTED STUDENTS y 4 :00 30 
Based on number of earned semester credit hours March 30 
DATE TIME Number of credits earned w 8:00 28 E 9:00 26 
March 22 8:00 143 D 10:00 24 9:00 134 N l l 00 22 T 10:00 128 E 12:00 20 u 11:00 123 s l:00 18 E 1200 119 D 200 17 s l:00 115 A 3:00 16 D 200 113 y 400 15 
A 300 l l l 
y 400 109 March 31 800 14 
March 23 
T 9:00 13 
H 10:00 12 w 800 107 u l l 00 l l E 900 105 R 1200 10 D 10:00 103 s l:00 9 N l l:00 101 D 2:00 6 E 12:00 99 A 300 2 s l:00 97 y 400 0 D 200 95 
A 300 93 
y 4:00 90 REGISTRATION OPENS FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS 
March 24 8:00 87 
(NON-DEGREE SEEKING STUDENTS) 
T 9:00 84 DATE TIME Last two digits of SSN 
H 10:00 82 Aprill 8:00 0-10 z u 11:00 80 9:00 l l-21 0 R 12:00 78 F 10:00 22-32 ti s l:00 76 R 11:00 33-44 11:11: D 2:00 74 I 12 :00 45-55 t; 
A 300 72 D l:00 56-66 ~ y 400 70 ... A 2:00 67-77 11:11: 
March 25 8:00 68 
y 3:00 78-88 
9:00 66 
4 :00 88-99 
F 10:00 64 
R 11:00 62 
I 1200 60 April 2 
D l:00 58 Registration continues, no registration access code needed, no 




ONLINE REGISTRATION GUIDE 
Online Registration/ 
Student Information Guide 
To access the Online Registration /Student Information System you 
w ill need your SCSU ID or Social Security Number and your PIN 
(see Step 2 and 3). 
Step 1: Open your Web server and point it to 
www.stdoudstate.edu/ registrar. 
Click on "Register Online Web Site." 
Step 2: At the St. Cloud State University Login screen enter your 
SCSU ID (this is not your SSN) and your PIN. 
A. Upon entering SCSU, your PIN is set to your birth 
date in year, month, day order (yymmdd). 
B. After entering the system for the first time, you will be 
required to change your PIN to a new number 
known only to you. Do not begin your new number 
with zero or use common combinations of numbers 
(ie 123456). 
l1 l2 lo l 2 l 1 l41 
Example: February 14, 1972 
C. This new PIN will be used every time the system is 
entered thereafter. If a PIN is forgotten, you may call 
the HELP Line or click on the Contact Us link for 
assistance. 
Click on the Login button and proceed to step 5. 
Step 3: If you do not know your SCSU ID, you must look it up. 
To do that, dick on the Lookup Tab. 
A. At the Lookup screen, enter your SSN (don't use 
spaces or hyphens) and your PIN. Click on the 
Submit button. 
B. When your SCSU ID is displayed, write it down. 
You'll need it. Click on the Return to Login link. 
Step 4: At the St. Cloud State University Login screen enter your 
SCSU ID and your PIN. Click on the Login Tab. 
Step 5: At the Welcome Screen, the menu items are on the left. 
Click on Select Year/Term at the top of your screen to 
choose the appropriate term . 
Step 6: Click on Registration Tab. 
Step 7: Click on Enter Registration Access Code (see your 
adviser for code) and enter your six-digit code. (Not 
needed if a graduate student or accepted to an 
undergraduate maior.) 
If you are a lower-division undergraduate student not yet 
admitted too major, you may register without o 
registrat ion access code beginning April 2. 
Step 8: To register for classes, click on Quick Add (Register[. 
A. Enter the Course ID for each class you want in the 
Course ID column. You will find the Course ID 
numbers on the fi rst line of each course listing in this 
class schedule. 
Example: To ADD CMST 192, section 02, enter 
000182 in the Course ID box. 
B. After entering your choices, click on the Register 
Now button. You will then be told if you are 
registered for the classes or if there was o problem. 
Step 9: To search for Open Sections, click on the Search for 
Open Sections menu item. You must fill in at least one 
of the boxes of search criterio (Subject, Course Number 
or General Education Code.). 
Step 10: To Drop a Course, click on the View/Modify Class 
Schedule menu item. Once on that screen, click on the 
Course ID of the class you wish to drop. 
Step 11 : You may continue to register for classes until your 
schedule is complete. 
Step 12: When you hove finished , be sure to click on the Logout 
button. 
HOW TO ACCESS YOUR STUDENT ID 
For students already admitted to SCSU who do not 
remember their Student ID: 
l .) Log on to: www.stdoudstate.edu/registrar 
Click on "Register Online Web Site. " 
2.) Click on Click on Lookup ID tab. 
3.) Enter: Your Social Security Number (enter oil nine digits 
wi th no hyphens) and your PIN. Do not enter anything in 
the PALS ID from your campus card ( 14 dig it borcode 
from bock of the card) . 
4 .) Click on: Submit 
5 ) Your SCSU Student ID will display. PLEASE MAKE SURE 
YOU WRITE THIS NUMBER DOWN AND KEEP IT IN A 
SAFE PLACE . YOU WILL NEED THIS NUMBER FOR 
REGISTRATION . 
Once you hove your SCSU ID number, please follow the 
registration procedure wi th Step 4. 
Need help? 
HELP Line 320.308.3936 
Available Spring Hours: 
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., Monday-Friday 
Available Summer Hours: 
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m ., Monday-Friday 
SPECIAL STUDENT REGISTRATION FORM 
(Non-degree seeking) 
Use this form to be entered into the student registration system if you wish to register as a non-degree seeking student. The form 
should be submitted to the Records and Registration Office. Generally, within 48 hours an e-mail or U.S. mail confirmation will be 
sent with complete instructions on how to register. 
Name 
L<\ST FIRST MIDDLE PREVIOUS 
Current Address -~---- ~ ~ ----------------------- --- ---------
STREET ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP COUNTRY 
CURRENT HOM E NUM BER CELL NUMBER E-MAIL ADDRE$S (REQUIRED) 





D Citizen of the United States: Resident of which state 
D Resident Alien of the United States 
ZIP 
D International student: Resident of which country? ________ _ _ 
Emergency Contact Name ________ ______________ _ 
Emergency Contact Phone 
I wish to register for SCSU courses because I seek: 
D Undergraduate courses with the intention of being admitted 
D Undergraduate courses as a lifelong learner 
D Graduate courses with the intention of being admitted 
D Graduate courses as a lifelong learner 
I wish to begin classes Year DODD □ Fall D Spring D Summer 
Do you hold a high school diploma or GEDt □ Yes D No 
If yes, _____________________________ _ 
INSTITUTION CITY STATE COUNTRY 
Do you hold a baccalaureate degree? D Yes D No 
If yes, ____ _ _______ ___________ _ ___ _ 
INSTITUTION CITY STATE COUNTRY 
Continued on back 
Please see statement regarding 
confidential information. 
Social Security Number: 
□□□- □□ - □□□□ 
(Volu ntary.for I.D. purposes only) 
Birthdate: 
□□ - □□ - □□□□ mm l dd l y y y y 
(Necessary for establishment in the registration system) 
Gender: 
0 Male 0 f emale 
Race and ethnic background: 
(select any that apply) 
0 Hispanic or Latino: A person of Cuban , 
Mexican , Puerto Rican, South or Central 
American, or other Spanish culture, 
regardless of race) 
0 American Indian or Alaskan Native: A 
person having origins in any of the origi-
nal peoples of North, Central or South 
American and who maintains tribal affilia-
tion or community attachment . 
0 Asian: A person having origins in any of 
the original peoples of the f ar East, 
Southeast Asia or the Indian subconti-
nent. 
0 Black or African American : A person 
having origins in any of the black racial 
groups of Africa. 
0 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Islander: A person having origins in any 
of the original peoples of Hawaii, Guam, 
Samoa, or other Pacific Islands. 
0 White: A person having origins in any of 
the original peoples of Europe, the 









SPECIAL STUDENT REGISTRATION FORM 
Have you attended SCSU before? D Yes D No Last attendance ____________ _ 
SEMESTER YEAR 
Have you submitted an application for undergraduate admission D Yes D No 
SEMESTER YEAR 
Have you submitted an application for graduate admission D Yes D No 
SEMESTER YEAR 
Signature required by all special students (non-degree seeking) 
D I certify that the information given on this form and on all other registration materials is complete and correct to the best of my 
knowledge. I understand that falsification of information on this form may be cause for SCSU to void my registration or take 
other appropriate action. 
Signature 
Choices to submit your request 
• Electronic online submission at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar/ 
• Fax request to: 320-308-2059 
• Deliver in person to 118 Administrative Services Building 
• Mail to : Office of Records and Registration 
118 Administrative Services Building 
720 Fourth Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Confidential Information 
Date 
Welcome and thank you for your interest in St. Cloud State University. It is important for you to be aware of 
the following data privacy issues before submitting this form. 
The University is asking you to provide information that includes private and/or confidential information under state and federal law. 
The University is asking for this information in order to process your request. 
You are not legally required to provide the information the University is requesting; however, the University may not be able to 
effectively process your request if you do not provide sufficient information. With some exceptions, unless you consent to further release 
of private information, access to this information will be limited to school officials, including faculty, who have legitimate educational 
interests in the information. Under certain circumstances, federal and state laws authorize release of private information without your 
consent: 
• To other schools in which you seek or intend to enroll, or are enrolled, if you are first notified of the release; 
• To federal, state or local officials for purposes of program compliance, audit or evaluation; 
• As appropriate in connection with your application for, or receipt of, financial aid; 
• To your parents, if your parents claim you as a dependent student for tax purposes; 
• If the information is sought with a subpoena, court order, or otherwise permitted by other state or federal law, and 
• To an institution engaged in educational research or accrediting agency. 
SCSU abides by the provisions of the Title 9 federal and state legislation forbidding discrimination on the basis of sex, race, color, 
gender, religion, marital status, creed, status with regard to public assistance, membership/activity in a local commission, status as a 
Vietnam-era veteran, age, ancestry, disability, national origin, sexual orientation, or citizenship. This document can be made available 
in formats such as large print or cassette tape, upon request. 
Member of Minnesota State Colleges and Universities. 
ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES 
Cultural Diversity 
As an SCSU student, you w ill be a member of a un iversity 
community that is committed to creating a posi tive supportive 
environment which welcomes a diversity of opinions and ideas 
for students, faculty, and staff of all cultures. SCSU is dedicated 
to providing equal education and employment opportun ities to all 
persons, rega rd less of race, gender, age, status or physical 
condition. We wi ll not tolerate racism or harassment or any 
derogatory remarks about a student's race, class, age, gender, 
or physical limi tations. The best and most effective learning for 
tomorrow's leaders takes place in a multicultural setting. 
Student Records and Directory Information 
The following information has been defined as directory 
information at SCSU: 
• Student name 
• Address (local and permanent) 
• E-mail address 
• Telephone listing 
• Date of birth 
• Class status (freshman, sophomore, etc.) 
• Major field of study 
• Participation in officially recognized activities and sports 
• Height and weight of members of athletic teams 
• Dates of attendance 
• Degrees and graduation honors received 
• Most recent previous educational agency or institution 
attended 
This information may be released without your authorization, 
un less you restrict its release. You may restrict release of your 
directory information by completing a Request for Non-Disclosure 
Form ava ilable at www.stcloudsta te.edu/registrar or from the 
Office of Records and Registration in AS 118. Students who opt 
to restrict the release of address and phone number information 
will not appear in the Campus Directory (if submitted prior to 
September 15), on most mailing lists used by SCSU student 
organizations, on mailing lists obtained from SCSU by non-
university groups, or in the campus e-mai l white pages. 
Additional information about student rights pertaining to educa-
tional records may be found at www.stdoudstate.edu/studenMe. 
Drug and Alcohol Policy 
Drug and alcohol abuse affects the health, sa fety, and well being 
of all employees and students and restricts the University's ability 
to carry out its mission. Please review and familiarize yourself 
with the Drug-Free Campus and Workplace Compliance 
document available on the St. Cloud State Student Life and 
Development homepage at www.stcloudsta te.edu/studentlife. 
Safety 
Providing the safest possible environment is part of SCSU's 
mission. The University annually publishes a Campus Security 
Report with policy statements for a range of security programs. 
This report is available in print or electronically, at no charge, 
from University Publ ic Safety at 320.308.3453, e-ma il 
pubsafe@stcloudstate.edu or on the Web of 
www. stcloudstate. edu / pu bl icsafety. 
SCSU Policy Statement on Non-discrimination 
in Employment and Education Opportunity 
St. Cloud State University is committed to a policy of 
nondiscrimination in employment and education opportunity. N o 
person will be discriminated against in the terms and condi tions 
of employment, or student access to and participation in 
programs, services and activities with regard to race, sex, color, 
creed, rel igion, age, national origin, physical/mental disability, 
marital sta tus, status with regard to public assistance, sexual 
orientation, or membership or activity in a local commission as 
defined by law. Harassment based on the above characteristics 
is a form of discrimination and is prohibited by this pol icy. 
Sexual Harassment and Sexual Violence 
Policies 
MnSCU and SCSU policies and procedures forbid sexual 
harassment and sexual violence and provide for the reporting, 
investigation, and disposition of such incidents. Incidents of sexual 
harassment are to be reported to the Affirmative Action Office, 
AS 208, 320.308.5123. Incidents of sexual assault or violence 
are to be reported to the Women's Center, 320.308.4958, 
Campus Security, AS l 02, 320.308.3453, or the St. Cloud 
Police, 9 1 l . Copies of sexual harassment and sexual violence 
policies are available in the above named SCSU offices. 
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ACA D EMIC POLICIES 
Academic Policies 
Admission to Major Requirement for Advance 
Registration 
Undergraduate students with 80 or more earned credits must be 
formally admitted to an academic major to access the onl ine 
reg istration system during the advance registration period. 
Formal admission requirements may vary according to 
academic program . Check w ith the specific academic 
department for admission procedures. 
Credit Limit 
Graduate students (any student registered for a graduate 
course): The maximum credit limit is 12. Fifteen cred its will be 
allowed if three credits are taken during the in tersession. Students 
wishing to exceed this limit must secure permission from their 
adviser and the Dean of Graduate Studies, AS l 21 by means 6f 
a petition. 
Undergraduate students: The maximum credit limit is 18, not to 
exceed nine credits in any one summer term. Additionally, three 
credits may be taken during the intersession. Undergraduate 
students accepted to a major program who wish to exceed the 
limit must secure permission in advance of registration from the 
col lege dean . Students not accepted in a major must secure 
permission from the Advising Center, Centennial Hall 229. 
Grading options 
In the course schedule booklet the grading methods for SCSU 
classes are indicated using the following: 
SU/REQ = Satisfactory/unsatisfactory grading is required 
No indication = Conventional letter grades. 
Either = Student has the option of electing an S/U grade or 
the conventional letter grade. This option must be made by the 
end of the second class meeting. 
For information on auditing a class, see page 9. 
Non-attendance 
If you register for a class(es) and do not attend or stop attending 
w ithout officially dropping or withdrawing, you will be held 
responsible for payment and receive your earned grade for the 
class(es). 
Undergraduate Graduation 
Students are encouraged to apply for graduation two to three 
semesters prior to the term all degree requirements will be 
completed. There is a $20 non-refundable processing fee 
payable w hen submitting the application. The deadline for 
submitting undergraduate graduation applications for summer are: 
• First Term Monday, June 20 
• Second Term Mondoy, July 25 
Diplomas wi ll be mailed to the diploma address on file 
approximately eight weeks after the end of the graduation term. 
Undergraduate application forms are available in the Office of 
Records and Registration, AS l 18 and on the Records and 
Registration Web si te at www.stcloudstate .edu/registror. 
Although students may officially complete o degree during 
summer, there WILL NOT be a summer commencement ceremony. 
Students wishing to participate in a commencement ceremony are 
invited to participate in the preceding spring or the following fall 
commencement ceremony. 
Graduate Commencement and Hooding 
Graduate students should apply to graduate the first two weeks of 
their last semester. There is a $20 non-refundable fee payable 
when submitting the application . A graduate application booklet 
is available in the School of Graduate Stud ies, AS 121 and on 
the School of Graduate Stud ies Web si te at 
www.stcloudstote.edu/ graduotestudies. 
Although students may officially complete o degree during 
summer, there WILL NOT be a summer commencement ceremony. 
Students w ishing to participate in o commencement ceremony are 
invited to participate in the preceding spring or the fol lowing foll 
commencement ceremony. 
Diplomas will be moiled to the address on file approximately 
eight weeks ofter the end of the graduation term. 
Academic Probation for Undergraduate 
Students 
Undergraduate studen ts are requ ired to maintain a 2.0 
cumulative grade point overage for all SCSU course work. 
Students w ho foll below o 2.0 cumulative GPA will be placed on 
academic probation for the next semester. During the 
probationary semester, students must raise their cumulative GPA to 
2 .0 or earn o 2.3 term GPA or they will be suspended. Students 
placed on probation will be allowed to advance register if they 
meet all other university requirements. Further information may be 
found at www.stcloudstote.edu/ registrar/ records/ probation .asp. 
Termination of Graduate Student Status 
A graduate student may be terminated from o groduote program 
and the School of Graduate Studies "for cause" based on the 
recommendation of the adviser/ graduate committee, the 
department chairperson and the graduate dean. "For cause" 
includes professional judgment of the department and the graduate 
dean, that the student does not meet the academic or professiona l 
standards required for o student earning o graduate degree. 
It is important for students to know the guidelines stated in this 
bulletin ore minimum requirements and that each graduate program 
is free to establish specific terms by which o student's progress is 
measured for continuation. When performance is unsatisfactory, in 
terms of o student's grades or normal progress toward their degree 
objective, the graduate student status may be terminated . 
Students ore encouraged to see the graduate coordinator in 
their program for complete information about degree progress 
standards, academic performance standards, and the procedures 
used to monitor these standards. 
• A notification of violation letter wi ll be sent to graduate students 
who receive o grade paint overage of less than 3.0 in their 
graduate program, or who hove o cumulative grade paint 
overage of less than 3.0. 
• A notification of compliance dote letter wi ll be sent to students 
who received a notification of violation letter and who hove 
foiled to demonstrate significant improvement in their academic 
record. If o student is under the notification of violation status 
and receives o grade of less than B, o grade paint average for 
the term of less than 3.0, or a cumulative grade paint overage 
of less than 3.0 the student will be placed on probation. 
• A dismissal letter wi ll be sent to students who were placed on 
probation and who failed to meet the deadline set in the 
notification of compliance dote letter and received o grade 
paint overage for the term less than 3 .0, or o grade of less 
than o B. 
TUITION, BILLING, AND FEE PAYMENT INFORMATION 
Tuition, Billing, and Fee Payment 
Information 
Tuition Information 
Tuition and fee rates are subject to change without notice. 
Tuition rates per credit 
Undergraduate resident on-campus course $152.55 
Undergraduate resident off-campus course $185.00 
Undergraduate non-resident $331 . 15 
Graduate resident on-campus course $233.00 
Graduate resident off-campus course $266.70 






Student fees for on-campus courses 
l credit 24.95 
2 credits 49.90 
3 credits 74.85 
4 credits 99.80 
5 credits 124.75 
6 credits 149.70 
7 credits 17 4.65 
8 credits 199.60 
9 credits 224.55 
l O credits 249.50 
l l credits 27 4.45 
12 credits 299.40 
Additional credits beyond 12 4.39 
Student fees for off-campus courses 
$4.39 
Breakdown of fees 
Per credit fee - 12 credit maximum per semester 
Student Activity-$16. 10 
Faci lities Assessment-$3. 92 
Athletic -$ 1.73 
Per credit fee - No maximum per semester 
MSUSA-$ .39 
Technology-$4.00 
Clinical Nursing Program Fee 
$312.50 per student per semester 
Senior citizens tuition rates 
Minnesota residents 62 years of age or older may enroll in 
courses at SCSU without paying tuition or fees, providing space 
is available after tuition-paying students have enrolled. An 
admin istration fee of $20 per credit hour is required when a 
course is taken for credit. The student also must bear the cost of 
laboratory fees, books, and materials. 
Due dates for payment of tuition 
and standard fees 
Intersession 
First Summer Session 
Second Summer Session 
Billing/Invoices 
May 23, 2005 
June 20, 2005 
July 2 1 , 2005 
Invoice and account information are available electron ically. You 
must monitor your account online. SCSU does not mail tuition 
statements. 
M innesota law requires fu ll, timely payment and assignment of 
past due accounts to a collection agency. Please promptly 
contact Business Services in Administrative Services 123 if you 
expect to have a past due account. 
Payment Options 
Payments may be made with cash, personal check, money order, 
or credit card. SCSU accepts Visa, MasterCard , Discover, and 
American Express . 
l . Payments sent by mai l should be addressed to: 
Cashiers Office 
St. Cloud State University 
Administrative Services Building 123 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 5630 1-4498 
2. Payment made in person should be delivered to Administrative 
Services Building, AS 123. In order to assure proper and 
timely credit for payment, payment must identify student name 
and a student's Tech ID number. 
3. Payments can be made online at www.stcloudstate.edu with a 
VISA, MasterCard, or bye-check. 
4. Payment can be made over the telephone w ith VISA, 
MasterCard, American Express, and Discover by calling 
320.308.40 12. 
To access your online account: 
l . www.stcloudstate.edu 
2. Click on Registration 
3. Click on Register Online Web site 
4 . Enter student ID and Pin Number 
5. Click on student tab 
Options on the left hand side of the screen are: 
• Check Term Grades 
• Academic Record 
• My Account 
• Financial Aid 
• Address Maintenance 
6. Click on My Account 
More options on the left hand side of the screen: 
• Balance Due by Term 
• Full Account Detai l 
• Pay Online 
7. To pay online, click on: Pay Online and institution name: 
St. Cloud State University 
8. Credit Cards Accepted : VISA, MasterCard. 
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TUITION, BILLING, AND FEE PAYMENT INFORMATION 
Financial a id 
All financia l aid awards wi ll be applied on June 15, 2005, 
based on enrollment for both terms. Overage checks will be 
deposited in student bank accounts or mai led to the student's 
local address by June 20. If a refund is issued for the second 
summer term, it may be necessary to repay some or all of the 
award based on enrollment status. 
Withdrawals 
Partial W ithdrawals 
For students who drop some but not all courses, the 
following dates identify the last date to drop and receive a 
full , 100 percent refund. Students who drop after these dates 
are responsible for the full tu ition and fees . 
Intersession: May 24, 2005 
First Summer Session: June 15, 2005 
Second Summer Session: July 20, 2005 
Full Withdrawals 
For students who drop all courses for intersession, first 
summer session and second summer session refunds are 
according to the following schedule: 
Intersession: 
Before May 25 
On or after May 25 
First Summer Session 
Before June 16 
June 16 - June 20 w ith W 
June 21-27 
After June 27 
Second Summer Session 
Before July 21 
July 21-25 with W 
July 26-August l 
After August l No refund 









Requests for refunds for students dropping all courses should 
be made in person in AS 123 or mailed to: 
Business Services 
St. Cloud State University 
Administrative Services Building 123 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 5630 1-4498 
Short courses meeting outside of normal 
session dates 
Add dates March 21 to first day of class 
Drop with no W March 21 to first day of class 
Deadline for l 00 percent refund First day of class 
Rebates for interns and student teachers 
You may apply for a rebate of a portion of the student union and 
activities fees you have paid if your duty station is located more 
than 50 miles from St. Cloud (as defined by the state of 
Minnesota mileage chart) . Forms are available in Administrative 
Services 1 18 and Education Building B 120. Applications must 
be returned to AS 1 18 no later than the final day of the second 
summer term. 
Requests for refunds for students dropping all courses should be 
made in person in AS 123 or mailed to: 
Business Services 
St. Cloud State University 
Administrative Sevices Building 123 
720 4th Avenue South 




229 Centennial Hall 
Web site: www.stcloudstate.edu/advising/ 
For assistance with planning your undergraduate general 
education classes, choosing a major, selecting your lower 
division classes - stop in or coll for on advising session . 
Appointments ore available from 9:00 o.m. to 3:30 p.m., 
Monday-Friday during spring semester and Monday-Friday in the 
summer. 
American Indian Center 
320.308.5449 
AIC 
Web site: www.stcloudstate.edu/aic 
E-mail: aic@stcloudstate.edu 
The American Indian Center at SCSU strives to respond to the 
self-defined educational needs and goals of American Indian 
students and commun ities alike. The Center offers cultural 
activities, academic support programs, a resource center, speaker 
series, and Native arts. It also hosts spiritual ceremonies, the All 
Tribes student organization, and on annual traditional powwow. 
Campus Card Office 
320.308.1683 
Atwood Memorial Center 
Web site: www.scsucampuscord.com 
The campus cord is your official student ID at St. Cloud State 
University. You con also use this cord as a cash cord, printing 
and copy cord , and to gain access to recreational facilities and 
sporting events at SCSU. To learn more about the campus cord, 
visi t the Web si te at www.scsucompuscord.com. 
Financial Aid 
320.308.2047 
l 06 Administrative Services 
Web site: www.stcloudstate.edu/financialaid 
E-mail : financial a id@stcloudstate.edu 
Summer financial aid eligibil ity is based on application materials 
submitted for the previous academic year. A separa te summer 
application is required; these ore available in the Office of 
Scholarships and Financial Aid at the end of Morch. Students 
may be eligible to receive the following types of aid: 
l . Federal Stafford loon 
2. Federal Parent loon 
3. Student Educational Loon Fund !SELF) 
4 . Federal Perkins Loon 
5. Federal Pell grant 
6. Federal unsubsidized Stafford loon 
7 . Minnesota State Grant 
8. Work study employment 
Students must be enrolled at least half-time to be eligible to 
receive any loons. Regulations stipulate that a student must be 
accepted into a degree or certificate program in order to be 
eligible to receive aid . Students must be in compliance with 
SCSU's satisfactory academic progress policy for financial aid 
recipients. This policy defines the standard a student must 
maintain in order to be eligible to receive financial aid. 
For more information regarding the summer aid application 
process, application materials, or more details regarding SCSU's 
satisfactory academic progress policy for financial aid recipients, 
contact the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid. 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender Services 
(GLBT) 
320.308.5166 
B- 1 05 Atwood Center 
Web site: www.stcloudstate.edu/glbt 
E-mail: glbt@stcloudstate.edu 
The mission of GLBT Services at SCSU is to provide education, 
advocacy resources, referra ls and safe spaces for G LBT, and 
allied students, faculty, and sta ff . GLBT Services empowers 
students, faculty, and staff to create sensitive environments in all 
realms of the University as we foster a posi tive institutional climate 
for GLBT people and their supporters. In this capacity the office 




Hill Hall, First Floor 
Web site: www.stcloudstate.edu/healthservices/insurance.asp 
The M innesota State Colleges and Universities IMnSCU) system 
traditionally hos sponsored a student health insurance pion 
underwritten by a private insurance company. If you ore not 
covered by your parents' plans or do not have on individual 
pion, you might want to consider the system sponsored plan. 
International students ore required to purchase th is insurance. 
Please check with Health Services for further information. Call 
320.308 .4855 or visit 
www. stcloudstote. edu / heo lthservices/i nsurance. asp. 
Health Services 
320.308.3191 
Hill Hall, First Floor 
Web site: www.stcloudstate.edu/healthservices 
All students ore invited to utilize the clinic and health education 
programs provided by SCSU Student Health Services, first floor 
Hill Hall. The clinic is open Monday through Friday, 7:30 om to 
4 :00 pm during the summer. Our clinic is on approved provider 
for nine ma jor insurance carriers but you do not have to have 
medical insurance to use our services. We also have an in-house 
pharmacy that is fully stocked with prescription and over the 





Web site: www.stcloudstate.edu/ reslife 
E-mail: reslife@stcloudstate.edu 
The rotes for the residence halls ore $50 per week for a double 
room and $60 per week for a single room (if available). These 
rates are subject to change. The residence halls will open for 
occuponcy 1 :00 p .m. Sunday, June 12 and will remain open for 
both summer terms. If you ore interested in reserving a room in a 
residence hall , col l for application materials. 
Students should furn ish personal items including pillows, linens, 
and blankets for a twin sized bed . Meal plans ore not offered 
during summer sessions, but other affordable options, such as 
Garvey Commons cafeteria, are available. Food service is 
available at Atwood Center on a cash, a la carte basis. The 
halls also provide small ki tchen units w hich are available for 









Lindgren Child Care Center 
320.308.3296 
122 Engineering (ECC) 
Web site: www.stdoudstote.edu/childcare 
St. C loud State University's Lindgren Child Care Center enrolls 
children aged infant (two-15 months), toddler ( 16-32 months), 
and preschool (33 months-five years). During the summer 
sessions, services are available from 7:00 a.m. to 4:20 p.m. , 
Monday through Friday. 
This nationally accredited center is licensed by the Minnesota 
Department of Human Services to serve 45 full-time equivalent 
children. There is high demand for these limited spaces. Currently 
enrolled children have an enrol lment priority for the next semester. 
Please keep this in mind and make your arrangements early. 
Because many summer session students attend SCSU only during 
the summer, we maintain a "summer only" wai ting list, as well as 
our regular external waiting list. Therefore, when making your 
summer child care arrangements, be sure to specify that your 
needs are for the summer only. 
Multicultural Student Services 
320.308.3003 
1 06 Atwood Center 
Web site: www.stdoudstate.edu/mss 
E-mail: mss@stcloudstate.edu 
The Department of Multicultural Student Services provides for the 
particular needs of all students of color at St. C loud State 
University. The office provides comprehensive services by giving 
academic assistance, encourag ing personal development, and 
offering multicultural programming. 
Multicultural Academic Support Center 
320.308.397 6 
B-121 Education Bu ilding 
Web site: www.stdoudstate.edu/ ~mss 
E-mail : mss@stdoudstate.edu 
The Multicultural Academic Support Center provides direct 
academic services to students. The center helps students build the 
skills needed to successfully complete college. Services available 
at the Center are tutori ng for individuals and small groups; 
academic advising and counseling; assistance with class 
scheduling; listings of jobs, internships and scholarships; 
monitoring academic progress; a computer lab with IBM and 
Macintosh; and a quiet study area . 
Multicultural Activities Center 
320.308.3003 
1 06 Atwood Memorial Center 
Web site: www.stdoudstate.edu/mss 
E-mail: mss@stcloudstate.edu 
The Multicultural Activities Center, in conjunction with cultura l 
student organizations, plans a variety of socia l and co-curricular 
programs, such as Rec Nights, Hmong Night, the annual Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Birthday celebration, Black History Month, 
Chicana/o-Latina/o History Month activities and other 
multicultural programming with the specific interests of students of 
color in mind. 
Parking-student lots are free for summer 
session, pay lots are enforced when 
classes are in session. 
Student-designated parking lots are open parking (no 
charge). Overnight parking is available in Lots A, E, and 0 . 
All other lots are No Parking nightly from 3:00 a.m.-7:00 
a.m . Employee lots are not available for student parking and 
are enforced 5 2 weeks per year. 
Students can find metered parking in the North and South 
Pay Lots at a cost of fifty cents ($ .50) per hour. The Miller pay 
lot (N side of Miller Learning Center) are one-hour max time 
limit at $1 per hour or street parking is available. The ful l 
parking policy and procedures can be viewed and printed 
from the Public Safety Web site at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/publicsafety/ or call 320.308.3453. 
MTC Buses 
Catch the MTC and take a free ride. You can go 
anywhere Metro Bus goes, without paying any fare! All 
you w ill need is your current SCSU ID, and you' re good to 
go. Why spin your wheels when you can kiss parking 
hassles and high gas prices goodbye! Get on board wi th 
Metro Bus instead - Come on and take a free ride! Call 




Public Safety House (525 Fourth Avenue South) 
Web site: www.stdoudstate.edu/publ icsafety 
The Department of Public Safety is open 24 hours per day, 365 
days per year. Use rear entrance of house, when the front office 
is closed. 
Public Safety student security officers respond to all safety, 
security or medical requests for assistance. For emergency needs 
you are encouraged to cal l 91 l first from any campus phone. 
Public Safety offers escort, bus service, and provides 24-hour 
" jump start" assistance. If needed, you can use the "blue light" 
phones to request this service. 
Public Safety continuously monitors the University 's "blue light" 
and elevator emergency telephones. All phones are direct dial, 
one (red) button; push to talk, release to listen. You may use these 
to report security concerns or suspicious activity. 
The full parking policy and procedures can be viewed and 
printed from the Public Safety Web site. 
Women's Center 
320.308.4958 
520 5th Avenue South 
Web site: www.stdoudstate.edu/womenscenter 
The Women's Center addresses safety issues and equal 
educational opportunities for women on campus. Services include 
information and referral on community services: advocacy and 
support to victims of sexual assault, RAD. self-defense trai ning, 
discrimination and sexual harassment, cutting-edge educational 
programs on issues impacting women's lives and scholarships for 
non-traditional female students. In addition, the center houses a 
small, specialized resource library. The Women's Center has 
space far meetings, study, programs and discussions. 
LEARNING RESOURCES AND TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 
Learning Resources and Technology 
Services Library 
Learning Resources & Technology Services, located in the Jomes 
W. Miller Learning Resources Center, serves all disciplines of the 
university, olong with students, faculty, staff, and community 
members in centra l Minnesota. 
The LR&TS collection cons ists of more than 2.767 million print 
and nonprint items for the academic commun ity, including more 
than 675,000 books, 1.3 million federal and state documents, 
and 767,000 units of microform, including ERIC documents. The 
collection also contains 1,700 periodical ti tles, over 16,000 
electronic periodical subscriptions, 1,500 mops, and 25,000 
nonprint items (computer software, compact d iscs, videotapes, 
DVDs, films, etc.). The electronic catalog is available on the 
World W ide Web. Numerous CD-ROM indexes and online 
databases ore also available. SCSU is a member of the 
MINITEX network system of Minnesota , which provides access to 
all major library collections of Minnesota, as well as those in 
North Dakota and South Dakota. Materials from other libraries 
con be obtained through Interl ibrary Loon at no cost to the user. 
The Jomes W. Miller Learning Resources Center has more than 
235,000 square feet of assignable space and offers on inviting 
environment to serve all types of academic needs. Included in 
the Miller Center ore more than 750 study tables, each with data 
and power connections for laptop computers, and w ireless 
Internet access is available throughout the bui lding . There ore 
47 4 lounge seats and 16 group study rooms, each equipped 
with a computer, TV, VCR, and DVD/ CD player. The NASA 
Educational Resource Center, the Center for Holocaust and 
Genocide Education, and the Faculty Center for Teaching 
Excellence ore also located in the Miller Center. 
Computing & Technology 
The Jomes W. Miller Learning Resources Center hos more than 
350 computer workstations available for student use, including 
27 in extended hours areas, which ore available during over-
night times when the Miller Center is closed. 
Student computing handbooks con be picked up in MC 112, 
204, or one of the listed lobs. 
Miller Learning Resources Center 
Summer Session Hours 
Monday-Thursday 7: 15 o .m.- l 0:00 p.m . 
Friday 7: 15 o.m.- 4:00 p.m. 
Saturday Closed 
Sunday 5:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. 
Changes in hours during intersession and holidays will be 
posted. 
General Access Computer Lab 
Summer Session Hours 
June 13, 2005 through August 18, 2005 
(Note: All labs are closed on July 4.) 
Atwood Memorial Center - 20 computers 
(Cultural Center, Quarry Room, First Floor) 
Monday - Thursday 7:00 o .m. - 7 :00 p.m. 
Friday 7:00 o.m . - 4:30 p.m. 
Saturday - Sunday Closed 
Business Building - 61 computers 
(Rooms 220, 221) 
Monday - Thursday 
Friday - Sunday 
7:30 o .m. - 7 :30 p.m . 
Closed 
Education Building - 41 computers 
(Rooms A 124, A 125) 
Monday - Thursday 
Friday - Sunday 
7 :30 o.m . - 4 :00 p.m. 
Closed 
Engineering & Computer Center - 50 computers 
(Room 103) 




7:30 o .m. - 7 :30 p.m. 
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Closed 
4:00 p.m . - 9 :00 p.m. 
Kiehle Visual Arts Center - 19 computers 
(Room 105) 
Monday - Thursday 
Friday - Sunday 
Riverview - 25 computers 
(Room Rl0) 
Monday - Thursday 
Friday - Sunday 
Stewart Hall - 20 computers 
(Room 326) 
Monday - Thursday 
Friday - Sunday 
l 0:00 a .m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Closed 
8:00 a .m. - 4:00 p.m . 
Closed 





ResNet (Resident Hall Network) 
Computer Labs 
ECC Computer Lab 
Miller Center Lobs 
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ONLINE COURSES, SELF-PACED COURSES, OFF-CAMPUS 
COURSES, AND ITV COURSES 
Take SCSU Home With You This Summer 
through 
Online Courses and Self-Paced Courses 
The Center for Continuing Stud ies offers online and self-paced courses which are designed to be completed independently utilizing 
the Internet to access course requirements and materials. 
• Online and self-paced courses are designated by a check (v') mark following the section number. 
• The courses are offered through course management software called Desi re2Learn (D2L). 
• Online courses and self-paced courses are considered "off campus" courses and carry a $40 special course fee. 
• In a number of specific online courses there are course restrictions. 
Information regarding registration , course descriptions, and classroom locations can be found at the Center for Continuing Studies 
web site at: www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. For questions or assistance please ca ll the Center for Continuing Stud ies at 
320.308 .3081. 
READING THE SCHEDULE 
Important! Read me. 
Course ID-Used for registration . 
Department offering the course 








online !Title of Course 
01 v' BASIC Programming 
ECC 111 Smith J 
I I Instructor 
Room in which 
course is conducted 
Building (abbreviation) 
in which course is 
conducted 
Time course meets-24-hour clock used i.e. , 
Number of cred its 










N-Sunday 08000850 = 8:00 a.m. - 8:50 a.m. "Lab Arranged" means that additional 
1300-1 350 = l :00 p.m. - 1 :50 p.m. meeting times wil l be scheduled on 
1800-2130 = 6 00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. an individual basis . 
CREDIT LIMITS 
Summer Session Credit Limits 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM 
0 l 1-099 = No Credit 
100, 200 = Lower Division 
300, 400 = Upper Division 
500, 600 = Graduate 
CLASS MEETING TIMES 
Day Classes = 
Classes that meet 0800 through 1650 
(8:00 om-4:50 pm) . 
Evening Classes= 
All classes that begin at 1700 (5:00 pm) 
or later. 
Courses that meet other than for the full 
semester or the first half or second half are 
listed with the Begin and End Dates in the 
course schedule. 
First Term = meets first half of the semester 
Second Term = meets second half of the 
semester 
Full Term = meets both first ond second 
terms 
Intersession Summer Session I Summer Session II Maximum 
UNDERGRADUATE 
( l 00- to 400-level courses) 3 credits 9 cred its 9 credi ts 2 1 cred its 
GRADUATE 
(500- and 600-level courses) 3 credits 6 credits 6 cred its 15 credits 
INTERSESSION May 23 to June 10 
ACCOUNTING COMMUNICATION STUDIES 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000239 ACCT 481 01 Adv Accounting 3 000137 CMST 241 01 Effective listening 
MTWRF 0900-1150 88 117 Carlson, Ronald MTWR 0900-1230 MS 114 Ross, Roseanna 
Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 
000241 ACCT 581 01 Adv Accounting 3 
Communication Studies Major and Minors Only. 
MTWRF 0900-11 so BB 117 (orison, Ronald 000138 CMST 241 02 Effective listening 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 MTWR 0900-1230 MS 114 Ross, Roseanna 
Begin/End Dote 05-23 to 06-9 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS COMMUNITY STUDIES 
000787 ANTH 402 01 Ethnographic Res Methods 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
MTWR 0900-1220 SH 221 Lovendo, Robert 000496 CMTY 466 01 Site Pion/Development 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 MTWR 0900-1225 SH 327 Rigopoulou-Melcher, 
000856 ANTH 502 01 Ethnographic Res Methods 3 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 
MTWR 0900-1220 SH 221 Lovendo, Robert 000497 CMTY 566 01 Site Pion/Development 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 MTWR 0900-1225 SH 327 Rigopoulou-Melcher, 
Begin/ End Date 05-23 to 06-09 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
000369 BIOL 102 01 The living World 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
MTWRF 0900-1200 MS 203 Julius, Motthew 000526 CJS 444 01 Internship 
Begin/End Date 05-23 to 06-10 Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
000370 BIOL 107 01 Biology of Women 3 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 05-23 to 06-10 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 125 Gazol, Oladele 
Special Fee: $50. 
Begin/End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 Tubbiola, Maureen 000527 CJS 444 02 Internship 
000373 BIOL 107 02 Biology of Women 3 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 05-23 to 06-10 MTWR 0730-0925 MS 125 Gazol, Oladele Special Fee: $50. 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 Tubbiola, Maureen 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFO SYSTEMS ECONOMICS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000153 BCIS 242 01 Business Statistics 4 
000747 ECON 201 01 Intro to Economics 
MTWR 0815-1055 SH 325 Bonaian, King MTWRF 0830-121 S 88 119A Paulson, Richard Begin/ End Date 05-23 to 06-09 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 
000155 BCIS 451 01 Te lecomm and Network 3 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
MTWRF 0900-1230 BB 216 Guster, Dennis Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05-16 to 06-03 
000814 EOAD 601 56 Intro to Educ Admin 
000156 BCIS 551 01 Te lecomm and Network 3 s 0800-1700 EB Al 22 Schneller!, Gory 
MTWRF 0900-1230 BB 216 Guster, Dennis Permission Required Begin/End Dote 06-04 to 06-04 
Begin/ End Dote 05-16 to 06-03 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Special Fee: $25. Closs meets Sot.,June 4 from 8-5:00 pm and other times arranged. 
BUSINESS LAW Contact Cont. Studies to Register@ (3 20)308-3081. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000269 EDAD 611 01 Portfolio Review 
000281 BLAW 235 01 Legol/Ethicl/Global Envir 3 Hours Arranged Schneller!, Gory 
MTWRF 0900-1230 BB 321 Calhoun, Robert Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 Special Fee: $25. 
Closs meets: 5/ 23-26, 5/31-6/3, 6/6-9. 000880 EDAD 697 56 Sehl Sec & Threat Assess 
F 1700-2130 Trok, Michael 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS s 0800-1700 Permission Required 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Begin/ End Dote 06-10 to 06-11 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000214 COIS 634 01 Cleft Polate/Craniofaciol 2 
Contact Cont. Studies (320)308-3081 to register. 
MTWR 1000-1300 EB 8239 Devers, Monico 
Begin/ End Dote 05-24 to 06-09 Lobs and off-site visits arranged. 
Daily class schedule updates can be found at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 
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INTERSESSION May 23 to June 1 0 
ENGLISH INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (Study Abroad) 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000322 ENGL 445 01 Miss River Creative Wrtg 2 000845 BIOL 449 69 Env & Cultures of Belise 3 
MTWRF 1130-1630 SH 207 Meissner, Will iam Hours Arranged OeGroote, David 
Begin/ End Date 05-31 to 06·06 Grading Option: SU·REQ Permission Required Begin/End Date 05-22 to 06-04 
000902 ENGL 460 56 Tchg Engl learners K· 12 000846 BIOL 549 69 Env & Cultures of Belise 3 
MTWR 1000-1220 SH 102 Robinson, James Hours Arranged DeGroote, David 
Begin/ End Date 05-23 to 06-09 Permission Required Begin/ End Date 05-22 to 06-04 
000324 ENGL 481 01 Poetry: Close Reading 3 000828 CJS 489 69 Victimlgy:Theo & Glbl App 3 
MTWR 0930-1300 KVAC l 04 Sebberson, David Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick 
Begin/End Date 05-23 to 06-09 Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 05-09 to 05-3 l 
000325 ENGL 545 01 Miss River Creative Wrtg 000829 CJS 589 69 Victimlgy:Theo & Glbl App 3 
MTWRF 1130-1630 SH 207 Meissner, William Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick 
Begin/ End Dote 05-31 to 06-06 Grading Option: SU-REQ Permission Required Begin/ End Date 05-09 to 05-31 
000903 ENGL 560 56 Tchg Engl learners K· 12 000819 COB 410 69 Australia Study Tour 3 
MTWR l 000-1220 SH 102 Robinson, James Hours Arranged Vora, Erika 
Begin/ End Date 05-23 to 06-09 Permission Required Begin/ End Date 05· ll to 06-01 
000345 ENGL 581 01 Poetry: Close Reading 000820 COB 510 69 Australia Study Tour 3 
MTWR 0930-1300 KVAC 104 Sebberson, David Hours Arranged Vora, Erika 
Begin/ End Date 05-23 to 06-09 Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05· ll to 06·0 l 
000849 COMM 414 69 Moss Media & the Holocous 3 
ETHNIC STUDIES Hours Arranged Przytula, Tomosz 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Permission Required Major Students Only 
000181 HHS 205 01 Intro Chicano/ a St (MGM) 3 
Begin/ End Dote 05-15 to 05·3 l 
MTWRF l 000-1300 CH 202 Casanova, Stephen 000906 COMM 431 69 World Media Systems-Chino 3 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 Hours Arranged Akhovon·Mojid, Roya 
000180 ETHS 310 01 Amer Indians in SSCI Curr 3 
Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 05-22 to 06· l 0 
MTWRF 1000-1300 CH 228 locourt, Jeanne 000907 COMM 531 69 World Media Systems-Chino 3 
Begin/ End Date 05-23 to 06-10 Hours Arranged Akhavan-Majid, Roya 
Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 05·22 to 06· l 0 
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 000850 GEOG 378 69 Geog of Russia 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Blinnikov, Mikhail 
000525 FIRE 375 02 Risk Mgmt Insurance 3 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 05-20 to 06-03 
MTWR 0730-1015 BB 217 Holey, Joseph 000851 GEOG 410 60 Eductnl Tour: Russia 3 
Major Students Only Begin/ End Date 05-23 ta 06-9 Hours Arranged Blinnikov, Mikhail 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 05-20 to 06·03 
GEOGRAPHY 000844 GEOG 410 69 Eductnl Tour:Germany/ Alps 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Garrett, W. 
000007 GEOG 410 01 Russia Tour 1·6 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 05-23 to 06-09 
Hours Arranged Blinnikov, Mikhail 000827 IM 420 69 Info Tech/ Cultural Relev 3 
Begin/ End Date 05-23 to 06· l 0 Hours Arranged Miltenoff, Plomen 
000008 GEOG 410 02 Ger, Austria, Switz Tour 1·6 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 05-19 to 06-06 
Hours Arranged Gorrell, W. 000821 MGMT 479 69 Intl Business Seminar 3 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06· 10 Hours Arranged Vora, Jay 
Permission Required Major Students Only 
GERMAN Begin/End Date 05-l l to 06·0 l 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000822 MGMT 579 69 Intl Business Seminar 3 
000144 GER 101 01 Elem German I 4 
Hours Arranged Vora, Joy 
MTWRF 0900-1 315 LH Gl 8 Jarvis, Shawn 
Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 05· ll to 06-0 l 
Begin/ End Date 05-23 ta 06-10 000823 MKTG 418 69 International Busin Sem 3 
Hours Arranged Vora, Joy 
INFORMATION MEDIA Permission Required Major Students Only 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Begin/End Date 05· l l to 06·0 l 
000560 IM 204 01 Research Strategies (MGM) 3 
000824 MKTG 518 69 International Bus Seminar 3 
MTWR 0900-1240 MC 207 Theis, John 
Hours Arranged Vora, Jay 
Begin/ End Date 05-23 to 06-09 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 05· l l to 06·0 l 
000825 SSCI 460 69 Env & Cltrs of Belize 3 
Hours Arranged O'Toole, Thomas 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 05-22 to 06-04 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
30 
INTERSESSION May 23 to June 10 
000826 SSC! 560 69 Env & (ltrs of Belize PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE 
Hours Arronged O'Toole, Thomas Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 05-22 to 06-04 
000230 PESS 122 01 lifelong Hlth/ Fitness 
MANAGEMENT MTWRF 0730-0950 HAH 345 Martin, Caryl 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 
000490 MGMT 470 01 Intl Business Mgmt 3 000240 PESS 123 01 Weight Troining 
1230-1630 BB 218 Weber, Paula MTWRF 1000-1220 HAH 209 Reimer, Matthew 
Major Students Only Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-08 Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06- l 0 
Course meets Moy 23-26,31 and June l,2,6,7,8. 000235 PESS 206 01 Responding to Emergencies 2 
000491 MGMT 570 01 Intl Business Mgmt 3 MTWRF l 000-1220 HAH 348 Ulferts, Lori 
1230-1630 88 218 Weber, Paula Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-08 000234 PESS 230 01 Tennis 
Course meets Moy 23-26,31 and June l,2,6,7,8. MTWRF 0730-0950 HAH 335 Zezoney, Fronk 
MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06- l 0 Groding Option: Either 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000232 PESS 408 01 Philosophy of Sport 2 
000286 MKTG 320 01 Intro to Marketing 3 
MTWRF 1000-1120 HAH 344 Martin, Caryl 
MTWRF 0900-1230 BB 118 Bristow, Dennis 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 000236 PESS 430 01 Sport Opt. Youth w/Disab 2 
Closs meets: 5/2 3-26,5/3 1- 6/3;6/ 6-9. MTWR 1700-2000 HAH 335 Nearing, Ruth 
000287 MKTG 322 01 Market Info & Research 3 
MTWR 1700-2000 HAH 331 Begin/End Dote 05-24 to 06-08 
MTWRF 0900-1 230 BB 315 Krush, Michael 
Meet first in Room 335. 
Major Students Only Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 000238 PESS 456 01 Admin lnterschl Athletics 2 
Closs meets: 5/2 3-26; 5/ 31-6/3; 6/6-9. PREREQ: BCIS 242 MTWRF 0730-0950 HAH 344 Rudolph, Poul 
000288 MKTG 419 01 Marketing of Services 3 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06· l 0 
MTWRF 0900-1230 BB 318 Asquith, JoAnn 000233 PESS 508 01 Philosophy of Sport 2 
Major Students Only Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 MTWRF 1000-1120 HAH 344 Martin, Caryl 
Closs meets: 5/23-26; 5/31·6/3; 6/ 6·9 Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 
000289 MKTG 519 01 Marketing of Services 3 000237 PESS 530 01 Sports Op Youth w / Di sob 2 
MTWRF 0900-1230 BB 318 Asquith, JoAnn MTWR 1700-2000 HAH 335 Nearing, Ruth 
Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 MTWR 1700-2000 HAH 331 Begin/ End Dote 05-24 to 06-08 
Closs meets: 5/ 23-26; 5/31-6/3; 6/ 6·9 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/First Term Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000740 POL 391 01 Intro to law 3 
000404 MBA 600 01 leadership Concepts 1-3 MTWR 0900-1215 SH 323 Urodnik, Kath leen 
T 1730-2200 DRC l Weber, James Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 
Permission Required Major Students Only 000741 POL 440 01 Special Topics 3 Begin/ End Dote 05-10 to 06-28 MTWR 1230-1545 SH 323 Greaves, Edward 
000394 MBA 629 01 Marketing Mgmt 3 Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06-09 
T 1730-2200 MCBD 117 Asquith, JoAnn 
Major Students Only Begin/ End Date 05-17 to 07-05 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
000397 MBA 629 02 Marketing Mgmt 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
R 1730-2200 DRC l Schuler, Drue 000068 SPED 646 01 lrning Disabilities Meth 3 
Permission Required Major Students Only F 1730-2000 EB A226 Beutel, Adory 
Begin/End Dote 05· l 2 to 06-30 s 0800-1700 EB A226 Seifert, Kathleen 
000396 MBA 636 01 legal Ethical Reg Env Bus 3 Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 05-23 to 06· l 0 
w 1730-2200 DRC l Wolter, Robert 000069 SPED 646 02 lrning Disabilities Meth 3 
Permission Required Major Students Only F 1730-2000 EB A226 Beutel, Adory 
Begin/End Dote 05-11 to 06-29 s 0800-1700 EB A226 Seifert, Kathleen 
000395 MBA 670 01 (orporote Strotegies 3 Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-23 to 06-10 
R 1730-2200 MCBD 117 Eagle, Bruce 
Major Students Only Begin/ End Dote 05-26 to 07-14 TEACHER DEVELOPMENT 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 11'1 
NURSING SCIENCE ... 000019 ED 630 01 Kindergarten/ Primary Educ 3 11'1 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 11'1 MTWRF 0800-1650 EB Al 28 Tobokin, Geoffrey 4 --000931 NURS 413 01 Cross Cultrl Nrsg/ Globol Begin/ End Dote 06-06 to 06-10 "" TR Wilcox, Joan z 
Hours Arronged Major Students Only Q ;;; 




St. Cloud State University offers a variety of unique courses and workshops that are not listed in the SCSU bulletins. For I.II II-
course descriptions not available in the St. Cloud State University bulletins, see pages 61 through 63 of this schedule. :! 
31 
SUMMER SESSION 2005 First term, June 13-July 15 • Second term, July 18-August 18 
ACCOUNTING /Full Term ART /Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS (ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000258 ACCT 444 01 Internship 3-12 000739 ART 131 54 v" Intro Visual Arts MGM 3 
Hours Arranged Busta, Bruce Hours Arranged Metcalf, Lynn 
Permission Requi red Mojor Students Only Permission Required Speciol Fee: $40. 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
ACCOUNTING/First Term 
ASTRONOMY /First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
00046 l ASTR 106 01 Concepts Solar System 3 
000242 ACCT 291 01 Accounting I 3 MTWR 0830-0930 MS 24 Williams, David 
MTWR 0730-0930 BB 318 Strong, Joel MTR 0730-0830 MS 302 
000243 ACCT 291 02 Accounting I 3 000462 ASTR 106 02 Concepts Solor System 3 
MTWR 1000-1200 BB 318 Strong, Joel MTWR 0830-0930 MS 24 Williams, David 
000244 ACCT 291 03 Accounting I 3 MTR 0930-1030 MS 302 
MTWR 1230-1430 BB 117 Carlson, Ronold 
000245 ACCT 292 01 Accounting II 3 ASTRONOMY /Second Term 
MTWR 0730-0930 BB 317 Olsberg, Michoel (ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000246 ACCT 292 02 Accounting II 3 000463 ASTR 107 01 Concepts Stars/Universe 3 
MTWR 1000-1200 BB 317 Olsberg, Michoel MTWR 1000-1200 MS 24 Garrity, Michael 
000247 ACCT 381 01 Intermediate Acct I 3 AVIATION/Full Term MTWR l 000-1200 BB ll7 Carlson, Ronald 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000248 ACCT 482 01 Business Taxation 3 
54 v" MTWR 1230-1430 BB 318 Zuponc, Thomas 000885 AVIT 107 Women in Aviation 3 
Major Students Only Hours Arranged Olson, Angela 
000249 ACCT 486 01 Finoncial Auditing 3 
Permission Required Speciol Fee: $40. 
MTWR 0730-0930 BB 117 Schwieger, Bradley 000451 AVIT 444 01 Internship 6 
Major Students Only Hours Arranged Hori, Toro 
000805 ACCT 582 01 Business Taxation 3 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REO 
MTWR 1230-1430 BB 318 Zuponc, Thomas 000452 AVIT 444 02 Internship 12 
000250 ACCT 586 01 Financial Auditing 3 Hours Arranged Hori, Toro 
MTWR 0730-0930 BB 117 Schwieger, Bradley Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REO 
ACCOUNTING/Second Term AVIATION/First Term 
(ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000251 ACCT 291 04 Accounting I 3 00044 l AVIT 102 01 Private Pilot Flight 
MTWR 1000-1200 BB 318 Lewis, Roger 1000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven 
000252 ACCT 291 05 Accounting I 3 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
MTWR 1230-1430 BB 318 Lewis, Roger 
Meets 6/13-14, 6/20-22 and other times as arranged at the STC Airport for flight training. 
000253 ACCT 292 03 Accounting II 3 
000466 AVIT 107 01 Women in Aviation 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 BB 317 Olsberg, Michael 
MTWR 0730-0945 HH 214 Olson, Angela 
000254 ACCT 292 04 Accounting II 3 000442 AVIT 204 01 Inst Pilot Flight 
MTWR l 000-1200 BB 317 Olsberg, Michael 1000-ll 55 HH 214 Anderson, Steven Grading Option: SU-REO 
000255 ACCT 390 01 Managerial Acct 3 Meets 6/l 3-14, 6/15-16 and other times as arranged at the ST( Airport for flight training. 
MTWR 0730-0930 BB ll7 Smith, James 
Major Students Only 000443 AVIT 210 01 Multi-Eng Roting l 
l 000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven 
000256 ACCT 484 01 Not-For-Profit lnt'I Acct 3 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
MTWR l 000-1200 BB ll7 Smith, James Meets 6/13, 6/27-28 and other times as arranged at the ST( Airport for flight training. 
Major Students Only 
000257 ACCT 584 01 Not-For-Profit Intl Acct 3 
000444 AVIT 354 01 Comm Flight 1-CRM/LOFT 
MTWR l 000-1200 BB ll7 Smith, James 
1000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
ANTHROPOLOGY /First Term 
Meets 6/ 13 and other times arranged. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000445 AVIT 356 01 Comm Pilot Flight II 2 
Field Methods Ethnography 
1000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven 
000786 ANTH 491 01 6 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
MTWR 0900-1300 SH 221 Lavendo, Robert Meets 6/13-14, 6/23 and other times as arranged at the ST( Airport for flight training. 
Permission Required 
Daily class schedule updates can be found at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 
Click on "Registration" 
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000446 AVIT 362 01 Flight Inst Airplane-Fl 000384 BIOL 422 01 Terrestrial/Aquatic Plant 4 
1000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven MTWR 1000-1215 MS 212 Arriagada, Jorge 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 000806 BIOL 444 01 Field Biology Internship Meets 6/13, 6/29 ond other times as arranged ot the STC Airport for flight training. Hours Arranged Julius, Matthew 
000447 AVIT 363 01 Adv Ground Instructor Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
l 000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven 000807 BIOL 444 02 Molecular Biology 2 Grading Option: SU-REQ Hours Arranged Gozol, Olodele Meets 6/ 13, 6/29 and other times arranged. Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000448 AVIT 364 01 Flight Inst lnstru-Flight 000383 BIOL 518 01 Wetland Plant Communities 2 l 000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven TR 1230-1445 MS 212 Arriogodo, Jorge Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Meets 6/13, 6/ 29 and other times os arranged at the ST( Airport for flight training. 000385 BIOL 522 01 Terrestrial/ Aquatic Plant 4 
000449 AVIT 365 01 Flight Inst Instrument-GS MTWR 1000-1215 MS 212 Arriogoda, Jorge 
1000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/Second Term Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Meets 6/ 13, 6/29 and other times arranged. Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000450 AVIT 366 01 Flight Inst Multi-Eng 000388 BIOL 152 01 Orgonismol Diversity 4 
1000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven MTWRF 0900-1200 MS 119 Julius, Matthew 
Grading Option: SU·REQ Begin/End Dote 07-18 to 08· l 2 
Meets 6/13, 6/29 and other times as arranged ot the ST( Airport for flight training. 000390 BIOL 206 01 Intro Microbiology 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES /Full Term 
MTWR 1500-1550 MS 125 Schrank, Gordon 
MTWR 1300-1350 MS 250 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000391 BIOL 206 02 Intro Microbiology 4 
000536 BIOL 101 54 v Environment and Society 3 MTWR 1500-1550 MS 125 Schrank, Gordon 
Hours Arranged Restani, Marco MTWR 1400-1450 MS 250 
Permission Required Schrank, Gordon 
000392 BIOL 206 03 Intro Microbiology 4 Special Fee: $40. 
MTWR 1500-1550 MS 125 Schrank, Gordon 
000537 BIOL 104 54 v Human Disorders (Topical) 3 MTWR 1600-1650 MS 250 
Hours Arranged Gazal, Oladele 
000812 BIOL 444 03 field Biology Internship 2 Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
Hours Arranged Jul ius, Matthew 
000538 BIOL 266 54 v Medical Terminology 2 Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Hours Arranged Tubbiolo, Maureen 
000813 BIOL 444 04 Molecular Biology lntnshp 2 Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
Hours Arranged Gazol, Olodele 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES /First Term Permission Required 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000398 BIOL 477 01 Adv Anatomy:H uman Dissect 3 
MTWR 0800-1100 BH 236 Schoenfuss, Heiko 
000375 BIOL 101 01 Environment and Society 3 Permission Required 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 119 Marcattilio, Anthony 
000400 BIOL 477 02 Adv Anatomy: Human Dissect 3 
000376 BIOL 103 01 Human Biology 3 MTWR l 000-1300 BH 236 Tubbiola, Maureen 
MTR 0730-0915 MS 125 Gazal, Oladele Permission Required w 0730-0915 MS 244 "' ... 000399 BIOL 577 01 Adv Anatomy Human Dissect 3 "' "' 000377 BIOL 103 02 Human Biology 3 MTWR 0800-1100 BH 236 Schoenfuss, Heiko s MTR 0730-0915 MS 125 Gazol, Oladele Permission Required """ w 1000-1145 MS 244 z 000401 BIOL 577 02 Adv Anatomy Human Dissect 3 0 000378 BIOL 151 01 Cell Function/Inheritance 4 MTWR l 000-1300 BH 236 Tubbiolo, Maureen i;i 
MTWRF 0730-0945 MS 215 Schuh, Timothy Permission Required "' ... 
000379 BIOL 262 01 Genetics 4 "' 
MTWR 0730-1015 MS 245 Kvaal, Christopher BUSINESS COMPUTER INFO SYSTEMS/Full Term all: ... 
000380 BIOL 360 01 Cell Biology 4 Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT 
COURSE TITLE HRS I 
MTWR 1230-1445 MS 287 Schuh, Timothy 000173 BCIS 444 01 Intern in Business 3-12 ::::, 
Begin/End Dote 06-06 to 07-14 Start dote 6/6/05. Hours Arranged Tsai, Jui-Ming "' 
000381 BIOL 362 01 Microbiology 4 Permission Required Major Students Only 
MTWR 0730-1030 MS 250 Cronn, John Grading Option: Either 
Begin/End Dote 06-06 to 07-14 Start dote 6/6/05. 000886 BCIS 445 54 v Appl Program Oevel:Javo 3 
000382 BIOL 418 01 Wetland Plant Communities 2 Hours Arranged Heath, Richard 
TR 1230-1445 MS212 Arriogoda, Jorge Permission Required 
Major Students Only 
Special fee: $40. 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
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000887 BCIS 459 54 V Comp Sec Oper Systems 3 000552 CHEM 141 54 V lntr Orgonic/ Bio Chem 4 
Hours Arronged Heroth, Susontha Hours Arronged Mahroof-Tohir, Mohom 
Permission Required Mojor Students Only Permiss ion Required Speciol fee: $40. 
Special fee: $40. 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFO SYSTEMS/First Term 
CHEMISTRY /First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000358 CHEM 140 01 Prep Chemistry 4 
000158 BCIS 242 02 Business Stotistics 4 MTWR 0730-0925 MS 122 Jeonnot, Michael 
MTWR 0720-0950 BB 119A Yoshimoto, Gory TWR l 000-1150 SH 345 
000159 BCIS 250 01 Appl Progrom Devel I 3 000359 CHEM 140 02 Prdr Chemistry 4 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 221 Chen, Qingjun MTWR 1000-1155 BH 302 Sa roi, Mahin 
000161 BCIS 340 01 Monogement Info Systems 3 
TWR 1230-1420 SH 345 
MTWR 1230-1425 BB 216 Tsoi, Jui-Ming 000360 CHEM 141 01 lntr Organic/Bio Chem 4 
02 Management Info Systems 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 MS 125 Evenson, Mory 
000162 BCIS 340 TWR 1000-1150 SH 348 
MTWR 1500-1655 BB 216 Phon, Oien Must hove passed Chem 140 prior to start of the doss. 
000164 BCIS 350 01 Systems Anoly Design I 3 000361 CHEM 141 02 lntr Organic/Bio Chem 4 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 216 Heroth, Susontha MTWR 1230-1425 MS 125 Evenson, Mory 
Major Students Only TWR 1000-1150 SH 347 
000166 BCIS 445 01 Appl Progrom Devel Ill 3 Must hove passed Chem 140 prior to start of the doss . 
MTWR 1230-1425 BB 315 Heath, Richord 000362 CHEM 210 01 Generol Chemistry l 4 
Major Students Only MTWR 1000-1155 MS 122 Dvorak, Michael 
000169 BCIS 460 01 Project Management 3 
TWR 1230-1520 BH 348 
Chemistry placement exom required prior to registrotion. Please contact the Chemistry 
MTWR l 000-1155 BB 216 Phon, Oien Department immediately. 
Major Students Only 
000167 BCIS 545 01 Appl Progrom Devel Ill 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 BB 315 Heath, Richard CHEMISTRY /Second Term 
000170 BCIS 560 01 Project Management 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR l 000-1155 BB 216 Phon, Oien 000363 CHEM 140 03 Prep Chemistry 4 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 302 Krystyniak, Rebecca 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFO SYSTEMS/Second Term TWR 1230-1420 SH 345 
(ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000364 CHEM 141 03 lntr Organic/ Bio Chem 4 
000171 BCIS 242 03 Business Stotistics 4 MTWR l 000-1155 MS 125 Mohroof-Tohir, Mohom 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 216 Sundheim, Richard TWR 1230-1420 SH 347 
000172 BCIS 340 03 Monogement Info Systems 3 
Must hove possed Chem 140 prior to start of the doss. 
MTWR 1230-1425 BB 216 Song, Jae 000365 CHEM 141 04 lntr Organic/ Bio Chem 4 
MTWR 1000-1155 MS 125 Mohroof-Tohir, Mohom 
BUSINESS LAW /First Term TWR 1230-1420 BH 348 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Must hove passed Chem 140 prior to start of the doss. 
000282 SLAW 235 02 Legol/Ethid/ Global Envir 3 000366 CHEM 211 01 General Chemistry 2 4 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 322 Sleeper, Brodley MTWR 0730-0925 MS 122 Sodroi, Mahin 
Legol/Ethid/ Global Envir 3 
TWR 0930-1220 SH 347 
000283 SLAW 235 03 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 322 Sleeper, Brodley CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/Full Term 
000284 SLAW 436 01 Commercial/Finan Low 3 (ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 315 Zupanc, Thomas 
54 V Major Students Only 000545 CFS 220 Intro Parents/Children 3 
Hours Arronged Kelly, Kathryn 
BUSINESS LAW /Second Term Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
. 
54 v' 000546 CFS 404 Wksp:Birth Order in famly 
000285 SLAW 235 04 legal/ Ethid/ Global Envir 3 Hours Arronged Beniek, Eugene 
MTWRF l 000-1155 BB 322 Sleeper, Bradley Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
Begin/End Date 07-18 to 08-18 000547 CFS 504 54 V Wksp:Birth Order in Famly Class meets: July 18-22, 25-29, August l, 8-12, 15-18. Hours Arronged Beniek, Eugene 
CHEMISTRY /Full Term 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000548 CFS 605 54 V Curr lss in Par/ Fam Educ 1-2 
000551 CHEM 101 54 V Understandin1 Chemistry 3 
Hours Arranged Comeau, Joan 
Hours Arronged Mckenna, Jae 
Permission Requ ired Special Fee: $40. 
Permission Required Speciol Fee: $40. 
St. Cloud State University offers a variety of unique courses and workshops that are not listed in the SCSU bulletins. For 
course descriptions not available in the St. Cloud State University bulletins, see pages 61 through 63 of this schedule. 
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CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/First Term 000208 CDIS 415 01 Auditory Proc Disorders 
RF 0830-1600 EB 8207 Nelson Crowell, Rebe Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Begin/End Date 07-07 to 07-08 
000863 CFS 260 49 Childrn MGM Changing Wrld 3 
000209 CDIS 515 01 Auditory Proc Disorders MTW 1300-1530 CH 130 Zarghami, Fatemeh RF 0830-1600 EB 8207 Nelson Crowell, Rebe Paired with an ITV course. Begin/End Date 07-07 to 07-08 
000864 CFS 260 51 Childrn MGM Changing Wrld 000215 CDIS 648 01 Grad Pract Univ Clinic MTW 1300-1530 CH 133 Zarghami, Fatemeh MTWR Larsen, Judith 
Permission Required Special Fee: $60. Hours Arranged Permission Required 
000454 CFS 42 1 01 Development Young Child Special Fee :$9.7 5. Mandatory Mtg: Thurs.,6/2/05, l: 15 pm, EB 8239. 
TRF 0900-1200 EB Bl 08 Ofstedal, Kathleen 000217 CD IS 649 01 Practicum:Off-Campus 
Begin/ End Da te 06-07 to 07-14 Hours Arranged Larsen, Judith 
Class meets June 7,9,l0,21,23,24,28,30,July 5,7,12 & 14. Permission Required Special Fee: $9.75. 
000453 CFS 428 01 Childrens lit PreK · Gr 3 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/Second Term TR 0730-11 30 EB All9 Own, Ming-Chi 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000495 CFS 522 01 Families: Theor / Strategies 
000066 CDIS 171 57 American Sign long 3 Hours Arranged Umerski, Frances 
TWR 1300-1545 EB 8239 Atchison, Joyce location: North Branch. 
CFS 621 01 Adv Child Dev/ Student Res 000210 CDIS 415 02 Multicult Issues · SLP 000455 
RF 0830-1600 EB A226 Staff MTWR 0800-1000 MC 102 Zarghami, Fatemeh 
Begin/ End Date 07-21 to 07-22 
000457 CFS 625 01 Methods Parent & Fam Ed 
000212 CDIS 415 03 Behav lnterventn · SLP MTWRF 0900-1300 EB 8110 Palm, Glen F 0800-1130 EB 8207 Graca, Lori Closs will meet: July 6-8, July l 1-15. Begin/End Date 07-29 to 08-19 
000460 CFS 665 01 Parent Ed Practicum 000211 CDIS 515 02 Multicult Issues · SLP Hours Arranged Palm, Glen RF 0830-1600 EB A226 Staff 
Begin/ End Date 07-21 to 07-22 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/Second Term 
000213 CDIS 515 03 Behav Intervention · SLP Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS F 0800-1130 EB 8207 Graca, Lori 
00047 4 CFS 605 01 Summer Institute Begin/ End Date 07-29 to 08-19 
Hours Arranged Gilman, Cheri 000216 CDIS 648 02 Grad Pract Univ Clinic 
Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 08-0 l to 08-03 MTWR Larsen, Judith 
000475 CFS 605 02 Summer Institute Hours Arranged Permission Required 
Hours Arranged Umerski, Frances Special Fee:$9.75. Mandatory Mtg: Thurs.,6/2/ 05, l: 15 pm,EB 8239. 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 08-0 l to 08-03 000218 CDIS 649 02 Practicum:Off-Campus 
Hours Arranged Larsen, Judith 
000472 CFS 645 01 Working w / Parents in Grp 2 Permiss ion Required Special Fee: $9.75. 
MTWRF 0900-1600 EB Bl 08 Campbell, Deborah 
Begin/ End Date 07-20 to 07-26 Co·Req: CFS 666-01 (000473) COMMUNICATION STUDIES/Full Term 
000473 CFS 666 01 Parent Ed Group Practicum Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Hours Arranged Campbell, Deborah 
000627 CMST 171 54 v' Speech Anxiety Reduction 
"' Co-Req: CFS 645-01 (000472) Hours arranged. Hours Arranged Pucel, Joonno ... "' Permission Required Grading Option: SU·REQ "' COLLEGE TRANSITIONS/Full Term Special Fee: $40. s 
V Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000626 CMST 192 54 v' Intro to Comm Studies z 000629 COLL 111 54 v' Career & life Planning 2 Hours Arranged litterst, Judith 0 
Hours Arranged Lokken, Jayne Permission Required Special Fee: $40. ;:;; 
"' Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 000628 CMST 341 54 v' Communicatn in Workplace 3 ... "' COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/Full Term Hours Arranged Ross, Roseanna ai:: Permiss ion Required Special Fee: $40. ... 
HRS • Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Communication Internship 8-16 • 000133 CMST 444 01 000220 CDIS 650 01 lnternship:Medical/Rehab 6 Hours Arranged Pryately, Margaret :::::, 
"' Hours Arranged Devers, Monica Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ Permission Required Special Fee: $9.75. Arranged Class. 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/First Term 
HRS COMMUNICATION STUDIES/First Term Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000065 CDIS 171 56 American Sign Lang 3 000115 (MST 192 01 Intro to Comm Studies 3 TWR 1300-1545 EB 8239 Atchison, Joyce 
MTWR 1000-1200 MS 102 Tuder, Jennifer 
Daily class schedule updates can be found at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 
Click on "Registration" 
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000117 CMST 192 02 Intro to Comm Studies 3 000706 CPSY 430 54 v' Eth Bound in Couns Reio! 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 MS 102 Tuder, Jennifer Hours Arranged Vesely, Borbora 
000121 (MST 192 04 Intro to Comm Studies 3 Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
MTWR 1000-1200 MS 114 Ringer, Ronald 000708 CPSY 430 55 v' Sem: Children at Risk 3 
000126 (MST 212 01 Interpersonal Communicotn 3 Hours Arranged Vesely, Borbora 
MTWR 1230-1430 BH 127 Sencheo, Jennifer Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000439 (MST 212 04 Interpersonal Communicotn 3 000710 CPSY 433 54 v' Appld Behavior Analysis I 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 MS 107 Secklin, Porn Hours Arranged Rudrud, Eric 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000124 (MST 213 01 Small Group (ommunicotion 3 
54 v' MTWR 1000-1200 MS 107 Moctoggort, Julie 000711 CPSY 434 Appld Behavior Anolys II 3 
Hours Arranged Schulze, Kimberly 
000231 (MST 302 01 Prvcy, Fr Speh 8. Internet 3 Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
MTWR 1230-1430 MS 115 Moctoggort, Julie 
000713 CPSY 437 54 v' Theories Chem Dependency 3 
000429 (MST 302 02 Mediation 3 Hours Arranged Vesely, Borbora 
MTWR 0730-0930 MS 11 4 Ringer, Ronald Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
Permission Required 
000715 CPSY 438 54 v' Chem Dep Counseling 3 
000374 (MST 341 56 (ommunicotn in Workplace 3 Hours Arranged Vesely, Borboro 
MTWR 1000-1 200 MS 115 Eyo, Bossey Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000372 (MST 341 57 Communicotn in Workplace 3 000266 CPSY 444 01 Internship 6-12 
MTWR 0730-0930 MS 115 Eyo, Bossey Hours Arranged Merchant, Niloufer 
COMMUNICATION STUDIES/Second Term 
Permission Required Grading Option: Either 
Prereq. CPSY 330. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000717 CPSY 444 54 v' Internship 6-12 
000130 CMST 192 05 Intro to Comm Studies 3 Hours Arranged Stoff 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 107 Wildeson, Doniel Permission Required Grading Option: Either 
000131 (MST 192 06 Intro to Comm Studies 3 000718 CPSY 445 54 v' Chern Dep Internship 3·6 
MTWR 1000-1155 MS 107 Wildeson, Doniel Hours Arranged Stoff 
000127 CMST 211 01 Public Speaking 3 Permission Required 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 102 Dudash, Elizabeth 000720 CPSY 446 54 v' C/D Internship 12 
000129 CMST 211 02 Public Speaking 3 Hours Arranged Vesely, Borboro 
MTWR 1230-1425 MS 102 Dudash, Elizabeth Permission Required 
000132 CMST 212 02 Interpersonal Communicotn 3 000874 CPSY 484 54 v' Intro to Psychophormocolg 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 MS 114 Janda, Denee Hours Arranged Mason, John 
Permission Required Speciol Fee: $40. 
000405 CMST 212 56 Interpersonal (ommunicotn 3 
54 v' MTWR 1230-1425 MS 114 Janda, Denee 000721 CPSY 498 Psych Teaching Practicum 1-3 
Hours Arranged Vesely, Borboro 
COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY /Full Term Permission Required 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000707 CPSY 530 54 V Eth Bound in Couns Relot 3 
000700 CPSY 101 54 II' Applying Psychology 3 Hours Arranged Vesely, Borboro 
Hours Arranged Vesely, Borbora 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. 000709 CPSY 530 55 II' Sem: Children at Risk 3 
000701 CPSY 125 54 II' Career Planning Seminor 1-3 Hours Arranged Vesely, Borboro 
Hours Arranged Vesely, Barbara 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Permission Required Speciol Course Fee: $40.00 000722 CPSY 530 56 Seminor: Transition 3 
000703 CPSY 323 54 II' Intra Counsel Theory/ Prac 3 Hours Arranged Rudrud, Eric 
Hours Arranged Vesely, Barbara Permission Required 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. 000866 CPSY 530 57 Seminor 3 
000704 CPSY 324 54 II' Intro Theory/Proc Lob Hours Arranged Rudrud, Eric 
Hours Arranged Vesely, Borbora Permission Required Schulze, Kimberly 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Special Fee: $40. 
000705 CPSY 326 54 II' Field Work 3 000712 CPSY 534 54 II' Appld Behavior Anolys II 3 
Hours Arranged Merchant, Niloufer Hours Arranged Schulze, Kimberly 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
000702 CPSY 330 54 II' Principles of Behavior 3 000714 CPSY 537 54 II' Theories Chem Dependency 3 
Hours Arranged Rudrud, Eric Hours Arranged Vesely, Borbora 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins at www.stcfoudstate.edu. 
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000716 CPSY 538 54 t/ Chem Dep Counsel 3 COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY /Second Term 
Hours Arronged Vesely, Barbaro Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Permiss ion Required Special Fee: $40. 
000897 CPSY 323 01 Intro Counsel Theory/Proc 3 
000719 CPSY 545 54 t/ Chem Dep Internship 3-6 TWR 0730-1030 EB Bl 07 Mills-Novoa, Avelino 
Hours Arronged Stoff Co-Req: CPSY 324-01 (000896) 
Permission Required Groding Option: Either 000896 CPSY 324 01 Intro Theory/ Proc Lob 
000723 CPSY 597 54 t/ Procticum Behov Analysis 3 TWR 1030-11 30 EB Bl 07 Mills-Novoa, Avelino 
Hours Arronged Rudrud, Eric Co-Req: CPSY 323-01 (000897) 
Permission Required Schulze, Kimberly 000264 CPSY 325 01 Helping Skills 3 
000873 CPSY 622 54 t/ Gender Roles in Families 3 WR 1030-1430 EB A244 Mayhew, Michael 
Hours Arronged Doneshpour, Monijeh Permission Required Groding Option: SU-REQ 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Prereq. CPSY 323 and CPSY 324. 
000724 CPSY 630 54 t/ Adv Appld Behov Analysis 3 000265 CPSY 623 01 Family Stress and Coping 3 
Hours Arronged Rudrud, Eric TWR 0730-1030 EB A227 Mayhew, Michael 
Permission Required 
000865 CPSY 633 54 t/ Behavior Theropri I 3 COMMUNITY STUDIES/First Term 
Hours Arronged Schulze, Kimbery (ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Permission Required Special Fee: $60. 
000498 CMTY 111 01 Race in America 3 
000725 CPSY 634 54 t/ Behavioral Assessment 3 MTWR 1000-1155 SH 327 Tripp, Luke 
Hours Arronged Schulze, Kimberly Permission Required 
Permission Required 
000499 CMTY 111 02 Race in America 3 
000726 CPSY 641 54 t/ Sint·cose Design 3 MTWR 1230-1425 SH 327 Tripp, Luke 
Hours Arronged Ru rud, Eric 
Permission Required 000500 CMTY 195 01 Comm/ Democrotic Citizensh 3 
000727 CPSY 643 54 t/ Social Bases of Behavior 3 MTWR 1230-1425 SH 331 Denson-Lehman, Yolonda 
Hours Arronged Rudrud, Eric COMMUNITY STUDIES/Second Term Permission Required 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000267 CPSY 669 01 Superv Counsel Procticm 4 
Hours Arronged Mason, John 000501 CMTY 111 03 Race in America 3 
Permission Required Groding Option: SU-REQ MTWR 1000-11 55 SH 327 Tripp, Luke 
000728 CPSY 684 54 t/ Psychopharmocology 3 COMPUTER NETWORKING AND APPLICATIONS/Full Term Hours Arronged Mason, John 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000729 CPSY 696 54 t/ Supervised Internship 3-6 000630 (NA 169 54 t/ Computers in Society 3 
Hours Arronged Merchant, Niloufer Hours Arronged Borkolow, Susanne 
Permission Required Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000268 CPSY 698 01 Proctice Small Group Proc 3 
COMPUTER NETWORKING AND APPLICATIONS/First Term Hours Arronged Mason, John 
Permission Required Groding Option: SU-REQ Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000731 CPSY 699 54 t/ Thesis 1-6 000038 CNA 169 01 Computers in Society 3 
Hours Arronged Rudrud, Eric MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 116 Rysavy, Sr. Del Mori "' Permission Required Schulze, Kimberly ... 000039 (NA 169 02 Computers in Society 3 "' Groding Option: SU-REQ "' MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 116 Ologunju, Amos ~
COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY /First Term 000040 (NA 302 01 Software Packages I 3 "" z Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0930 ECCll6 Gammell, John 0 
000259 CPSY 327 01 Group Process 8. Proctice 3 iii 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/Full Term "' TWR 1230-1530 EB 8108 Merchant, Niloufer ... 
Permission Required Prereq. CPSY 325. Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS "' m:
000260 CPSY 330 01 Principles of Behavior 3 000631 CSCI 260 54 t/ Programming in C ... E 
MTWR 0730-0930 Rudrud, Eric Hours Arronged Heroth, Joyontho E 
000261 CPSY 433 01 Appld Behavior Analysis I 3 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. = "' MTWR 1000-1200 Rudrud, Eric 000632 CSCI 261 54 t/ Progromming in C ++ 
Prereq. CPSY 330. Hours Arronged Heroth, Joyontho 
000262 CPSY 659 01 Psychodiognosis/Treotment 3 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
MTW l 000-1300 EB 8213 Doneshpour, Manijeh 000633 CSCI 299 54 t/ Progromming in Java 
000263 CPSY 696 01 Supervised Internship 3-6 Hours Arronged Heroth, Joyontho 
M 1300-1430 Doneshpour, Manijeh Permission Required Groding Option: Either 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
St. Cloud State University offers a variety of unique courses and workshops that are not listed in the SCSU bulletins. For 
course descriptions not available in the St. Cloud State University bulletins, see pages 61 through 63 of this schedule. 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE/First Term 000410 CEEP 36 l 01 Intro to Educ Psychology 3 
(ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 1000-1155 EB A240 Hoover, Steven 
000423 (SCI 169 01 Computers in Society 3 000411 CEEP 361 02 Intro to Educ Psychology 3 
MTWR l 000-1200 ECC 135 Fisher, Theresia 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB B206 Kuhlman, Bradley 
000427 CSCI 201 01 Fundomentols/Comp Science 4 
000412 CEEP 419 01 Profess/ Sci Ethics Psych 3 
MTWRF 1000-1200 ECC 115 Homnes, Donold 
MTWR l 000-1155 EB A239 Hotz, John 
000413 CEEP 530 01 Sem:Adv Humon Grwth & Dev 3 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/Second Term MTWR 1230-1425 EB A240 Hoover, Steven 
(ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COU RSE TITLE HRS Permission Required 
000424 CSCI 169 02 Co#uters in Society 3 000414 CEEP 653 01 Psycho-sociol/Cultrl foci 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 115 Sto MTWR 0730-0925 EB A239 Hotz, John 
000425 CSCI 169 03 Co#uters in Society 
000415 CEEP 668 01 Counseling Procedures 3 
MTWR l 000-1 155 EB B206 Kuhlman, Bradley MTWR l 000-1200 ECC 115 Sto Permission Required 
000426 CSCI 169 04 Co#uters in Society 000416 CEEP 678 01 Intro to Grod Statistics 
MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 115 Sto MTWR l 000-1155 EB A226 Murphy, Robert 
000428 CSCI 201 02 Fundomentols/ Comp Science 4 Permission Required 
MTWRF 1000-1200 ECC 135 Hu, lie 00041 7 CEEP 678 02 Intro to Grod Statistics 3 
COUNSELOR EDUC & EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY /Full Term 
MTWR 1230-1425 
Permission Required 
EB B206 Murphy, Robert 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000539 CEEP 262 54 t/ Humon Growth & Developmnt 3 COUNSELOR EDUC & EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY /Second 
Hours Arranged Hoover, Steven Term 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. (ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000540 CEEP 361 54 t/ Intro to Educ Psychology 3 000418 CEEP 262 03 Humon Growth & Developmnt 3 
Hours Arranged Hoover, Steven MTWR l 500-1655 EB A240 Downing, Troe 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 000419 CEEP 361 03 Intro to Educ Psychology 3 
000541 CEEP 384 54 t/ Individual/Group Dillernc 3 MTWR 1230-1425 EB A240 Hoover, Steven 
Hours Arranged Jensen, Morils° 000420 CEEP 629 01 Vocotionol Evo~Plocement 3 Permission Required Special Fee: 40. MTWR 0730-0925 EB A240 Kuhlmon, Brod ey 
000542 CEEP 465 54 t/ Stress Monogement 3 000421 CEEP 658 01 Multicultural Counseling 3 
Hours Arranged Murphr, Robert MTWR 1230-1425 EB B206 Stoll 
Permission Required Specio Fee: $40. Permission Required 
000406 CEEP 669 01 Supervised Counsel Proc 4 000422 CEEP 675 01 Research Methods 3 
Hours Arranged Hotz, John MTWR 1000-1155 EB A240 Hoover, Steven 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ Permission Required 
$21.00 Insurance. 
000407 2 Supervised Counsel Proc 4 
000934 CEEP 678 56 Intro to Grod Stotistics 3 
CEEP 669 F 1500-2100 Murphy, Robert 
MT 1000-1400 EB A244 Downing, Troe s 0800-1700 Permission Required 
Permission Required Mocori, Doniel Begin/End Dote 07-22 to 08-20 
Grading Option: SU-REQ $21 .00 Insurance. Contact Cont. Studies (320)308-3081 to register. 
000543 CEEP 677 54 t/ Stress Mgmt Process/Techn 3 
Hours Arranged Murphy, Robert CRIMINAL JUSTICE/ Full Term 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. (ou ID DEPT CLS SECT CO URSE TITLE HRS 
000544 CEEP 678 54 t/ Intro to Grod Statistics 3 000554 CJS 101 54 t/ Survey Criminal Justice 3 
Hours Arranged Murphy, Robert Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
Permission Required Robinson, Dovid Permission Required Special Fees: $40. 
Special Fee: $40. Rudrud, Eric 000562 CJS lll 54 t/ Crime/ Justice in Americo 3 
000730 CPSY 697 54 t/ Supervised Internship 3-6 Hours Arranged Schreiber, Francis 
Hours Arranged Rudrud, Eric Permission Required Speciol Fee: $40. 
Permission Required Schulze, Kimberly 000867 CJS 199 54 t/ lnd~endent Study 1-3 Grading Option: SU-REQ Hours Arranged Sto 
COUNSELOR EDUC & EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY /First Term 
Permission Required Grading Option: Either 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000564 CJS 250 54 t/ Intro Privote Security 3 
000408 CEEP 262 01 Humon Growth & Developmnt 3 
Hours Arranged Schumann, Jomes 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
MTWR 1500-1655 EB A240 Downing, Troe 
000567 CJS 287 54 t/ Research Criminal Justice 3 
000409 CEEP 262 02 Humon Growth & Developmnt 3 Hours Arranged Gilbertson, Douglas 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB B2 l 4 Soyko, Thomos Permission Required Speciol Fee: $40. 
Daily class schedule updates can be found at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 
Click on "Registration" 
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000568 CJS 287 55 v Research Criminal Justice 3 000603 CJS 489 56 v Focus Gong Related Topics 3 
Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick Hours Arranged Gilbertson, Douglas 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000868 CJS 299 54 v lnd1rndent Study 1-3 000606 CJS 489 57 v Advanced Gong Topics 3 Hours Arranged Sta Hours Arranged Gilbertson, Douglas 
Permission Required Grading Option: Either Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000571 CJ5 325 54 v Comparative Crim Justice 3 000608 CJS 489 58 v' Victmlgy Theor & Applictn 3 
Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000573 CJS 387 54 v Crim Jus Research Methods 3 000610 (JS 489 59 v' Victim Assistance & Advoc 3 
Hours Arranged Gilbertson, Douglas Hours Arranged Andzenge, Di ck 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000869 CJS 399 54 v Independent Study 1-3 000870 CJS 499 54 v' Independent Study 1-3 
Hou rs Arranged Stoff Hours Arranged Stoff 
Permission Required Grading Option: Either Permission Required Grading Option: Either 
000577 CJS 411 54 v Organ Admin in Crim Just 3 000587 CJS 533 54 v' Ethical Studies Crim Just 3 
Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000579 CJS 415 54 v Corrections: Theory / Proc 3 000872 CJS 546 54 v' Child Abuse Crim Just Sys 3 
Hours Arranged Lawrence, Richard Hours Arranged Norman, J 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000581 CJS 430 54 v' Criminal low 3 000591 CJ5 555 54 v' Pri Sec Crim Just Comm 3 
Hou rs Arranged Seefeldt, Charles Hours Arranged Schumann, Jomes 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000584 CJS 431 54 v' Criminal Procedure 3 000618 CJS 589 48 v' Causes of Crime Seminar 3 
Hours Arranged Seefeldt, Charles Hours Arranged Norman, J 
Permiss ion Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000586 (JS 433 54 v' Ethical Studies Crim Just 3 000613 CJS 589 50 v' Domestic Viol & Crim Just 3 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000588 CJS 444 54 v' Internship 1-16 000616 CJS 589 52 v' Interview 8. Interrogation 3 
Hours Arranged Stoff Hours Arranged Wirth, Stewart 
Permission Required Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000871 CJS 446 54 v' Child Abuse/Crim Just Sys 3 000601 CJS 589 55 v' Fundamentals of US Gongs 
Hours Arranged Norman, J Hours Arranged Gilbertson, Douglas 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000589 CJS 455 54 v' Pri Sec Crim Just Comm 3 000605 CJS 589 56 v' Focus Gong Related Topics 
Hours Arranged Schumann, Jomes Hours Arranged Gilbertson, Douglas 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000592 CJS 488 54 v' Senior Thesis 3 000607 CJS 589 57 v' Advanced Gong Topics 3 "' ... Hours Arranged Stoff Hours Arranged Gilbertson, Douglas "' "' Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. ~
000617 CJS 489 48 v' Causes of Crime Seminar 3 000609 CJS 589 58 v' Victmlgy Theor & Applictn 3 "" 
Hours Arranged Norman, J Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick z 0 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permiss ion Required Special Fee: $40. vi 
50 v' 000611 CJS 589 59 v' Victim Assistance & Advoc 3 "' 0006 12 CJS 489 Domestic Viol & Crim Just 3 ... "' Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick a.:
Permission Req uired Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. ... :E 
000614 CJS 489 52 v' Interview & Interrogation 3 000619 CJS 644 54 v' Practicum 3-12 :E 
Hours Arranged Wirth, Stewart Hours Arranged Prout, Robert = 
Permission Required "' Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000594 CJS 489 54 v' Commty Oriented Pol ic ing 3 000620 CJS 650 54 v' Readings 1-3 
Hours Arranged McDermott, Jomes Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000599 CJS 489 55 v' Fundamentals of US Gongs 3 000621 CJS 660 54 v Theories Crim Behov Just 3 
Hours Arranged Gilbertson, Douglas Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
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000622 CJS 677 54 V Framing Analyze Res Prob 3 000555 EAS 109 01 Geologic Environment 
Hours Arranged Schreiber, Francis MTWR 1000-1220 MS 110 Pekarek, Alfred 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Speciol Fee: $6.75/cr. 
000623 CJS 679 54 v' Research Crim Justice 3 000553 EAS 220 01 Physical Geology Systems 
Hours Arranged Lawrence, Richard MTWR 1230-1450 MS 110 Pekarek, Alfred 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. MTWR 1500-1630 MS 22 
000624 CJS 681 54 v' Current Prob/ Issues CJS 1-3 000556 EAS 444 01 Internship 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert Hours Arranged Pekarek, Alfred 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Permission Required Grading Option: Either 
000625 CJS 689 54 V Advanced Grad Seminar 3 000557 EAS 450 01 lnvestttions Earth Sci 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert MW 0730-0950 MS 22 Pekare , Alfred 
Permission Required Seefeldt, Charles 000558 EAS 450 02 lnvestikotions Earth Sci 2 
Special Fee: 40. MTWR 0730-0950 MS 22 Pekare , Alfred 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE/First Term 000559 EAS 450 03 lnvestikotions Earth Sci 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 0730-0950 MS 22 Pekare , Alfred 
000528 CJS 325 01 Comparative Crim Justice 3 ECONOMICS/Full Term 
MTWR 1000-1150 SH 208 Andzenge, Dick (ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000529 CJS 411 01 Organ Admin in Crim Just 3 000634 ECON 205 54 v' Prin Macroeconomics 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 SH 208 Andzenge, Dick Hours Arranged Gallagher, Doniel 
000531 CJS 444 03 Internship 1-16 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 000635 ECON 206 54 v' Prin Microeconomics 3 
Permission Required Special Fee: $50. Hours Arranged Gallagher, Doniel 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000532 CJS 444 04 Internship 1-16 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert ECONOMICS /First Term 
Permission Required Special Fee: $50. Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000883 CJS 489 53 CJS Sem:LEEDS Conference 3 000758 ECON 195 01 Econ/ Democratic Citizensh 3 
MTWRF 0800-1700 Campbell, John MTWR 1500-1700 SH 322 Rotho, Artotrano 
Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 05-16 to 07-08 
Must attend LEEDS Conf. & complete req' d assignment. 0007 48 ECON 205 01 Prin Mocroeconomics 3 
Contoct Cont. Studies (320)308-3081 to register. MTWR 1000-1200 SH 322 MacDonald, Richard 
000530 CJS 511 01 Organ Admin in Crim Just 3 000749 ECON 206 01 Prin Microeconomics 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 SH 208 Andzenge, Dick MTWR 0730-0930 SH 302 Grossman, Philip 
000884 CJS 681 53 (JS Sem:LEEDS Conference 3 000751 ECON 406 01 lntermed Microeconomics 3 
MTWRF 0800-1700 Campbell, John MTWR 0730-0930 SH 325 Hampton, Nothon 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 05-16 to 07-08 000753 ECON 417 01 Monogeriol Economics 3 
Must attend LEEDS Conf. & complete req'd assignment. MTWR 1000-1200 SH 301 Gallagher, Doniel 
Contact Cont. Studies (320)308-3081 to register. 000771 ECON 460 01 Public Finance 3 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE/Second Term MTWR 1000-1200 SH 325 Grossman, Philip 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000754 ECON 471 01 Money and BonkinJ 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 SH 322 MacDonald, Richor 
000534 CJS 444 05 Internship 1·16 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 000752 ECON 506 01 lntermed Microeconomics 3 
Permission Required Special Fee: $50. MTWR 0730-0930 SH 325 Hampton, Nothon 
000533 CJS 444 06 Internship 1-16 000772 ECON 560 01 Public Finance 3 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert MTWR 1000-1 200 SH 325 Grossman, Philip 
Pe rmission Required Special Fee: $50. 000755 ECON 571 01 Money and BonkinJ 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 SH 322 MacDonald, Richor 
EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE/Full Term 
ECONOMICS /Second Term Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000549 EAS 104 01 Intro to Atmospheric Sci 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 1000-1220 MS 125 Hansen, Anthony 000759 ECON 205 02 Prin Macroeconomics 3 
Intro to Atmospheric Sci 3 
MTWR l 000-1155 SH 322 Kong, Eungmin 
000804 EAS 104 02 
MTWR 1000-1220 MS 125 Hansen, Anthony 000750 ECON 206 02 Prin Microeconomics 3 
MTWR 1500-1655 SH 322 Komoi, Mono 
000550 EAS 105 01 Water Environment 3 
MTWR 1000-1220 MS 110 Nelson, Charles 000760 ECON 470 01 Busins Cycles/Forecosting 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 SH 306 Kong, Eungmin 
St. Cloud State University offers a variety of unique courses and workshops that are not listed in the SCSU bulletins. For 
course descriptions not available in the St. Cloud State University bulletins, see pages 61 through 63 of this schedule. 
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000761 ECON 570 01 Busnes Cycles/forecasting 3 000647 EOAD 697 54 v" Current Problems Issues 1-3 
MTWR 1230-1425 SH 306 Kang, Eungmin Hours Arranged Schnelle r!, Gory 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU·REQ 
EDUCATION Special fee: $40. 
See Teacher Development 000648 EOAD 697 55 v" lecture Series 1-3 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/Full Term 
Hours Arranged Schneller!, Gory 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COLI RSE TITLE HRS Special fee: $40. 
000636 EOAD 502 54 V Overview Comm Educ 3 000649 EOAD 699 54 v" Thesis 1-6 
Hours Arronged Kosionov, Shown Hours Arranged Schneller!, Gory 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. Permission Required Groding Option: SU-REQ 
000637 EOAD 507 54 V Comm Ed Director:lnternsh 3 Special fee: $40. 
Hours Arranged Schneller!, Gory 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/First Term 
000638 EOAD 509 54 v" Community Ed ldrsh ip 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Hours Arranged Kosionov, Shown 000270 EOAD 605 01 Elem School Principolship 3 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. 0800-1230 EB A 122 Moore, Charles 
000639 EOAD 600 54 V licensure Renewal 3 Begin/End Date 06-13 to 06-23 
Hours Arranged Moore, Charles Class meets June 13-17ond June 20-23, 8:00 am to 12:30 pm. 
Permission Required Groding Option: SU·REQ 000271 EOAD 610 01 Admin leodership 3 
Special fee: $40. Hours Arronged EB A 123 lmbra, Christine 
000640 EOAD 600 55 V Teaching and leorning 3 Begin/ End Date 06-27 to 07-08 
Hours Arronged Schneller!, Gory Class meets June 27-30, 12:00 pm to 6:00 pm and July 6, 7 & 8, l :00 pm to 6:00 pm. 
Permission Required Groding Option: SU·REQ 000272 EOAD 622 01 legal Aspects of Ed Admin 3 
Special fee: $40. Hours Arranged EBA122 Dahms-Walker, Janine 
000641 EOAD 600 56 V Teaching and learning 1-3 Begin/End Date 06-2 4 to 06-30 
Hours Arranged Dahms-Walker, Janine Class meets on June 24, 27, 28, 29 & 30, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm. 
Permission Required Groding Option: SU-REQ 000273 EOAD 650 01 Intro Sch Commmun Relatn 3 
Special fee: $40. Hours Arranged EB Al 23 lmbro, Christine 
000875 EOAD 601 54 v" Intro to Educ Admin Begin/ End Dote 07-06 to 07-15 
Hours Arranged Schneller!, Gory Class meets July 6,7 & 8, 8:00 am to 12:00 pm and July 11-15, 8:00 am to l :00 pm. 
Permission Required Groding Option: SU-REQ 000274 EOAD 657 01 Education Policy 3 
Special fee: $40. Meeting Required: Sat.June 4th, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm. Hours Arronged EB A 122 Moore, Chorles 
000642 EOAD 608 54 V School Superintendency 3 Begin/ End Date 06-13 to 06-23 
Hours Arronged Schneller!, Gory Class meets June 13-17 and June 20-23, 1:00 pm to 5:30 pm. 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. 000275 EOAD 676 01 field Exp: Dir of Spec Ed 3 
000876 EDAD 611 54 v" Portfolio Review Hou rs Arronged EBA122 Dahms-Walker, Janine 
Hours Arranged Moore, Charles Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Permission Required Groding Option: SU-REQ Orientotion mtg on June 30, 12:00 pm to l :00 pm. Other hours arranged. 
Special fee: $40. 000276 EOAD 678 01 Field Experc Superintend 4 
000877 EDAD 611 55 v" Portfolio Review Hours Arronged Schneller!, Gory "' .... 
Hours Arranged Dohms-Walker, Jonine Permission Required Groding Option: SU-REQ "' "' Permission Required Groding Option: SU-REQ 000881 EOAD 697 57 Resume Writ & Int Skills ~
Speciol Fee: $40 F 1700-21 30 Worner, Koy V 
54 V Procticum in Educ Admin s 0830-1630 Permission Required z 000643 EOAD 670 3 0 
Hours Arranged Schneller!, Gory Begin/ End Dote 06-17 to 06· l 8 Groding Option: SU·REO vi 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. Contact Cont. Studies (320)3 08-3081 to register. "' .... "' 000644 EOAD 674 54 V Field Exp Principal K-12 4 000882 EOAD 697 58 Working w / Difficult Empl ICIIII: 
Hours Arranged Moore, Charles F 1700-2130 Worner, Kay 
.... 
s 0830-1630 Permission Required :E Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ :E 
Special Fee: $40. Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-16 Grading Option: SU-REQ ::::::, 
Contact Cont. Studies (320)308-3081 to register. "' 000645 EDAD 678 54 V fie ld Experc Superintend 4 
697 59 Dvlping Pstv Portsh w/Por Hours Arranged Schneller!, Gory 000920 EOAD 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU·REQ f 1800-2 130 Troolin, Barbaro 
Special Fee: $40. s 0800-1700 Permission Required 
Begin/ End Da te 07-08 to 07-09 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000646 EDAD 686 54 V field Study Design 3 Contact Cont. Studies (320)308-3081 to register. 
Hours Arranged Schneller!, Gary 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
Daily class schedule updates can be found at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 
Click on "Registration" 
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EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/Second Term 000653 ENGL 202 54 t/ Myth, legend/ Sacred liter 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Wenz, Karen 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000736 EDAD 608 56 School Superintendency 3 
000654 ENGL 203 54 t/ Gender Issues In lit MGM 3 MTWRF 1300-1700 EB A 122 Schneller!, Gary Hours Arranged Engel, Susan Permission Required Begin/ End Date 07-18 to 07-29 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Closs meets July 18-22 and July 25-29 from l :00 pm to 500 pm. 
01 Prog/ Assess/ Eval Tech 3 
000320 ENGL 331 01 Adv Expository Writing 3 
000277 EDAD 612 MTWR 0730-0930 R 202 Gordon, Christie 
Hours Arranged EB A 122 Koyono, Frances 
Begin/ End Dote 08-01 to 08-12 000321 ENGL 341 01 Creotve Wrty: Nature Writ 4 
Closs meets August 1-5 and August 8-12 from 8:00 om to 12:00 pm. MTWR 0800-1230 R 102 Ross, Suzanne 
Outdoor trips required. 
000737 EDAD 642 56 Auxiliary Fune Site Admin 3 
000655 ENGL 343 54 t/ Creative Writing: Poetry 3 MTWRF 0800-1200 EB Al 22 Schneller!, Gory Hours Arranged Klepetor, Steven 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 07-18 to 07-29 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Closs meets July 18-22 and July 25-29 from 8:00 om to 12 noon. 
000656 ENGL 443 54 t/ Adv Creative Wrtg: Poetry 3 
000738 EDAD 645 56 Aux Functions Dist Admin 3 Hours Arranged Klepetar, Steven 
MTWRF 0800-1200 EB A 122 Schneller!, Gary Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 07-18 to 07-29 
000657 ENGL 561 54 t/ Tchg ESL: Theory/ Methods 3 Class meets July 18-22 and July 25-29 from 8:00 om to 12 noon. 
000278 EDAD 697 01 Curriculum Sch leaders 3 
Hours Arranged Robinson, James 
Hours Arranged EB A 122 Koyono, Frances 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Begin/End Dote 08-01 to 08-12 Grading Option: SU-REQ 000658 ENGL 562 54 t/ TESL Methods: Rdg/ Wrtg 3 
Closs meets August 1-5 and August 8-12 from l:00 pm to 5:00 pm. Hours Arranged Robinson, James 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING/Full Term 000659 ENGL 563 54 t/ ESL and Culture 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Robinson, Jomes 
000465 ECE 221 01 Digital logic Design 3 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
TW 1200-1400 ECC 128 Thomvichai, Rotchone 000660 ENGL 668 54 t/ Topics:Clossrm Based Res 3 R 1200-1400 ECC 216 Hours Arranged Robinson, Jomes 
000006 ECE 444 01 Internship 1-3 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Hours Arranged ECC 206 lekhokul, Sura 
Major Students Only Grading Option: Either ENGLISH/First Term 
Arranged assignments and/ or mtgs. Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING/First Term 000327 ENGL 184 01 Intro to literature 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0930 SH 102 Mohrbacher, Carol 
Permission Required 
000004 ECE 201 01 Circuit Analysis I 3 
TWR 0900-1040 ECC 128 Petzold, Mark 000328 ENGL 201 01 Classics of literature 
R 1100-1150 ECC 203 Begin/End Dote 06-14 to 08-04 MTWR 1000-1200 SH 304 Connaughton, Michael 
000005 ECE 202 01 Circuit Analysis II 3 000773 ENGL 215 01 American Indian lit MGM 3 
MT 0800-1000 ECC 126 Glozos, Michael MTWR 1300-1500 BH 134 Crow, Stephen 
w 0800-1000 ECC 203 Begin/ End Dote 06-13 to 08-08 Begin/End Dote 06-13 to 07-1 4 
ENGLISH/Full Term 
000329 ENGL 31 l 01 Amer lit: 1830-1900 4 
MTWR 1000-1240 BH 134 Dillman, Richard 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
54 t/ 
000330 ENGL 332 01 Writing/ Professions 3 
000650 ENGL 184 Intro to literature 3 MTWR 0730-0930 R 2 Inkster, Robert 
Hours Arranged Crow, Stephen 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 000331 ENGL 423 01 Shakespeare II 3 
000344 ENGL 191 01 Intro Rhetorcl/ Anolyt Wrt 4 
MTWR 0730-0930 R 102 Hibbard, Jock 
MW l 500-1730 MC 207 Mikolchok, Mario 000332 ENGL 454 01 Tchg Young Adult lit 3 
000651 ENGL 191 54 t/ Intro Rhetorcl/ Analyt Wrt 4 MTWR 0730-1230 SH 109 Gordon, Christie 
Hours Arranged Farrah, Heidi 000333 ENGL 523 01 Shakespeare II 3 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. MTWR 0730-0930 R 102 Hibbard, Jock 
000900 ENGL 191 56 t/ Intro Rhetorcl/ Analyt Wrt 4 000334 ENGL 554 01 Tchg Young Adult lit 3 
TR 1000-1230 CH 127 Crow, Stephen MTWR 0730-1230 SH 109 Gordon, Christie 
000652 ENGL 201 54 t/ Classics of literature 3 000335 ENGL 650 01 Topics in Tchg Engl 3 
Hours Arranged Wenz, Koren MTWR 1230-1730 CH 126 Davis, Glenn 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
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000336 ENGL 669 01 Sem Tchg Engl-Child Bilin 00089 1 ETS 560 54 v' Standards for Tech Educ 3 
MTWR 1230-1700 CH 125 Teutsch-Dwyer, Marya Hours Arranged Helgeson, Ku rt 
Permiss ion Required Special Fee: $40. 
ENGLISH/Second Term 000811 ETS 595 56 Technology Update 2005 2 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0900-16 00 Schwaller, Anthony 
000901 ENGL 203 56 Gender Issues In lit MGM 3 OOOB92 ETS 650 54 v' Cont Strat Tech Ed 3 
MTWR 0100-1200 SH 304 Perry, Constance Hours Arranged Helgeson, Kurt 
000337 ENGL 300 01 Intro English Studies 3 Permiss ion Required Special Fee: $40. 
MTWR l 000-1200 SH 109 Foster, Judy 000893 ETS 670 54 v' Technical Research Design 3 
000338 ENGL 313 01 American lit Since WW II 4 Hours Arranged Nicholson, Jomes 
MTWR 1230-1 430 SH 304 Perry, Constance Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000339 ENGL 361 01 Intro to linguistics 4 000894 ETS 671 54 v' Tech Research Experi 3 
MTWR 0730-1000 SH 207 Koffi, Ettien Hours Arranged Kasi, Bolasubramonio 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000878 ENGL 460 57 Tchg Engl learners K-1 2 2 
000895 ETS 673 54 v' Foundations of Tech Ed 3 MTWRF 1000-1140 SH 207 Kim, Choonkyong 
Hours Arranged Schwaller, Anthony No Classes 7 /25 through 7 /29. Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000340 ENGL 463 01 ESL and Culture 3 
MTWR 1000-1200 R 2 Robinson, Jomes ENVIRONMENTAL & TECHNOLOGICAL STUDIES/First Term 
000341 ENGl 467 01 TESl Vocab lrng 8. Tchg 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWRF 1400-1630 SH 207 Kim, Choonkyong 000182 ETS 183 01 Tech/Third Wrld Dev MGM 3 
No classes 7 /25 through 7 /29. MTWR 1230-1425 HH 228 Akubue, Anthony 
000879 ENGL 560 57 Tchg Engl learners K-12 2 000815 ETS 435 56 Concrete/Masonry Academy 3 
MTWRF 1000-1140 SH 207 Kim, Choonkyong MTWR 0900-1600 HH 116 Helgeson, Ku rt 
No Classes 7 /25 through 7 /29. Begin/ End Dote 07-11 to 07-21 
000342 ENGl 563 01 ESl ond Culture 3 Class will meet July 11-12 and July 18-21 . 
MTWR l 000-1200 R 2 Robinson, Jomes 000191 ETS 485 01 Transportation Academy 2 
000343 ENGl 567 01 TESL Vocab lrng 8. Tchg 3 MTWR 
0900-1600 HH 225 Schwaller, Anthony 
Begin/End Date 06-13 to 06-23 MTWRF 1400-1630 SH 207 Kim, Choonkyong Students registering for ETS 485/ 01 must also register for either Sec. 2 or 3. No Classes 7 /25 through 7 /29. 
000193 ETS 485 02 Transportation Academy 
ENVIRONMENTAL & TECHNOLOGICAL STUDIES/Full Term MTWR 0900-1600 HH 225 Schwaller, Anthony 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Begin/End Dote 06-13 to 06-23 
000888 ETS 182 54 v' Modern Tech 8. Civiliza tio 3 000808 ETS 485 03 Transportation Academy 
Hours Arranged Helgeson, Kurt MTWR 0900-1600 HH 225 Bender, Michner 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Begin/End Date 06-13 to 06-23 
000889 ETS 185 54 v' Energy and Society 3 000197 ETS 488 01 Automation and Motion Con 2 
Hours Arranged Schwaller, Anthony MTWR 0900-1600 HH 121 Helgeson, Kurt 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Begin/End Da te 07-13 to 07-15 Kasi, Balosubromanio Grading Option: Either 
000890 ETS 414 54 v' Practicum:Auto Tech 3 "' 000816 ETS 535 56 Concrete/Masonry Academy 3 ... Hours Arranged Schwaller, Anthony "' MTWR 0900-1600 HH 116 Helgeson, Kurt "' Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Begin/ End Dote 07-11 to 07-21 s 
000184 ETS 444 01 Internship 3 Class will meet July 11-1 2 and July 18-21, 2005. u 
Hours Arranged Helgeson, Kurt z 000192 ETS 585 01 Transportation Academy 2 0 Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ MTWR 0900-1600 HH 225 Schwaller, Anthony i:ii 
"' 000187 ETS 444 02 Internship 6 Begin/End Dote 06-13 to 06-23 ... 
Hours Arranged Helgeson, Kurt Students registering for ETS 585/01 must also register for either Sec. 2 or 3. "' ai: 
Permission Required Grading Option: Either 000196 ETS 585 02 Transportation Academy 
... 
E 
000810 ETS 495 56 Technology Update 2005 MTWR 0900-1600 HH 225 Schwaller, Anthony E 
MTWR 0900-1600 Schwaller, Anthony Begin/End Dote 06-13 to 06-23 :::, 
"' Grading Option: Either 000809 ETS 585 03 Transportation Academy 
000186 ETS 544 01 Internship 3 MTWR 0900-1600 HH 225 Bender, Michner 
Hours Arranged Helgeson, Kurt Begin/ End Dote 06-13 to 06-23 • 
Permission Required 000200 ETS 588 01 Automation and Motion Con 2 
000188 ETS 544 02 Internship 6 MTWR 0900-1600 HH 121 Helgeson, Kurt 
Hours Arranged Helgeson, Kurt Begin/ End Dote 07-13 to 07-15 Kasi, Bolosubramonio 
Permission Required Grading Option: Either 
St. Cloud State University offers a variety of unique courses and workshops that are not listed in the SCSU bulletins. For 
course descriptions not available in the St. Cloud State University bulletins, see pages 6 7 through 63 of this schedule. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL & TECHNOLOGICAL STUDIES/Second Term 000512 FIRE 571 01 Corporate Finonc Policy 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 1230-1430 BB 217 Sarwar, Ghulam 
000202 ETS 413 01 Workshop: CAD Practices 3 000516 FIRE 57 4 01 Security Analysis 3 
MTWR 0900-1600 HH 232 Nicholson, James MTWR 1000-1200 BB 217 Sarwar, Ghulam 
Begin/ End Date 08-01 to 08-11 
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE/Second Term 
000204 ETS 513 01 Workshop: CAD Practices 3 
MTWR 0900-1600 HH 232 Nicholson, James 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Begin/ End Date 08-01 to 08-11 000504 FIRE 371 02 Managerial Finance 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 BB 117 Hudson, William 
ETHNIC STUDIES/First Term 000505 FIRE 37 1 03 Managerial Finance 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 1000-ll55 BB 119A Supanvanii, Janikan 
000178 ETHS 201 01 Intro Ethnc Studies (MGM) 3 000513 FIRE 471 02 Corporate Financ Policy 3 
MTWRF 0730-0930 CH 228 Lehman, Christopher MTWR 1230-1425 BB 217 Gangopadhyay, Partha 
Maior Students Only 
ETHNIC STUDIES/Second Term 000518 FIRE 472 01 Financial Institutions 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 1000-1155 BB 119B Hudson, William 
000179 ETHS 201 02 Intro Ethnc Studies (MGM) 3 Maior Students Only 
MTWRF 1000-1225 CH 228 Kishimoto, Kyoko 000520 FIRE 473 01 lnternationol Finance 3 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 217 Supanvanii, Janikan 
FILM STUDIES/First Term Maior Students Only 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000522 FIRE 487 01 Mgmt Financial lnstitutns 3 
000803 FS 464 01 Screenwriting 3 MTWR 1000-ll55 BB 217 Gangopadhyay, Partha 
MTWR 1000-1150 PA 221 Honegger, Eva Maior Students Only 
Permission Required 000524 FIRE 491 01 Manage Investment Fund 
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE/Full Term 
Hours Arranged Bohnen, Howard 
Permission Required 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000514 FIRE 571 02 Corporate Finonc Pol icy 3 
000510 FIRE 444 01 Internship in Business 3-12 MTWR 1230-1425 BB 217 Gangopadhyay, Partha 
Hours Arranged Sarwar, Ghulam 
000519 FIRE 572 01 Financial Institutions 3 Permission Required Maior Students Only 
MTWR 1000-1155 88 119B Hudson, William Grading Option: Either 
000521 FIRE 573 01 International Finance 3 
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE/First Term MTWR 0730-0925 88 217 Supanvanii, Janikan 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000523 FIRE 587 01 Mgmt Financial lnstitutns 3 
000502 FIRE 201 01 Intro to Money Mgmt 3 MTWR 1000-1155 88 217 Gangopadhyay, Partha 
MTWR 1000-1200 88 119B Bohnen, Howard 
000503 FIRE 371 01 Manageriol Finance 3 
GEOGRAPHY /First Term 
MTWR 1230-1430 88 119A Haley, Joseph 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000506 FIRE 373 01 Investment Principles 3 
000012 GEOG 250 01 Map Fundamentols 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 88 315 Bohnen, Howard 
MTWR 1000-ll55 SH 309 Torguson, Jeffrey 
Maior Students Only 000009 GEOG 253 01 Theories & Concepts Geog 3 
000507 FIRE 375 01 Risk Mgmt Insurance 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 SH 308 Wall, Dovid 
MTWR 0730-0930 88 217 Haley, Joseph 000010 GEOG 271 01 Economic Geography 3 
Maior Students Only MTWR 1000-ll55 SH 308 Wall, David 
000508 FIRE 378 01 Real Estate Principles 3 000011 GEOG 273 01 Physical Geography 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 BB 316 Mooney, Steven MTWR 0730-0925 SH 305 Wixon, lewis 
Maior Students Only 000013 GEOG 274 01 Physical Geography II 3 
000509 FIRE 378 02 Real Estate Principles 3 MTWR 1000-ll55 SH 305 Wixon, lewis 
MTWR 1000-1200 88 316 Mooney, Steven 000014 GEOG 444 01 Internship: Procticl Geog 1-1 2 Moior Students Only Hours Arranged Addo, Edward 
000511 FIRE 471 01 Corporate Financ Policy 3 Permission Required Grading Option: Either 
MTWR 1230-1430 BB 217 Sarwar, Ghulam 
Maior Students Only GEOGRAPHY /Second Term 
000515 FIRE 474 01 Security Analysis 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 1000-1200 BB 217 Sarwar, Ghulam 000015 GEOG 111 01 Intro to Global Geog MGM 3 
Maior Students Only MTWR 1 OOO-ll55 SH 308 Richoson, Ben jamin 
Daily class schedule updates can be found at www.stcfoudstate.edu/registrar 
Click on "Registration" 
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000017 GEOG 316 01 Intro Geog Info Systems 3 HISTORY /First Term 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 309 Richoson, Benjamin (ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Permission Required 
000898 HIST 106 01 Hist Stdies:Contmp Africa 3 
00001 8 GEOG 444 02 Internship: Procticl Geog 1-12 MTWR 1230-1430 SH 223 Noyenga, Peter 
Hours Arranged Wong, Kenneth 
000432 HIST 195 01 Democratic Citizenship 3 Permission Required Grading Option: Either 
MTWR 0730-0930 SH 219 Glade, Mory 
0009 22 GEOG 630 01 Intro to GIS for Educotrs 3 000433 HIST 195 02 Democratic Citizenship 3 MTWR l 000-1500 SH 309 Blinnikov, Mikhail 
Permission Required MTWR 
l 000-1200 SH 219 Glade, Mory 
000436 HIST 371 01 Africa Since 1500 3 
HEALTH/First Term MTWR l 000-1200 SH 212 Noyengo, Peter 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
HISTORY /Second Term 
000134 HLTH 210 01 Principles of Nutrition 2 
MTWR 0730-0845 HAH 348 Zezoney, Fronk Cou ID 
DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000136 HLTH 215 01 Personal/Community Hlth 2 
000431 HIST 141 01 United Stoles Since 1865 3 
MTWR 1500-1715 HAH 344 Thompson, Karen 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 219 Hofsommer, Don 
000139 HLTH 301 02 Hlth lssues/Strotegies 
000434 HIST 210 01 West Civ I to 1500 3 
MTWR 1230-1445 HAH 301 Thompson, Koren MTWR 1500-1655 SH 212 Bezzina, Edwin 
000141 HLTH 405 01 Mood Modifying Substances 
000435 HIST 365 01 Traditional Asia 3 
MTWR 1000-1215 HAH 345 Thompson, Koren MTWR 1000-1155 SH 219 Ness, John 
000143 HLTH 446 01 Internship, Comm Hlth 6·12 000437 HIST 434 01 Soviet Russia Since 1917 3 
MTWR Dobey, Rodney MTWR 1230-1425 SH 223 lewis, Richard 
Hours Arronged Grading Option: SU-REQ 000438 HIST 534 01 Soviet Russia Since 1917 3 
000145 HLTH 481 01 Human Sexuality MTWR 1230-1425 SH 223 lewis, Richard 
MTWR 1000-1155 HAH 346 Stoff 
000146 HLTH 505 01 Mood Mod Substances 
HUMAN REL & MULTICULTURAL EDUC/First Term 
. MTWR 1000-1 215 HAH 345 Thompson, Karen Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000147 HLTH 581 01 Human Sexuality 000046 HURL l 02 01 Human Rel & Race MGM 
MTWR 1000-1155 HAH 346 Staff MW 1230-1615 EB A239 Onoh, Okechukwu 
000047 HURL 201 01 Non-Oppress Rel I (MGM) 
HEALTH/Second Term MW 1230-1615 EB Bl 07 Todeme, Tomrot 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000112 HURL 206 01 Understanding Oppress MGM 
000148 HLTH 301 01 Hlth Issues/Strategies TR 1300-1415 EB Bl 07 Bresser, Patricia 
MTWR l 000-1215 HAH 344 Thompson, Koren 000048 HURL 301 01 Non-Oppressive Relatn 11 
000149 HLTH 301 03 Hlth Issues/ Strategies TWR l 500-1640 EB B208 Hockman, Heather 
MTWR 1500-17 15 HAH 34 4 Thompson, Koren 000113 HURL 407 01 lndions/Contemp Hum Right 
000150 HLTH 405 02 Mood Modifying Substances MW 1700-2050 EB B2 l 3 Knutson-Kolodzne, Jo 
MTWR 1230-1445 HAH 335 Thompson, Koren 000049 HURL 491 01 Change Agent Skills 
000151 HLTH 475 01 Epidemilogy MTWR 1000-1200 EB B214 Hofmann, Suellyn "" ... MTWR 0730-0925 HAH 344 Stoff 
000051 HURL 492 01 Practicum Soc Empowerment 1·3 "" "" 000165 HLTH 482 01 Environmental Hlth 3 MTWR 1200-1240 EB B214 Hofmann, Suellyn =:5 
MTWR 1000-1155 HAH 335 Stoff ""' 000053 HURL 497 01 HURL for Tchrs I (MGM) z 
000168 HLTH 505 02 Mood Mod Substances TWR 1500-1 730 EB B206 Imholte, Rochel 0 
MTWR 1230-1445 HAH 335 Thompson, Koren Co-Req: HURL 498·01 (000120) vi 
"" 000174 HLTH 582 01 Environmental Health 3 CO·REQ COURSE FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY AND SPECIAL ED MAJORS. ... "" MTWR 1000-1155 HAH 335 Stoff 000054 HURL 497 02 HURL for Tchrs I (MGM) GI: 
TWR l 000-1230 EB B208 Hackman, Heather 
... 
E 
HISTORY /Full Term Co·Req: HURL 498-02 (000122) E 
(ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS CO-REQ FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY AND SPECIAL ED MAJORS. :::::, 
"" 000661 HIST 106 54 II' Women in Western Civil 3 000061 HURL 497 05 HURL for Tchrs I (MGM) 
Hours Arranged Winkler-Moret Anne MW 0730-1115 EB Bl07 · Todeme, Tomrot 
Permission Required Special Fee: 40. For CFS, CEEP, HED & LICENSURE ONLY STUDENTS. 
000662 HIST 106 55 Global History 3 000120 HURL 498 01 HURL for Tchrs II (MGM) 
Hours Arranged Welter, Mark TR 1300-1415 EB A226 Imholte, Rochel 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Co·Req: HURL 497-01 (000053) 
CO·REQ WITH HURL 497 /01. FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY & SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
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000122 HURL 498 02 HURL for Tchrs II (MGM) 000118 HURL 597 06 HURL for Tchrs I 3 
TR 1300-14 15 E8 A226 Hackman, Heather TWR l 000-1230 E8 8213 Hakim, Semya 
Co-Req: HURL 497-02 (000054) FOR CFS, CEEP, ELED 8. LICENSURE ONLY STUDENTS. 
CO-REQ WITH HURL 497 / 02. FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY 8. SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. 000470 HURL 598 03 Human Rel for Tchrs II 
000114 HURL 507 01 lndians/Contemp Hum Right TW 1300-1415 E8 A226 lmhalte, Rachel 
MW 1700-2 050 E8 8213 Knutson·Kolodzne, Ja CO-REQ with HURL 597 /03 FOR PHY ED., SECONDARY 8. SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. 
000050 HURL 591 01 Change Agent Skills 000471 HURL 598 04 Human Rel for Tchrs II 
MTWR l 000-1200 E8 8214 Hofmann, Suellyn TW 1300-1415 E8 A226 Ebnet, Heather 
CO-REQ with HURL 597 /04 FOR PHY ED., SECONDARY 8. SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. 
000052 HURL 592 01 Practicum Soc Empowerment 1-3 
MTWR 1200-1240 E8Bl24 Hofmann, Suellyn INFORMATION MEDIA/First Term 
000055 HURL 597 01 HURL for Tchrs I Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
TWR 1500-1730 E8 8206 Imholte, Rachel 000561 IM 204 02 Research Strategies (MGM) 3 
CO-REQ COURSE FOR PHY.ED, SECONDARY 8. SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. MTWR l 000-1200 MC 206 Staff 
000056 HURL 597 02 HURL for Tchrs I 000563 IM 422 01 Info TechfuLeorn K-12/5-12 2 
TWR 1000-1230 E8 8208 Hockman, Heather MTWR 0730-0930 MC 831 Theis, Jo n 
000062 HURL 597 05 HURL for Tchrs I 000565 IM 422 02 Info Tech/learn K-1 2/ 5-12 2 
MW 0730-1115 E8 8107 Tademe, Tamrat MTWR l 000-1200 MC 831 Thompson, Merton 
FOR CFS, CEEP, ELED 8. LICENSURE ONLY STUDENTS. 
000585 IM 445 01 Children's Lit Wkshop 
000468 HURL 598 01 Human Rel for Tchrs II M 0900-1930 Inkster, Christine 
TR 1300-1415 EB A226 Imholte, Rochel T 0830-1500 Williams, Sondra 
CO·REO FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY, AND SPECIAL ED STUDENTS. Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 06-20 to 06-21 
000469 HURL 598 02 Human Rel for Tchrs II Grading Option: SU-REQ 
TR 1300-1415 E8 A226 Hockman, Heather Course meets June 20 8. 21. To register, call (320)202-1831. Moy not enroll via web. 
CO-REQ FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY AND SPECIAL ED STUDENTS. 000566 IM 452 01 Access to Information 3 
000464 HURL 681 01 Teaching Social Justice MTWR 0730-0930 MC 207 Ewing, M 
TW 1230-1615 E8 A229 Kellogg, Polly 000790 IM 486 01 Sem:Dev Skills Online Lrn 3 
MTWR l 000-1200 MC 207 Malikowski, Steven 
HUMAN REL & MULTICULTURAL EDUC/Second Term 000791 IM 486 02 Sem:Creote WWW Homepage 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS f 0800-1530 MC 831 Miltenoff, Plomen 
000063 HURL 102 02 Human Rel 8. Ra ce MGM 3 Course meets June 17 8. 24. Grading Option: SU-REQ 
TWR 1000-1230 E8 8214 Tripp, Michael 000569 IM 502 49 Info Media:Theory/ Res/Pro 
000135 HURL 406 01 Sexual Assault Advo Train 3 MTWR 1230-1350 MC 817 Bolliger, Doris 
TR 1700-2050 E8 Bl 12 LoDue, Lee Paired with on ITV caurse. 
000057 HURL 497 03 HURL for Tchrs I (MGM) 3 000859 IM 502 51 Info Medio:Theory/ Res/ Pro 2 
TWR l 000-1230 E8 Bl 10 Imholte, Rochel MTWR 1230-1350 MC 817 Bolliger, Doris 
CO·REO: HURL 498-03 (000123) Permission Required Speciol fee: $60. 
CO-REQ WITH HURL 498/03. FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY 8. SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. 
000570 IM 522 01 Info Techfulearn K· 12/ 5-12 2 
000059 HURL 497 04 HURL for Tchrs I (MGM) 3 MTWR 0730-0930 MC 831 Theis, Jo n 
TWR 1000-1230 E8 8113 Ebnet, Heather 
CO-REO: HURL 498-04 (000128) 000572 IM 522 02 Info Tech/ learn K· 12/5-1 2 2 
CO-REQ WITH HURL 498/04. FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY 8. SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. MTWR 1000-1200 MC 831 Thompson, Merton 
000116 HURL 497 06 HURL for Tchrs I (MGM) 3 000590 IM 545 01 Children's Lit Wkshop 
TWR 1000-1230 EB 8213 Hakim, Semya M 0900-1930 Inkster, Christine 
FOR CFS, CEEP, ELED 8. LICENSURE ONLY STUDENTS. T 0830-1500 Wil liams, Sondra 
000123 HURL 498 03 HURL for Tchrs II (MGM) 
Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 06-20 to 06-21 
TW 1300-1415 E8 A226 Imholte, Rachel 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
CO-REQ: HURL 497-03 (000057) 
Course meets June 20 8. 21. To register, call (32 0) 202-1831. Moy not enroll via web. 
CO-REQ WITH HURL 497 / 03 . FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY 8. SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. 000574 IM 552 01 Access to Information 3 
000128 HURL 498 04 HURL for Tchrs II (MGM) 
MTWR 0730-0930 MC 207 Ewing, M 
TW 1300-1415 EB A226 Ebnet, Heather 000794 IM 586 01 Sem:Dev Skills Online Lrn 
CO-REQ: HURL 497-04 (000059) MTWR l 000-1200 MC 207 Malikowski, Steven 
CO-REQ WITH HURL 497 / 04. FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY 8. SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. 
000058 597 03 HURL for Tchrs I 3 
000795 IM 586 02 Sem: Create WWW Homepage 
HURL f 0800-1530 MC 831 Miltenoff, Plomen 
TWR 1000-1230 EB Bl 10 Imholte, Rochel Course meets June 17 8. 2 4. Grading Option: SU·REQ 
CO-REQ WITH HURL 598/03. FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY 8. SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. 
000060 HURL 597 04 HURL for Tchrs I 3 
000575 IM 608 49 Research Meth in Media 
MTWR 1000-1200 MC 818 Anderson, Jeanne 
TWR 1000-1230 EB Bl 13 Ebnet, Heather Paired with on ITV course. 
CO-REQ WITH HURL 598/04. FOR PHY ED, SECONDARY 8. SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS. 
St. Cloud State University offers a variety of unique courses and workshops that are not listed in the SCSU bulletins. For 
course descriptions not available in the St. Cloud State University bulletins, see pages 61 through 63 of this schedule. 
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000860 IM 608 51 
MTWR l 000-1200 MC Bl 8 
Permission Required 
000576 IM 612 49 
MTWR 0730-0930 MC Bl 8 
Paired with an ITV course. 
000861 IM 612 51 
MTWR 0730-0930 MC Bl 8 
Permission Required 
Research Meth in Media 
Anderson, Jeanne 
Special Fee: $60. 
Tech Libraries/ Media Ctrs 
Thompson, Merton 
Tech Libraries/Media Ctrs 
Thompson, Merton 
Special Course Fee: $60.00 
000578 IM 620 49 School library Media Prag 
MTWR 1500-1630 MC Bl 8 Rodgers, Judith 
Course does not meet June 27-29. Paired with on ITV course. 
000862 IM 620 51 
MTWR 1500-1630 MC Bl8 
Permission Required 
000580 IM 624 01 
MTWR 1230-1430 MC 207 
000582 IM 682 01 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000798 IM 686 01 
F 0800-1530 MC B31 
Course meets July 8 & 15. 
000615 IM 687 01 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000583 IM 697 01 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
School library Media Prog 
Rodgers, Judith 
Special Fee: $60. 
Organization Info Resourc 
Hedin, Bonnie 
Sch lib Media Spec Proct 
Rodgers, Judith 
Sem :Cables, Wires, Connect 
Theis, John 




INFORMATION MEDIA/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000593 IM 404 49 Instructional Design I 
MTWR 0730-0925 MC Bl 7 Hergert, Thomas 
Paired with on ITV course 
000857 IM 404 51 
MTWR 0730-0925 MC Bl 7 
Permission Required 
000595 IM 422 03 
MTWR 0730-0925 MC B31 
000596 IM 455 01 
MTWR l 000-1200 MC 206 
000792 IM 486 03 
F 0800-1530 MC B31 
Course meets July 22 & 29. 
000793 IM 486 04 
F 0800-1530 MC 206 
Course meets August 5 & 12. 
000598 IM 504 49 
MTWR 0730-0925 MC B17 
Paired with an ITV course. 
000858 IM 504 51 
MTWR 0730-0925 MC B17 
Permission Required 
000597 IM 522 03 
MTWR 0730-0925 MC B31 
Instructional Design I 
Hergert, Thomas 
Special Fee: $60.0 
Info Tech/ learn K-12/5-12 
Theis, John 
Desgn/ Prep Multi Prestn I 
Rotto, Luther 
Sem: WWW Homepoge Pizzozz 
Theis, John 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Sem: Digital Photography 
Hergert, Thomos 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Instructional Design I 
Hergert, Thomas 
Instructional Design I 
Hergert, Thomas 
Special Fee: $60. 







000600 IM 555 01 
MTWR l 000-1200 MC 206 
000796 IM 586 03 
F 0800-1530 MC B31 
Course meets July 22 & 29. 
\000797 IM 586 04 
F 0800-1530 MC 206 
Course meets August 5 & 12. 
000602 IM 623 01 
MTWR 1230-1600 MC Bl 8 
Begin/End Dote 07-18 to 07-28 
000604 IM 697 02 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
Desgn Pre Multi Prestn I 
Rotto, Luther 
Sem:WWW Homepage Pizzozz 
Theis, John 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Sem: Digital Photography 
Hergert, Thomas 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 




INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (Study Abroad)/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000840 (MST 192 65 Intro to Comm Studies 
Hours Arranged Rehling, Diano 
Permission Required 
00084 l CMST 213 65 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000842 CMST 333 65 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000837 HIST 135 65 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000836 HI ST 235 65 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000838 INTL 199 65 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000839 INTL 299 65 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000835 MKTG 320 65 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000843 REL l 00 69 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000834 SSCI 470 65 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
Small Group Communication 
Rehling, Diano 
Major Students Only 
Nonverbal Communication 
Rehling, Diano 
Medieval Engl Society 
Schneider, Kenneth 
Britain in Tudor Ero 
Schneider, Kenneth 
Intro to Brit Cultrl Exp 
Schneider, Kenneth 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Obs & Rell of Host Cultur 
Schneider, Kenneth 
Intro to Marketing 
Schneider, Kenneth 
World Religions MGM 
Hasbrouck, Michael 
Seminar: Contemp Britain 
Schneider, Kenneth 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (Study Abroad)/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000830 ENGL 481 65 Topics in literature 
Hours Arranged Aberti s, Coesarea 
Permiss ion Required Begin/ End Date 06-12 to 06-24 
000831 ENGL 581 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
65 Topics in literature 
Abertis, Caesarea 
Begin/ End Date 06-12 to 06-24 
Daily class schedule updates can be found at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 
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000847 ETHS 325 69 Study Abroad in Americas 3 000478 MGMT 301 02 Intro Professional Mgmt 
Hours Arranged CH 125 Casanova, Stephen MTWR 1000-1200 BB 319 Carlson, Anita 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 07-15 Co-Req: ETHS 444-69 (000848) 000481 MGMT 352 01 Survey Human Resourc Mgmt Must take ETHS 444. MTWR 0730-0920 BB 319 Word, Edward 
000848 ETHS 444 69 Prac/Fldwk in Tenek Comm 3 Major Students Only 
Hours Arranged CH 125 Casanova, Stephen 
000483 MGMT 383 01 Operations Mgmt Begin/End Date 06-11 to 07-15 Co·Req: ETHS 325-69 (000847) 
Must take ETHS 325. Fee attached to this course. Travel dates: 6/1 1-6/28/05. MTWR 1000-1200 BB 218 Skalbeck, Bruce 
000818 GEOG 434 69 Travel/Tourism Seminar 3 000484 MGMT 383 02 Operations Mgmt 
Hours Arranged Baker, Randal MTWR 1230-1430 BB 218 Skalbeck, Bruce 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-12 to 07-22 000488 MGMT 467 01 Organization Theory 
000817 GEOG 496 69 Tourism/Environment 3 MTWR 1000-1200 BB 119A Word, Edward 
Hours Arranged Baker, Randal Major Students Only 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-12 to 07-22 000492 MGMT 497 01 Strategic Management 
000832 TH 495 65 Wkshp in Acting: Shakesp 3 MTWR 1000-1200 BB 320 Eagle, Bruce 
Hours Arranged Conrad, Donna Graduating seniors only. 
Permission Required Vorder Bruegge, Andr 000489 MGMT 567 01 Organization Theory 
Begin/End Date 06-12 to 06-24 MTWR 1000-1200 BB 119A Word, Edward 
000833 TH 595 65 Wkshp in Acting:Shokespea 3 
Hours Arranged Conrad, Donna MANAGEMENT /Second Term 
Permission Required Vorder Bruegge, Andr Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Begin/End Date 06-1 2 to 06-24 
000479 MGMT 301 03 Intro Professional Mgmt 3 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (Study Abroad)/Second Term MTWR 1000-1200 BB 320 Rhee, Yinsog 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT CO URSE TITLE HRS 000480 MGMT 301 04 Intro Professional Mgmt 
000852 CJS 325 69 Comparative Crim Justice 3 MTWR 1230-1430 BB 320 Rhee, Yinsog 
Hours Arranged Campbell, John 000482 MGMT 365 01 Organizational Behavior 3 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 08-01 to 08-25 MTWR 1000-1200 BB 218 Sebastian, Richard 
000853 CJS 489 60 Sem: Violence & Crim Prof 3 Major Students Only 
Hours Arranged Campbell, John 000485 MGMT 383 03 Operations Mgmt 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 08-01 to 08-25 MTWR 1000-1200 BB 319 Ahmad, Sahel 
000904 CJS 489 61 Vctmlgy:Theo&Glb Ap-Japan 3 000486 MGMT 383 04 Operations Mgmt 
Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick MTWR 1230-1430 BB 218 Ahmad, Sahel 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 08-01 to 08-20 
000493 MGMT 497 02 Strategic Management 
000854 CJS 589 60 Sem: Violence & Crim Prof 3 MTWR 0730-0930 BB 218 Word, Edward 
Hours Arranged Campbell, John Graduating seniors only. 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 08-01 to 08-25 
Vctmlgy:Theo&Glb Ap-Jopan 3 
000494 MGMT 497 03 Strategic Management 
000905 (JS 589 61 MTWR 1000-1200 BB 315 Word, Edward 
Hours Arranged Andzenge, Dick Graduating seniors only. 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 08-01 to 08-20 
000855 CJS 68 1 69 Current Prob/Issues (JS 3 MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS/Full Term 
Hours Arranged Campbell, John Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 08-01 to 08-25 
000307 MKTG 444 01 Internship 3-12 
MANAGEMENT /Full Term Hours Arranged Calhoun, Robert Permission Required Ma jor Students Only Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Grading Option: Either 
000664 MGMT 260 54 V Principles Intl Business 3 
Hours Arranged Davis, Elaine MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS/First Term 
Permissian Required Special Fee: $40. Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000487 MGMT 444 01 Internship in Business 3-12 000291 MKTG 320 02 Intro to Marketing 3 
Hours Arranged Johnson, Scott MTWR 1000-1155 BB 321 Bristow, Dennis 
Permission Required Major Students Only 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 000292 MKTG 321 01 Buyer Behavior 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 118 Schuler, Drue 
MANAGEMENT /First Term Major Students Only 
(ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000293 MKTG 404 01 Distribution Management 
000477 MGMT 301 01 Intro Professional Mgmt 3 MTWR 1000-1155 SH 204 Johnson, James 
MTWR 0730-0930 BB 218 Carlson, Anita Major Students Only 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
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000295 MKTG 415 01 Soles & Soles Management 3 000386 COMM 520 01 Moss Media and Society 3 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 321 Bristow, Dennis MTWR 0800-0955 SH 120 Rudolph, Roger 
Major Students Only 
000297 MKTG 428 01 Mktg Sem: Exp & Design MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/First Term 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 118 Krush, Michoel Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Major Students Only 000404 MBA 600 01 Leadership Concepts 1-3 
000294 MKTG 504 01 Distribution Management T 1730-2200 DRC l Weber, Jomes 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 204 Johnson, Jomes Permission Required Major Students Only 
Begin/ End Dote 05-10 to 06-28 
MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS/Second Term 000394 MBA 629 01 Marketing Mgmt 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS T 1730-2200 MCBD 117 Asquith, JoAnn 
000298 MKTG 320 03 Intro to Marketing 3 Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 07-05 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 321 Arias, Fernando 000397 MBA 629 02 Marketing Mgmt 3 
000299 MKTG 402 01 Product/Price Mgmt 3 R 1730-2200 DRC l Schuler, Drue 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 118 Gulati, Rojesh Permission Required Major Students Only 
Major Students Only Begin/ End Dote 05-12 to 06-30 
000304 MKTG 403 01 Principles of Promotion 3 000396 MBA 636 01 Legal Ethical Reg Env Bus 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 118 Gulati, Rojesh w 1730-2200 ORC l Wolter, Robert 
Major Students Only Prereq: MKTG 321 Permission Required Major Students Only 
Begin/End Dote 05-11 to 06-29 
000305 MKTG 416 01 Global Marketing Strategy 3 
000393 MBA 667 01 Orgonizotionol Behavior 3 MTWR 1230-1425 BB 321 Arias, Fernando 
Major Students Only w 1730-2200 MCBD 117 Sebastion, Richard 
Major Students Only Begin/ End Dote 06-29 to 08-17 
000300 MKTG 502 01 Product/Price Management 3 
000395 MTWR 0730-0925 BB 118 Gulati, Ro jesh MBA 670 01 Corporate Strategies 3 
R 1730-2200 MCBD 117 Eagle, Bruce 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/First Term Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05-26 to 07-14 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MATHEMATICS/Full Term 
000351 COMM 352 01 Adv / PR Layout/Design Edit 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 1230-1425 SH 119 Sundvoll, Mortin 
54 v' 000663 MATH 193 Mathematical Thinking 3 
000352 COMM 418 01 History of the Moss Media 3 Hours Arranged Buske, Dole 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 122 Tiberghien, Gretchen Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Major Students Only 
000353 COMM 436 01 Public Rela tions Writing 3 MATHEMATICS/First Term 
MTWR 0800-0955 SH 115 Tiberghien, Gretchen Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Major Students Only 
000279 MATH 070 01 Basic Moth Concepts 3 
000356 COMM 536 01 Public Relations Writing 3 MTWR l 000-1200 SH 203 (orison, Ruth 
MTWR 0800-0955 SH 115 Tiberghien, Gretchen Begin/End Dote 06-13 to 08-04 
Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud-
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/Second Term stote.edu/mothplocement. Plus 2 lob hours arranged. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS "' 000280 MATH 072 01 Intermediate Algebra 3 ... "' 000788 COMM 240 01 Print Jou rn Prine/Methods 3 MTWR 0730-0930 SH 203 (orison, Ruth "' MTWR 0100-1155 SH 119 Drazenovich, Dono Begin/ End Do te 06-1 3 to 08-04 ~
Permission Required Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud· 
V 
stote.edu/mothplocement. Plus 2 lob hours arranged. z 
000347 COMM 276 01 Workshop: TV EditProdctn 3 0 
MTWR 1000-1400 SH 122 Mills, Mork 000309 MATH 112 01 College Algebra 3 
;;; 
"' Special Fee: $20. MTWR 1000-1200 ECC117 Scully, Doniel ... "' 
000348 COMM 401 01 Theory / Prin Moss Med Adv 
Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud- a,:: 
stote.edu/mothplocement. Graphing calculator required. ... 
MTWR 0100-1 155 SH 120 Rudolph, Roger :& 
000290 MATH 193 01 Mathematical Thinking 3 :& 
000349 COMM 420 01 Moss Media and Society 3 MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 110 Nielsen, Megan :::::, 
MTWR 0800-0955 SH 120 Rudolph, Roger Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud- "' Major Students Only stote.edu/mothplocement. Scientific or graphing calculator required. 
000789 COMM 478 01 Workshop TV Journ/Prodctn 3 000296 MATH 193 02 Mathematical Thinking 3 
MTWR l 000-1400 SH 122 Mills, Mork MTWR l 000-1200 ECC 110 Nielsen, Megan 
Special Fee: $20. Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud-
000387 COMM 502 01 Theory / Prin Moss Media 3 stote.edu/mothplacement. Scientific or graphing calculator required. 
MTWR 0100-1155 SH 120 Rudolph, Roger 
St. Cloud State University offers a variety of unique courses and workshops that are not listed in the SCSU bulletins. For 
course descriptions not available in the St. Cloud State University bulletins, see pages 61 through 63 of this schedule. 
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000303 MATH 196 01 Mathemotcl Thinking/ Model 3 MECHANICAL AND MANUFACTURING ENGINEERIN/Full Term 
MTWR 0730-0930 ECC l 08 Chen, Jiang-Ping Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Placement test required . See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud· 
000355 MME 699 01 Master's Thesis 1·6 stote.edu/mothplocement. Scientific or graphing calculator required. 
Hours Arranged Baliga, Bantwal 
000306 MATH 196 02 Mothemotcl Thinking/Model 3 Permission Required Grading Option: SU·REQ 
MTWR 1000-1200 ECC l 08 Chen, Jiang-Ping 
Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud· MECHANICAL AND MANUFACTURING ENGINEERIN/First Term 
state.edu/ mathplacement. Scientific or graphing calculator required. Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000311 MATH 211 01 Survey Calculus I 3 000354 MME 101 01 Intro to Engr Profession 3 MTWR l 000·1200 ECC 130 Carr, Ralph MTWR l 000-1200 ECC 121 Yu, Warren Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud· 
stote:edu/mothplacement. Scientific or graphing calculator required. MUSIC/Full Term 
000312 MATH 221 01 Cole/ Analytic Geometry I Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWRF 0800-0905 ECC 112 Fiala, Nick 000764 MUS 611 01 Mus/Med/ Ren Periods 2 MTW RF 1055-1200 ECC 112 Begin/End Date 06·06 to 07-15 
Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud· Hours Arranged Hansen, Richard 
stote .edu/mothplocement. Initial meeting date: 6/ 13/05 at 10:00 om in PA 271 
000313 MATH 330 01 Moth for Elem Teachers 3 
000765 MUS 612 01 Music Baroque Period 2 
MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 136 Naraine, Bishnu 
Hours Arranged Hansen, Richard 
Must br ing proof of pre-requisite on day l . Initial meeting date: 6/1 3/05 ot 10:00 am in PA 271 
000766 MUS 613 01 Music Classical Period 2 
000314 MATH 330 02 Moth for Elem Teachers 3 Hours Arranged Hansen, Richard 
MTWR l 000-1200 ECC 136 Naraine, Bishnu In itial meeting date: 6/ 13/05 ot 10:00 am in PA 271 
Must bring proof of pre-requisite on day l . 
000767 MUS 614 01 Music Nineteenth Century 2 
000317 MATH 435 01 Tchg Prob Solvng Elem Sch 3 Hours Arranged Hansen, Richard 
MTWR l 000· l 200 Haller, Susan Initial meeting dote: 6/ 13/ 05 at 10:00 om in PA 271 
000318 MATH 535 01 Tchg Prob Solvng Elem Sch 3 000768 MUS 615 01 Music Twentieth Century 2 
MTWR l 000· l 200 Haller, Susan Hours Arranged Hansen, Richard 
00031 9 MATH 630 01 Topics/ Moth Ed 3 Initial meeting dote: 6/ 13/05 at 10:00 om in PA 271 
MTWR l 000-1 200 EC( 134 Vakil, Roozbeh 000769 MUS 616 01 Music/United States 2 
Hours Arranged Hansen, Richard 
MATHEMATICS/Second Term Initial meeting dote: 6/13/05 ot 10:00 om in PA 271 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000310 MATH 113 01 Trigonometry 
MUSIC/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 0800-0920 ECC l 08 Zhao, Peiyi 
Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud· 000762 MUS 602 01 Intro Research Mus/ Mus Ed 2 
stote.edu/mathplocement. Graphing calculator required . MTWR 0900· l 300 PA 140 Smale, Marcelyn 
000301 MATH 193 03 Mathematical Thinking 3 
Begin/End Date 06·20 to 06-30 
MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 110 Triplett, Shawn MUSIC/Second Term Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud· (ou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS state.edu/mathplacement. Scientific or graphing calculator required. 
000302 04 Mathematical Thinking 3 
000763 MUS 609 01 Score Preparation 2 
MATH 193 MTWR 0900- 1400 PA 271 Fuller, Stephen 
MTWR 1000· l 200 ECC 110 Triplett, Shawn Begin/ End Date 07· l 8 to 07-28 Hansen, Richard Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud· 
state.edu/mathplacement. Scientific or graphing calculator required. MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP /First Term 
000308 MATH 196 03 Mothematcl Th inking/ Model 3 Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 1000· l 200 ECC l 08 Zhao, Peiyi 000770 MUSM 100 01 Intro Musical Concepts 3 Placement test required. See placement requirements on page l O or go to www.stcloud· 
state.edu/mothplacement. Scientific or graphing calculator required. MTWR 1000· l 200 PA 141 Moore, Albert 
000315 MATH 330 03 Moth for Elem Teachers 3 
000067 MUSM 100 56 In tro Musical Concepts 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 136 Cimpermon, Janis 
MTWR 0730-0930 PA 141 Layne, R 
Must bring proof of pre-requisite on day l . 000923 MUSM 125 01 Music World Cultures MGM 3 
MTWR 1200-1400 PA 271 Ve rri lli, Catherine 
000316 MATH 330 04 Math for Elem Teachers 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 136 (imperman, Jonis 000467 MUSM 495 56 Wkshp:Brass Band lit 
Must bring proof of pre-requisite on day l . Hours Arranged Springer, Mark 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 05· l 2 to 08· l 2 
Grading Option: SU·REQ 
Must attend lake Wobegon Bross Bond Tour of Scotland . For more information contact Mark 
Springer at (320) 308·3224. To register contact Continuing Studies at (320) 308-4723. 
Daily class schedule updates can be found at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 
Click on "Registration" 
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000403 MUSM 595 56 Wkshp:Bross Bond lit 000924 PESS 271 01 Skin ond Scubo Diving 
Hours Arranged Springer, Mork M 2000-2050 HAH 344 Westerberg, Owen 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-12 to 08-12 M 2100-2150 HAH 212 Special Fee: $55. 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000925 PESS 271 02 Skin ond Scubo Diving Must ottend loke Wobegon Bross Bond Tour of Scotland. For more information contact Mork 
Springer ot (320)308-3224. To register contact Continuing Studies ot (320) 308-4723. M 2000-2050 HAH 344 Westerberg, Owen 
T 2100-2150 HAH 212 Special Fee: $55. 
NURSING SCIENCE/Full Term 000926 PESS 271 03 Skin ond Scuba Diving 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS M 2000-2050 HAH 344 Westerberg, Owen 
000932 NURS 444 01 Internship 3 
w 2100-2150 HAH 212 Special Fee: $55. 
Hours Arranged Rickbeil, Pomelo 000198 PESS 304 01 Core/Preven Athletic lnju 3 
Permission Required Worner, Suson MTWR 1230-1430 HAH 347 Picconotto, William 
Mo jor Students Only 000199 PESS 369 01 Adopted Aquatics 2 
NURSING SCIENCE/First Term 
MTWR l 000-1700 HAH 212 Nearing, Ruth 
MTWR l 000-1700 HAH 331 
(ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000201 PESS 388 01 Activity Early Childhood 2 
000933 NURS 490 01 Intro Complem & Al t Ther 3 MTWR l 000-1230 HAH 344 Zezoney, Fronk 
MTWRF 0900-1230 Simones, Joyce 
Permission Required Mojor Students Only 000203 PESS 398 01 Hlth Phys Ed Elem Teach 2 
Begin/ End Dote 06-13 to 07-01 MTWR 1230-1350 HAH 348 Mortin, Caryl 
PHILOSOPHY /Full Term 
000225 PESS 430 02 Metro Sports Comp DAPE 2 
Hours Arranged HAH 335 Nearing, Ruth 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Permiss ion Required Begin/ End Dote 06-09 to 06-17 
000668 PHIL 194 54 V Critical Reasoning June 9 meets 5:00-9:00pm; June 13-17 meets 8:00om-4 :30pm. 
Hours Arranged Zheng, Yiwei 000206 PESS 449 01 Physiology of Exercise 3 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. MTWR l 000-1230 HAH lll Picconotto, William 
PHILOSOPHY /First Term 
lob integrated. 
000221 PESS 530 02 Metro Sports Comp DAPE 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged HAH 335 Nearing, Ruth 
000732 PHIL 11 1 01 Multicultural Phil MGM Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 06-13 to 06-17 
MTWR 1000-1200 SH 210 Curnutt, Jordon June 9 meets 5:00-9:00pm; June 13-17 meets 8:00om-4:30pm. 
000899 PH IL 111 02 Multicultural Phil MGM 000222 PESS 640 01 low ond Sport 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 210 Curnutt, Jordon T 1500-1745 HAH 346 Moore, Mork 
000733 PHIL 194 01 Critical Reasoning PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE/Second Term MTWR 0730-0930 BH 137 Swonk, Cosey 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000734 PHIL 194 02 Critical Reasoning 
MTWR 1000-1200 BH 137 Swonk, Cosey 000226 PESS 122 06 lifelong Hlth/ Fitness l 
03 Critical Reasoning 
MW 0730-0850 HAH 345 Rudolph, Poul 
000735 PH IL 194 
MTWR 1500-1700 BH 137 Gill, Kathleen 000927 PESS 271 04 Skin ond Scubo Diving 
M 2000-2050 HAH 344 Westerberg, Owen 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE/First Term M 2100-2150 HAH 344 Special Fee: $55. "' ... Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000929 PESS 271 05 Skin ond Scubo Diving "' "' 000177 PESS 122 02 lifelong Hlth/ Fitness M 2000-2050 HAH 344 Westerberg, Owen s 
MW 1000-1120 HAH 348 Mortin, Caryl T 2100-2150 HAH 21 2 Special Fee:$55. \.I 
000930 PESS 271 06 Skin ond Scuba Diving z 000183 PESS 122 03 Lifelong Hlth/ Fitness 0 
TR 1000-1120 HAH 348 Mortin, Caryl M 2000-2050 HAH 344 Westerberg, Owen vi w 2100-2150 HAH 212 Special Fee: $55. "' ... 000185 PESS 122 04 lifelong Hlth/ Fitness "' MW l 000-1 120 HAH 347 U'Ren, Poulo 000227 PESS 349 01 Humon Physiology 3 l:IC 
MTWF 0730-1000 HAH 204 Frost, Jeremy ... 
000189 PESS 122 05 Lifelong Hlth/Fitness lob integrated . a: 
TR 1000-1120 HAH 347 U'Ren, Poulo a: 
000228 PESS 398 02 Hlth Phys Ed Elem Teach 2 = 
"' 000190 PESS 123 02 Weight Troining MTWR 1230-1350 HAH 344 Zezoney, Fronk 
MW 0730-0850 HAH 209 Reimer, Matthew 
000229 PESS 449 02 Physiology of Exercise 3 
000194 PESS 228 01 Rocquetboll MTWR l 000-1230 HAH 204 Frost, Jeremy 
TR 0730-0850 HAH 344 Mickow, Patricio lob integrated. 
0001 95 PESS 249 01 Anatomy / Kinesiology 4 
MTWRF 1000-1230 HAH 204 Frost, Jeremy 
lob 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
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PHYSICS/First Term 000674 PSY 270 54 v' Sociol Psychology 3 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Jazwinski, Christine 
000036 PHYS 103 01 Concepts Physics 3 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
MTWR 1000-1200 MS 124 Haglin, Kevin 000675 PSY 345 54 v' Psych Death ond Dying 3 
Hours Arranged Devoe, Morlene 
000037 PHYS 231 01 General Physics I 4 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
MTWR 0730-0930 MS 124 Kal ia, Sneh 
000676 PSY 360 54 v' lndustriol Psych 3 MTR 1000-1150 MS 305 
Pre-req: C or better in MATH 072 or a sotisfoctory score on the math placement test (go to Hours Arranged lilies, Jody 
www.stcloudstate.edu/ mathplacement) . Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000456 PHYS 231 02 General Physics I 4 000677 PSY 378 54 v' Theories of Personolity 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 MS 124 Kolia, Sneh Hours Arranged Kling, Kristen 
MTR 1230-1430 MS 305 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
C or better in MATH 072 or a satisfactory score on the moth placement test (go to 000678 PSY 429 54 v' History /Systems Psych 3 
www.stcloudstate.edu/ mathplacement) . Hours Arranged Godding, Phillip 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
PHYSICS/Second Term 000681 PSY 435 54 v' Readings in Psychology 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Valdes, Leslie 
000458 PHYS 232 01 General Physics II 4 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
MTWR l 000-1200 MS 124 Dolton, Bill 000679 PSY 441 54 v' Child Psychology 3 
MTR 1230-1430 MS 305 C or better in PHYS 231. Hours Arranged Devoe, Marlene 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/Full Term 000680 PSY 442 54 v' Psych of Adolescence 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Devoe, Marlene 
0007 46 POL 444 01 Internship 3-9 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
Hours Arranged BH 318 Wagner, Steven 
PSYCHOLOGY /First Term Permission Required Grading Option: Either 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/First Term 000912 PSY 225 01 Psych of Women (MGM) 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 1000-1155 SH 114 Rockenstein, Zoo 
000743 POL 195 01 Demcrt Citz:Amer Not Govn 3 000915 PSY 250 01 Cognitive Psychology 3 
MTWR 1200-1355 SH 323 Lindsey, Jason MTWR 1230-1425 SH 219 Valdes, Leslie 
0007 42 POL 212 01 Stote/Locol Gov't 3 
Pre-req: Psy 115 or instructor's permission. 
MTWR l 000-1155 SH 323 Frank, Stephen 000910 PSY 270 01 Social Psychology 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 CH 100 Jozwinski, Christine 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/Second Term Pre-req: Psy 115 or instructor's permission. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000909 PSY 355 01 Psych Problm Solving/ Dec 3 
000744 POL 101 01 Politicol ldeos-lnstitutn 3 MTWR 1500-1655 SH 219 Valdes, Leslie 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 323 Hommes, Michelle Pre-req: Psy 115 or instructor's permission. 
000745 POL 195 02 Demer! Citz :Amer Not Govn 3 000908 PSY 375 01 Psy Altruism/Holocoust 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 323 Kilkelly, John 
1230-1425 CH 100 Jozwinski, Christine 
Pre-req: Psy 115 or instructor's permission. 
PSYCHOLOGY /Full Term 000918 PSY 425 01 Psych of Creativity 3 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 1230-1425 SH 114 Rockenstein, Zoo Pre-req: Psy 115 or instructor's permission. 
000669 PSY 115 54 V Intro to Psychology 3 
Hours Arronged Jozwinski, Christine PSYCHOLOGY /Second Term 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000670 PSY 225 54 V Psych of Women (MGM) 3 000911 PSY 115 01 Intro to Psychology 3 
Hours Arranged Rockenstein, Zoo MTR 1830-2100 SH 114 Melcher, Joseph 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 
000914 PSY 240 Developmental Psychology 
55 V Psych of Women (MGM) 3 01 000671 PSY 225 MTWR 1000-1155 SH 102 Protolipoc, Doren 
Hours Arronged Kling, Kristen 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. 000916 PSY 360 01 Industrial Psych 3 
54 V 
MTWR l 000-11 55 SH 331 Kulas, John 
000672 PSY 240 Developmental Psychology 3 
Hours Arranged Devoe, Marlene 000917 PSY 378 01 Theories of Personality 3 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. MTWR 1230-1425 SH 102 Protolipoc, Doren 
000673 PSY 240 55 V Developmental Psychology 3 
Pre-req: Psy 115 or instructor's permission. 
Hours Arronged Rockenstein, Zoo 000919 PSY 490 01 Psych Disorders 3 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. MTWR 1230-1425 SH 114 Godding, Phillip 
St. Cloud State University offers a variety of unique courses and workshops that are not listed in the SCSU bulletins. For 
course descriptions not available in the St. Cloud State University bulletins, see pages 61 through 63 of this schedule. 
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READING/Full Term 000002 SSCI 320 01 Elements Soc Science 
(ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR l 000-1200 SH 110 Hughes, Gail 
000699 RONG 110 54 v' Reading/ Study Strategies 2 SOCIAL SCIENCE/Second Term Hours Arranged Williams, Victoria 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000003 SSCI 320 02 Elements Soc Science 3 
READING/First Term MTWR 1230-1430 SH 11 0 Hughes, Gail 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000034 RONG 11 0 01 Reading/ Study Stra tegies 2 SOCIAL WORK/First Term 
MTWR 1000-1120 SH 104 Williams, Victoria Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000035 RONG 120 01 Power Reading 2 000042 SW 195 01 Soc Welfore/Democr Citiz 3 
MTWR 1230-1350 SH 104 Williams, Victoria MW 1230-1630 SH 207 Brennon, Nancy 
RECREATION/Full Term 
000043 SW 216 01 Intro to Social Work 3 
TR 1230-1630 SH 207 Twinome-Dungon, Marg 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000044 SW 320 01 Chi ld Welfare 3 
000175 REC 444 01 Senior Internship 12 TR 0730-1130 SH 207 Robin, Sandro 
Hours Arranged Sheehan, Therese 
000045 SW 420 01 Proc w/Pple w/Aids:L,N,G 3 Permission Required 
MW 0730-1130 SH 207 Chollor, David 
000176 REC 444 02 Senior Internship 12 Permission Required 
Hours Arranged Moore, Mork 
Permission Required SOCIOLOGY /Full Term 
SCIENCES/First Term Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COLI RSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COLI RSE TITLE HRS 000682 soc 160 54 v' Principles of Sociology 3 
000367 SCI 226 01 Sci Concepts Elem Tchrs 3 
Hours Arranged Davis, Leland 
MTWR 0730-0950 BH 130 Simpson, Patricio 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
000368 SCI 226 02 Sci Concepts Elem Tchrs 3 
000683 soc 195 54 v' Democratic Citizenship 3 
Hours Arranged Davis, Leland 
MTWR 1000-1220 BH 130 Hoff, Jeon Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/Full Term 000684 soc 302 54 v' Social Theory 3 
(ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COLI RSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Davis, Leland 
000692 SSCI 104 54 v' Gen Social Science 3 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
Hours Arranged Hughes, Gail 000685 soc 350 54 v' Sociology of Age/ Aging 3 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. Hours Arranged Havir, Lindo 
000693 SSCI 204 54 v' Themes:lssues in Intl Dev 3 Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
Hours Arranged Hughes, Gail 000686 soc 374 54 v' Soc of family Violence 3 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. Hours Arranged Scheel, Elizabeth 
0006 94 SSCI 320 54 v' Elements Soc Science 3 Permission Required Special fee: $40. 
Hours Arranged Hughes, Gail 000687 soc 389 54 v' Wealth/Power in America 3 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. Hours Arranged Davis, Leland "' 54 v' Permission Required Special fee: $40. ... 000695 SSCI 401 Concepts in Social Sci 3 "' "' Hours Arranged Tripp, Luke SOCIOLOGY /First Term s Permission Required Special fee: $40. V 
000696 SSCI 421 54 v' Integrated Social Science 2 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS z 0 
Hours Arranged Hughes, Gail 000784 soc 160 01 Principles of Sociology 3 vi 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. MTWR l 000-1200 SH 220 Scheel, Elizabeth "' ... 
000697 SSCI 460 54 v' SSCI Sem: Globalization 3 Principles of Sociology "' 000777 soc 160 55 3 1:1111: 
Hours Arranged Hughes, Gail Hours Arranged ... 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. :::E 
000780 soc 268 01 Race/ Ethnic Relations MGM 3 :::E 
000698 SSCI 470 54 v' Area Stds Sem:lroq Confl 3 MTWR l 000-1200 SH 209 Philion, Stephen :::, 
Hours Arranged Hughes, Gail "' 
Permission Required Special fee: $40. 000064 soc 268 56 Race/ Ethnic Relations MGM 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 209 Philion, Stephen 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/First Term 000779 soc 367 01 Criminology 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 1230-1430 SH 220 Scheel, Elizabeth 
000001 SSCI 104 01 Gen Social Science 3 000781 soc 444 01 Internship 6-15 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 110 Hughes, Gail Hours Arranged Ore, Tracy 
Daily class schedule updates can be found at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 
Click on "Registration Online Web site" 
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SOCIOLOGY / Second Term 000076 SPED 670 01 Proct Emot/ Behov Disord I 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Stoff 
Principles of Sociology 3 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000782 soc 160 02 
MTWR l 000-1155 SH 208 Mehdi, Abbos 000077 SPED 670 02 Pract Emot/Behov Disord I 3 
Hours Arranged Permission Required 
000783 soc 195 01 Democratic Citizenship 3 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 220 Scheel, Elizabeth 
000078 SPED 670 03 Pract Emot/Behov Disord I 3 
000785 soc 195 02 Democratic Citizenship Hours Arranged Stoff 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 220 Scheel, Elizabeth Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000778 soc 362 01 Social Change 000207 SPED 671 01 Pract Emot/ Behov Disordll 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 SH 208 Mehdi, Abbas Hours Arranged Permission Required 
SPANISH/Full Term 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000921 SPED 671 02 Pract Emot/Behov Disordll 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT CO URSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Permiss ion Required 
000688 SPAN 430 54 V Contemp Peninsular Prose 3 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Hours Arranged Splittgerber, liso 000079 SPED 680 01 Pract learning Disabil I 3 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Hours Arranged Beutel, Adory 
000689 SPAN 443 54 V Spanish-Amer lit by Women 3 Permiss ion Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Hours Arranged Splittgerber, Liso 000080 SPED 680 02 Pract learning Disobil I 3 Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Hours Arranged Stoff 
SPANISH/First Term 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000081 SPED 680 03 Pract learning Disobil I 3 
000140 SPAN 101 01 Elem Spanish I 4 
Hours Arranged Permiss ion Required 
MTWR l 000-1240 BH 126 Melgarejo, Moria 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000082 SPED 681 01 Pract Learning Disobil II 3 
SPANISH/Second Term Hours Arranged Stoff 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000142 SPAN 102 01 Elem Spanish II 
000083 SPED 681 02 Pract Learning Disobil 11 3 
Hours Arranged Stoff 
MTWR l 000-1230 BH 126 Triano-Echeverria, L Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/Full Term 000440 SPED 681 03 Pract Learning Disobil II 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Stoff 
54 V Spec Ed Foundtn (MGM) 3 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000690 SPED 203 
Hours Arranged Waletzko, Patricio SPECIAL EDUCATION/First Term 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000691 SPED 203 55 V Spec Ed Foundtn (MGM) 000084 SPED 203 01 Spec Ed Foundtn (MGM) 3 Hours Arranged Steffens, Kathleen 
Permission Required Special Fee: $40. MW 0730-1120 EB All9 Waletzko, Patricio 
000070 SPED 650 01 Prac in Phys/Hlth Dis I 000086 SPED 416 01 lndiv Assessment in SPED 3 
Hours Arranged Stoff MW 0730-1120 EBA235 Hoover, John 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ Permission Required Special Fee: $10. 
000071 SPED 651 01 Pract in Phys/Hlth Dis II 000088 SPED 418 01 Gen Ed Reading/Long Arts 3 
Hours Arranged Stoff TR l 230-1620 EB A235 Salk, Janet 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ Permission Required 
000072 SPED 660 01 Pract Dev Disob Mild/Mod 000090 SPED 419 01 Tchg Methods in SPED 4 
Hours Arranged Pickle, Jomes MW 0730-1120 EB A227 Markell, More 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ Permission Required 
000073 SPED 660 02 Pract Dev Disob Mild/Mod 3 000092 SPED 420 01 Char Physic! Hlth Dev Dis 3 
Hours Arranged Wellik, Jerry MW 1230-1620 EB A235 Steffens, Kathleen 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU·REQ 000094 SPED 421 01 Chore Students Leorn/Beha 3 
000074 SPED 661 01 Proct Dev Disob Mod/ Sever 3 MW 1230-1620 EB A227 Staff 
Hours Arranged Pickle, Jomes 000096 SPED 431 01 Collob Skills/Trans Pion 3 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU·REQ TR 1730-2020 EB A235 Stoff 
000075 SPED 661 02 Pract Dev Disob Mod/Sever 3 000085 SPED 503 01 SPED Foundations 3 
Hours Arranged Wellik, Jerry MW 0730-1120 EB All9 Waletzko, Patricio 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
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000098 • SPED 513 01 Moth Instr Stud Spec Need 3 000154 STAT 219 01 Stats for Social Sciences 3 
MW 1730-2020 EB A235 Pickle, Jomes MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 118 Lu, Jiang 
000087 SPED 516 01 lndiv Assessment in SPED 3 
Moth placement test required. See requirements on poge l 0. 
MW 0730-1120 EBA235 Hoover, John 000157 STAT 319 01 Biometrics 4 
Special Fee: $10. MTWR 0730-1010 ECC 120 Onyioh, Leonard 
000089 SPED 518 01 Gen Ed Reading/ long Arts 2 
Speciol Fee: $25 . Moth plocement test required. See requirements on poge 10. 
TR 1230-1630 EB A235 Solk, Janet 000160 STAT 417 01 Applied Prob/Simulation 3 
000091 SPED 519 01 Tchg Methods in SPED 4 MTWR 
1000-1200 Robinson, David 
MW 0730-1120 EB A227 Markell, More 000163 STAT 517 01 Applied Prob/Simulation 3 
000093 SPED 520 01 Chor Physic! Hlth Dev Dis 3 MTWR 1000-1200 Robinson, David 
MW 1230-1620 EBA235 Steffens, Kathleen 
STUDY ABROAD (See International Studies) 
000095 SPED 521 01 Chor Students leorn/ 8ehov 3 
MW 1230-1620 EB A227 Stoff TEACHER DEVELOPMENT /First Term 
000097 SPED 531 01 Collob Skills/Trans Pion 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
TR 1730-2020 EB A235 Stoff 
000030 ED 458 01 literacy for l-2 learners 3 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/Second Term TR 0730-1120 EB A 128 Heine, David 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000022 ED 483 01 Block Eng Tchg Chldrn Rdg 3 
Behavior Theory /Practices 3 
MW 0730-1120 EB A 128 Oovis, Michael 
000099 SPED 405 01 
TR 1230-1620 EB A235 Stoff 000031 ED 558 01 literacy for l-2 learners 3 
Permission Required TR 0730-1120 EB A 128 Heine, David 
000101 SPED 411 01 SPED Procedural Sofeguord 3 000023 ED 583 01 Block Eng Tchg Chldrn Rdg 3 
TR 0730-1120 EB A235 Stoff MW 0730-1120 EB Al 28 Davis, Michael 
Permission Required 000024 ED 601 01 Multicult Child lit 3 
000104 SPED 416 02 lndiv Assessment in SPED 3 TR 1230-1620 EB Al 28 Heine, Patricio 
MW 0730-1120 EB A235 Roduns, Poul 000025 ED 601 02 Sch lss:Tchr Perspective 3 Permission Required Special Fee: $10. TR 1230-1620 EB A227 Rojos, Augusto 
000106 SPED 421 02 Chore Students leorn/Beho 3 000026 ED 601 03 Storytelling/Writing MW 1230-1620 EB A235 Stoff MTWR 0800-1250 EB B113 Kozemek, Francis 
000108 SPED 431 02 Collob Skills/Trans Pion 3 F 0800-1450 Begin/ End Dote 06-20 to 07-01 
MW 1730-2020 EB A235 Stoff lntergenerotionol community building through storytelling ond writing . 
000110 SPED 445 01 Cont Areo Inst Mild Dis 3 000033 ED 606 01 Closs Monogement 
TR 1230-1620 EB A229 Seifert, Kathleen MW 1230-1620 EBB112 Fronk, Jon 
Permission Required Scott-Holverson, Lin 
000100 SPED 505 01 Behavior Theory / Practices 3 000032 ED 610 01 Intro Curr & Instruction 
TR 1230-1620 EBA235 Stoff MW 1230-1620 EB Al 28 Hornstein, Stephen 
000102 SPED 511 01 SPED Procedural Sofeguord 000021 ED 612 01 Socio! Cultural Found Ed 3 
TR 0730-1120 EB A235 Stoff TR 0730-1120 EBB112 Serrano, Romon 
"' 000103 SPED 513 02 Moth Instr Stud Spec Need 000020 ED 647 01 Currie: Theory / Development 3 ... "' TR 1730-2020 EB A235 Pickle, Jomes MW 1630-2020 EB B112 Fronk, Jon "' s 
000105 SPED 516 02 lndiv Assessment in SPED V 
MW 0730-1120 EB A2 35 Roduns, Poul TEACHER DEVELOPMENT /Second Term z 
Speciol Fee: $10.00 Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 0 V\ 
000107 SPED 521 02 Chor Students leorn/ Behov 000029 ED 627 01 Ed of Emerging Adolescent 3 "' ... 
MW 1230-1620 EBA235 Stoff MTWR 0900-1620 EBB112 Miller, Terry "' Course meets M-R 8/8-11 , 8/15-17. Cl:: 
000109 SPED 531 02 Collob Skills/Trans Pion 
... 
& 
MW 1730-2020 EBA235 Stoff 000028 ED 637 01 Cooperative learning K· 12 3 & 
OOOlll SPED 545 01 Cont Areo Inst Mild Dis 
TR 0900-1550 EB 8112 Scott-Holverson, Lin = 
Course meets T & R 7/ 19, 7/2 1, 7/26, 7/28, 8/2, ond 8/4. "' TR 1230-1620 EB A229 Seifert, Kathleen 
000027 ED 657 01 Classroom-Comp Curr/Meth 3 
STATISTICS/Full Term MWF 0930-1630 EB A 126 Davison, Les lie 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Course meets MWF 7 /1 8, 7 /20, 7 /22, 7 / 25, 7 /27, 7 /29. 
000152 STAT 193 01 Stotisticol Thinking 3 
MTWR 1500-1700 ECC 120 Singh, Sorjinder 
Moth placement lest required. See requirements on poge 10. 
St. Cloud State University offers a variety of unique courses and workshops that are not listed in the SCSU bulletins. For 
course descriptions not available in the St. Cloud State University bulletins, see pages 61 through 63 of this schedule. 
ss 
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THEATRE/First Term URBAN AFFAIRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS See local ond Urbon Affairs 
000801 TH 444 02 Internship 3 WOMEN'S STUDIES/First Term Hours Arranged Borron, David 
Permission Required Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000476 ws 20 1 01 Intro Women's Studies MGM 3 
THEATRE/Second Term MTWR 1000-ll55 SH 102 Berilo, El izabeth 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000402 ws 305 56 Intl Prsp Wom/ Gndr:GI TrF 3 
000800 TH 444 01 Internship MTWR l 000-ll55 SH 331 Mwongi, Mumbi 
Hours Arranged Hyde, R. Bruce 000346 ws 305 57 Gender & Popular Culture 3 Permission Required MTWR 1230-1 425 SH 102 Berilo, Elizabeth 
000802 TH 496 01 Summer Theatre 
Hours Arranged Hyde, R. Bruce 
Permission Required 
Food services avai lable during summer sessions 
Garvey Commons · all you can eat! 
Monday-Friday 
Breakfast: 7:30 a.m.-8:30 a.m . 
Lunch: 11 :30 a .m. - 12:30 p .m . 
Dinner: 4 :00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Serving times are subject to change. 
Burger King 
Monday-Friday 
8:00 a.m . · 2:00 p.m . 
Summer Dance Institute 
June 1 3 to July l , 2005 




. . . Blending Traditions and Trends! 
Join us this summer and dance along the banks of the 
Mississippi River! 
St. Cloud State University's Summer Dance Institute is an intensive 
residential dance program which brings together top 
choreographers, teachers and students. 
Enjoy a rich array of dance study during this three week session . 
Both beginning and advanced dancers wil l learn traditional and 
current dance techniques and performance styles in their daily 
classes and lectures. Immerse yourself in dance - as you 
prepare for an exciting culminating public performance. 
Piua Hut, C3 convenience store, salad bar, 
and deli selection 
These options will also be available during summer sessions. 
Hours will be posted in Atwood Memorial Center. 
Meeting Grounds 
(located in the Miller Center) 
Monday-Thursday 
7 :00 a.m. · 3:00 p.m. 
Put these dates on your calendar now! Academic credit is 
available for el igible students . Visi t our website for complete 
information and reg istration form . 
www.stcloudstate.edu/ continu ingstudies/ summerdanceinstitute 
For additional information, contact the Summer Dance Institute 
Director, Debro Leigh at: 320-308-2214, or contact Gail 
Ruhland, Continuing Studies ot: 320-308-3081. 
Summern· l)anoe 
INSTITUTE 
June 13 to July 1, 2005 
lJanatf# /J/1, !Ire- M i4,Ji441/J(Jt • • . 
Bkidit!ff Ttadutenf and 1it11ch! 
STUDY ABROAD CO URSES 
Program Department Director Contact Course Offerings Dates* Cost• • 
Australia Geography Randal Baker 308-227 1 GEOG 434 , 496 June 12- $3,200 -
rbaker@stcloudstale. ed 6 er. Required July 22 4,000 
Australia/ Management, Jay Vora 308-39 11 COB 410/510 May 11 - $5,585 
Singapore/ Communication javora@stcloudstale.edu MGMT 479/579 June l 
New Zealand Studies Erika Vora 308-3240 MKTG418/518 
evvvora@stcloudstale.edu 6 er. Required 
Belize Biology, Tom O'Toole 308-4168 BIO 449/549 May 22- $1,550-
Anthropology leotoole@stcloudstale.edu SSCI 460/560 June 4 1,750 
David DeGroote 308-2192 6 er. Required 
deg roote@stcloudstale. ed u 
Bulgaria/ LR&TS Plamen Miltenoff 308-3072 IM420 May 18- $1,900-
Turkey/ pm i ltenoff@stcloudstale. ed u 3 er. Required June 7 2,400 
Greece 
Croatia Criminal Justice Dick Andzenge 308-5345 CJS 489/589 May9- $3,500 -
andzenge@stcloudstate.edu 3cr. Required May 31 4,000 
England English/ Caesarea Abartis 308-3244 ENGL 481 /5 81 June 12- $2,100 -
Theatre cabartis@stcloudstale.edu TH 495/595 June 24 2,500 
Donna Conrad 308-2223 6 er. Required 
de con rad@stcloudstate.edu 
Andrew Vorder Bruegge 
308-3265 
avorder@stcloudstale .edu 
England Management, Diana RehlinYc 308- 1693 SSCI 470; MKTG 320 May 25- $3,914 
Communication dlrehling@stcoudstate.edu HIST 335, 135 Aug 2 
Studies Ken Schneider 308-3276 INTL 199 /299 
kschneider@stcloudstale.edu CMST 192, 213 , 333 
l 2 er. Required 
France/ Foreign Michael Hasbrouck 308-4 l l 8 REL l 00 May 23- $2,600 -
Spa in Languages mhasbrouck@stcloudstale.edu 3 er. Required June 7 2,900 Cl ca: 
Germany/ Geography Edward Garrett 308-2275 GEOG 410 May 23- $1,700 -
0 
m: 
Austria/ wgarrett@stcloudstale.edu 3cr. Required June 9 2,100 m ca: 
Switzerland >-
Cl 
Japan Criminal Justice Dick Andzenge 308-5345 CJS 489/589 Aug 1- $3,600 - = .... 
andzenge@stcloudstale.edu 3cr. Required Aug 20 4,200 "' 
Mexico Ethnic Studies Stephen Casanova 308-0988 ETHS 3 25, 444 June 11- $1,650 -
scasanova@stcloudstale.edu 6 er. Required July 15 1,900 
Poland Mass Piotr Przytula 308-4204 COMM4 14 May 15- $2,975 
Communications piotr@stcloudstale.edu 3 er. Required May 31 
Russia Geography Mikhail Blinnikov 308-2263 GEOG 378/ 410 May 20- $2,900 -
mblinnikov@stcloudstale.edu 3 er. Required June 3 3,300 
Scandinavia Criminal Justice John Campbell 308-2985 CJS 325, 489/589, 681 Aug 1- $2,500 -
jhcampell@stcloudstale.edu 6 er. Required Aug 25 3,000 
* Dates indicated include both on-campus class and travel 
** All costs indicated are ESTIMATE. Final program costs will be determined based on the number of participants. 
Costs include round-trip airfare, in-country transportation, lodging, and cultural excursions. The appropriate tuition fees wi ll be added lo 
the program cost: 
Resident Undergraduate Non Resident Undergraduate Graduate 
$475 .65 (3 er.) $993.45 (3 er) $699.00 (3 er.) 
$915.30 (6 er.) $1 ,986.90 (6 er.) $1 ,398.00 (6 er) 
$1,830.60 I 12 er.) $3 ,973.80 (12 er.) 
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CONDENSED CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS 
FIRST TERM 
COURSE 
COURSE# SECT ID# TITLE DATES DAYS TIME INSTRUCTOR 
CDIS 415 01 000208 Auditory Processing Disorders 07/07/2005-07/08/2005 HF 0830-1600 Rebecca Nelson Crowell 
CDIS 515 01 000211 Auditory Processing Disorders 07/07/2005-07/08/2005 HF 0830-1600 Rebecca Nelson Crowell 
ED 601 03 000026 Storytelling ond Writing 06/20/2005-07/0l/2005 MTWH 08001250 Froncis Kazemek 
0800-1450 Francis Kazemek 
EDAD 605 01 000270 Elementary Principalship 06/13/2005-06/23/2005 Vories 08001230 Charles Moore 
EDAD 610 01 000032 Administrative Leadership 06/27/2005-07/08/2005 Varies Varies Christine lmbra 
EDAD 622 01 000272 Legal Aspects of Educational 06/24/2005-06/30/2005 Varies 08001700 Janine Dahms-Walker 
Administration 
EDAD 650 01 000273 Introduction to School-Community 07/06/2005-07/15/2005 Vories Varies Christine lmbra 
Relations 
EDAD 657 01 000274 Education Policy 06/13/2005-06/23/2005 13001730 Charles Moore 
ENGL 454 01 000332 Teaching Young Adults Literature 06/13/2005-06/23/2005 MTWH 0730-1230 Christie Gordon 
ENGL 650 01 000335 Topics in Teaching English 06/l3/2005-06/23/2005 MTWH 1230-1730 Glenn Davis 
ETS 485 01 000191 Transparlotion Academy Workshop 06/l3/2005-06/23/2005 MTWH 09001600 Anthony Schwaller 
ETS 485 02 000193 Tronspartation Academy Worksh0p 06/l3/2005-06/23/2005 MTWH 09001600 Anthony Schwaller 
ETS 485 03 000808 Transportation Academy Workshop 06/l3/2005-06/23/2005 MTWH 09001600 Michner Bender 
ETS 488 01 000197 Automation and Motion Control 07/l3/2005-07/15/2005 MTWH 09001600 Kurt Helgeson 
Balasubramanian Kasi 
ETS 585 01 000192 Transportation Academy Workshop 06/l3/2005-06/23/2005 MTWH 09001600 Anthony Schwaller 
ETS 585 02 000196 Transparlalian Academy Workshop 06/l3/2005-06/23/2005 MTWH 09001600 Anthony Schwaller 
ETS 585 03 000809 Transportation Academy Workshop 06/l3/2005-06/23/2005 MTWH 09001600 Michner Bender 
ETS 588 01 000200 Automation and Motion Control 07/13/2005-07/15/2005 MTWH 0900-1600 Balasubramanian Kasi 
Kurt Helgeson 
HLTH 215 01 000136 Personal/Community Health 06/13/2005-06/30/2005 MTWH 15001715 Karen Thompson 
HLTH 301 02 000139 Health Issues/ Strategies 06/ 13/2005-06/30/2005 MTWH 1230-1445 Karen Thompson 
HLTH 405 01 000141 Moad Modifying Substances 03/13/2005-06/30/2005 MTWH 10001215 Karen Thompson 
IM445 01 000585 Children's Literature Workshop 06/20/2005-06/21/2005 T 0830-1500 Sandra Williams 
Christine Inkster 
IM445 01 000858 Children 's literature Workshop 06/20/2005-06/21/2005 M 09001930 Christine Inkster 
Sandra Williams 
IM486 02 000792 Seminar: Create WWW Homepage 06/17/2005-06/24/2005 08001530 Plamen Miltenoff 
IM586 02 000794 Seminar: Creole WWW Homepage 06/17/2005-06/24/2005 08001530 Plamen Miltenoff 
IM686 01 000798 Seminar: Cables, Wires, Connections 07/08/2005-07/15/2005 08001530 Jahn Theis 
MUS 602 01 000762 Introduction to Research in Music 06/20/2005-06/30/2005 MTWH 09001300 Marcelyn Smale 
and Music Educotion 
NURS 490 01 000933 Introduction ta Complementary 06/13/2005-07/01/2005 MTWHF 09001230 Joyce Simones 
and Alternative Therapy 
PESS 430 02 000225 Metro Sports Comp DAPE 06/09/2005-06/17/2005 MTWHF Varies Ruth Nearing 
PESS 530 02 000221 Metro Sports Camp DAPE 06/13/2005-06/17/2005 MTWHF Vories Ruth Nearing 
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CONDENSED CLASSES AND WORKSHOP S 
SECOND TERM 
COURSE 
COURSE # SECT ID # TITLE DATES DAYS TIME INSTRUCTOR 
BIOL 152 01 00038 Organismal Diversity 07 /l 8/2005-08/12/2005 MTWHF 0900-1200 Matthew Julius 
CDIS 415 03 0002 12 Behavioral Intervention - SLP 07/ 29/ 2005-08/ 19/ 2005 0800-1130 Lori Graco 
CDIS 515 03 0002 13 Behavioral Intervention - SLP 07/ 29/ 2005-08/ 19/ 2005 0800-1130 Lori Graco 
CFS 605 01 000474 Summer Institute 08/0l/2005-08/03/2005 MTW TBD Cheri Gilman 
"' CFS 605 02 000475 Summer Institute 08/ 0l / 2005-08/03/ 2005 MTW TBD Frances Umerski a.. 0 
CFS 625 01 000457 Methods Parent and Family 07 / 06/ 2005-07- l 5/2005 MTWHF 0900-1300 Glen Palm :z: "' CFS 645 01 000472 Working with Parents in Groups 07 / 20/2005-07 / 26/2005 MTWHF Deborah Campbell ::.::: 0900-1600 ICai:: 
0 
ED 627 01 000029 Ed of Emerging Adolescents 08/08/2005-08/17/2005 MTWH 0900-1620 Terry Miller 
3:: 
Q 
ED 657 01 000274 Education Policy 06/13/2005-06/23/2005 1300- l 730 Charles Moore z ~ 
"' Program and Assessment/Evaluation 08/0 l / 2005-08/12/2005 MTWHF .., EDAD 612 01 000277 0800-1200 Frances Kayona "' "' Technique s 
EDAD 697 01 000278 Curriculum for School leaders 08/0 l /2005-08/ 12/2005 MTWHF 1300-1700 Frances Kayona V 
Q .., 
"' ENGL 467 01 000341 TESL Vocab learning and Tech . 07 / l 8/2005-08/12/2005 MTWHF 1400-1630 Choonkyong Kim z ..,
Q 




ETS 513 01 000204 Workshop: CAD Practices 08/01/2005-08/l 1/2005 MTWH 0900-1600 James Nicholson 
GEOG 630 01 000922 Introduction lo GIS for Educators 07/ 18/2005-07/28/2005 MTWH 1000-1500 Mikhail Blinnikov 
HLTH 301 01 000148 Health Issues/ Strategies 07/ 18/ 2005-08/04/2005 MTWH 1000-1215 Koren Thompson 
HLTH 301 03 000149 Health Issues/ Strategies 07/18/2005-08/04/2005 MTWH 1500-1715 Koren Thompson 
HLTH 405 02 000 150 Mood Modifying Substance 07/18/2005-08/04/2005 MTWH 1230-1 445 Koren Thompson 
IM486 04 000793 Seminar: Digital Photography 08/05/2005-08/12/2005 0800-1530 Thomas Hergert 
IM486 03 000792 Seminar: WWW Homepage Pizzazz 07/22/2005-07/29/2005 0800-1530 John Theis 
IM623 01 000602 Reading, listening, and Viewing 07/ 18/2005-07/28/ 2005 MTWH 1230-1600 Judith Rodgers 
Guidance 
IM 586 04 000797 Seminar: Digital Photography 08/ 05/ 2005-08/ 12/ 2005 0800-1530 Thomas Hergert 
IM 586 03 000796 Seminar: WWW Homepage Pizzazz 07/ 22/2005-07/29/ 2005 0800- l 530 John Theis 
IM 686 01 000798 Sem: Cables, Wires, Conn. 07/08/2005-07/15/2005 0800-1530 John Theis 
MUS 609 01 000764 Score Preparation 07/18/2005-07/ 28/2005 MTWH 0900-1400 Richard Hansen 
MUS 609 01 000764 Score Preparation 07/18/2005-07/28/2005 MTWH 0900-1400 Stephen Fuller 
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THEATRE L'HOMME DIEU SEAS ON 
Find the Creative "U" - At SCSU! 
Summer 2005 Season 
THEATRE L'HOMME DIEU 
St. Cloud State University has a long collaboration with Theatre 
L'Homme Dieu in Alexandria, Minnesota. Every year a team of 
professional actors, directors, designers, and technicians work 
alongside 20 students to present a summer session of shows for 
the general public. For information, visit the Web site at 
http:/ /www. tlhd.org. 
Hello Dolly 
JUNE 14-18 and JUNE 21-25 
Opening the 2005 season will be Hello Dolly, the smash 
Broadway hit about the larger-than-life matchmaker, Dolly Levi, 
one of the most fabulous characters on the musical stage. This is 
an irresistible story about love-both young and middle-aged-
and the joy of living. It tells the story of Dolly's efforts to marry 
Horace Vandergelder, the well-known half-a-millionaire, and her 
attempts to create happy matches among the lively young 
romantics who populate the city of Yonkers and the sidewalks of 
New York. Along the way we are treated to great musk: and 
energetic dancing , including, of course, the title song, one of the 
biggest hits in the history of American musical comedy. 
Sisters of Swing 
JUNE 28 - JULY 2 and JULY 5-9 
This is a new musical based on the lives of the famous singing 
Andrews Sisters, a trio of Minnesota natives whose hit songs 
topped the Hit Parade during World War II. Born in the Twin 
Cities, the Andrews Sisters won a talent contest at the O rpheum 
Theatre in M inneapolis and went on to national stardom, 
recording such unforgettable hits as "Boogie-Woogie Bugle Boy," 
"Don 't Sit Under the Apple Tree," and "Beer Barrel Polka." They 
were also known for their recordings with Bing Crosby and their 
films with the comedy team of Abbott and Costello. Sisters of 
Swing tells their story, and features all their greatest hits, sung in 
the mellow three-part harmony for which they became famous. 
The Diary of Anne Frank 
JULY 12-16 and JULY 19-23 
Theatre L'Homme Dieu is proud to present the classic family 
drama, The Diary of Anne Frank. This Pulitzer Prize-winning play 
tells the true story of Anne Frank, a thirteen-year-old German-
Jewish girl who, with her family, was forced to hide for 25 
months in an attic in Amsterdam in order to escape persecution 
by the Nazis. The play, and the book upon wh ich it is based , 
are drawn from Anne's diary, which she kept faith fully and 
lovingly during those months , and w hich was recovered from the 
attic after the Frank family was finally discovered and sent to a 
German concentration camp in 1945. Th is is the inspiring and 
life-affirming story of a girl who, despite her situation, was able 
to write: "I sti ll believe, in spi te of everyth ing, that people are 
real ly good at heart." Time Magazine named Anne Frank and 
one of the l 00 most influential people of the 20th Century. This 
is a tender and touching play about family and about hope. 
You're A Good Man Charlie Brown 
JULY 26-30 and AUGUST 2-6 
Finally, the 2005 season will end with the great Charles Schultz' 
celebration of childhood, You're A Good Man Charlie Brown. 
This Broadway hit features all your Peanuts favorites: Lucy, Linus, 
Schroeder, Sa lly, the fa ithful Snoopy, and of course good old 
Charlie Brown. You'll follow them through the joys and dilemmas 
of their lives-lunchtime, baseball, and Beethoven Day-and 
you'll hear a score filled with delightful songs. Linus sings "My 
Blanket and Me," Lucy sings "The Doctor Is In, " Snoopy sings a 
serenade to "Suppertime," and the whole gang joins together to 
sing "Happiness Is .... " This is truly great musical fun for the whole 
family. 
Theatre L'Homme Dieu is a professional summer theatre directed 
by the Alexandria-St. Cloud State University Performing Arts 
Foundation. The theatre is a credit-generating program for 
SCSU. The student company consists of at least lwenfy students 
each summer. AT TLHD students learn practical theatre skills in 
all areas: learning to construct sets, hand lights and build 
costumes for professional designers, as well as acting in 
productions with professional actors and designers. 
SUMMER CO URSES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS 
Descriptions for Summer Courses, 
Seminars, and Workshops 
that are unavailable in the 
Undergraduate or Graduate Bulletins 
COB 410: U.S. Financial Markets Tour 
Professor: Bill Hudson 
3 credits 
The tentative dates are: 
June 13-16, 2005 6:00-9:00 p.m. 
June 19, 2005 depart for New York 
June 23, 2005 New York to Chicago 
June 24, 2005 Chicago to Minneapolis 
This course is intended to provide students with firsthand exposure 
to the major organized U.S. financial markets. During the first 
week of the course, which will be held in a classroom lecture 
setting, students will receive instruction regarding the Chicago 
Boord Options Exchange, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the 
C hicago Board of Trade, the New York Stock Exchange, and the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York. In addition, students will 
engage in a variety of in-class games which will simulate the 
trading mechanism on the exchanges. The second week of the 
course will be spent traveling to these locations. 
CDIS 41 5-515: Auditory Processing Disorders 
Professor: Rebecca Crowell 
1 credit 
July 7-8, 2005 
This course will examine the con troversial topic of children and 
adults with auditory processing disorders. Current theoretical 
aspects of APD will be addressed including definition of the 
disorder, co-morbid ity, assessment, and intervention . 
ED 601: Study of Education in UK (3 credits) 
ED 601: British Education ( l credit) 
Concurrent Enrollment 
Professor: Beverly Kochmann 
May 12, 2005 on campus 
May 16, 2005 on campus 
June 13-July l, 2005 in Alnwick, England 
Educators will study and experience Pk-12 education in Britain. 
Participants will learn fi rsthand about the British system, national 
curriculum , standards, accreditation, fund ing , school governance, 
etc . through guest lectures and working wi th a British educator. 
ED 601: Storytelling and Writing 
Professor: Francis E. Kazemek 
3 credits 
June 20-July l, 2005 
This hands-on workshop for all K-12 educators will explore ways of 
connecting storytelling with oral history, writing, and photography. 
It w ill highlight intergenerational storytelling , reading, and writing 
by actively involving both elders and child ren in the community. 
ENGL 341 : Nature Writing 
Professor: Suzanne Ross 
4 credits 
May 23-Junel0, 2005 
Nonfiction writing based on nature observation and study. 
Regular field trips and other outdoor experiences. 
ENGL 650: Topics in Teaching English-Anglo-Saxon 
England 
Professor: Glenn Davis 
3 credits 
June 13-June 23, 2005 
This course prepares Grade 5-12 English and Communication/ Arts 
and Literature teachers to incorporate Anglo-Saxon England into 
their classrooms. We will begin with an exploration of Beowulf and 
its cultural contexts, including manuscripts, art and archeology, and 
Anglo-Saxon daily life. We will then read young adult literature that 
demonstrates how Anglo-Saxon England has influenced modern 
popular culture . 
ENGL 669: Seminar in Teaching English Child 
Bilingualism 
Professor: Marya Teutsch-Dwyer 
3 credits 
June 13-June 23, 2005 
This two-week seminar for K-6 content area teachers and teachers 
of English as a Second Language (ESL) fills the need often 
expressed by teachers who have increasing numbers of students for 
whom English is a second (or third) language in their classrooms. 
This course focuses on language acquisition processes and 
language use in bilingual children. The course will examine current 
theories in simultaneous and successive child bil ingualism, including 
those that relate to bilingualism and language skills, bilingualism 
and cognitive functioning, bilingualism and emotional adjustment, 
and bilingualism and intelligence. 
Participants read pre-course selections, discuss articles, watch 
and discuss videos, write journals, and create teaching situations. A 
post-course graduate paper is required. 
ETS 488/588: Automation and Motion Control 
2 credits 
July 5-7, 2005 
Study of the bosics of automation and motion control, use of 
pneumatic and electronic/computer controls, and study of 
integrated automation and motion control systems. For technology 
teachers who have been selected as part of a Society of 
Manufacturing Engineering grant, in conjunction with Alexandria 
Technical College. 
ETS 495/595: Technology Update 2005 
2 credits 
Study of new educational technology systems by LabVolt, lntelitek, 
Depco, and others for middle and/or secondary school technology 
education teachers includ ing topics such as automotive technology, 
aerodynamics, animation, fiber optics, space and rocketry, vi rtua l 
reality, robotics, CAD/CAM/CNC, electron ics, digital video 
editing and others. Students will be required to attend one 
workshop and write a final report and reaction paper on the 
specific topic. 
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SUMMER COURSES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS 
FS 464: Screenwriting 
Professor: Eva Honegger 
June 13-July 15, 2005 
This class focuses predominantly on the short narrative script format. 
Through screenings and readings, students will develop their skills in 
talking about short films and scripts, and through exercises, 
assignments, and workshopping they will learn to incorporate 
images and sounds that enrich their dialogue and story. By the 
end of the class students wi ll hove developed a short script that will 
be complete enough to toke into production. Permission Only. 
GEOG 630: Seminar: Introduction to Geographic 
Information Systems for Educators 
Professor: Mikhail Blinnikov 
3 credits 
July 18-July 28, 2005 
Concepts of GIS, including capture, preprocessing, storage, 
manipulation, and display of the spatial data w ith emphasis on 
freely ava ilable sources for Minnesota educators IK-12 and 
col lege) . Integrated lob in ArcGIS 9 /Windows XP environment. 
HURL 681 : Teaching Social Justice 
Professor: Polly Kellogg 
3 credits 
June 13-July 15, 2005 
This graduate seminar explores resources for teaching about 
social justice, non-violence, and diversity within a global frame-
work. Discussions will include practical strateg ies for addressing 
bullying and for teach ing skills for informed and active citizen-
ship. Participants will draw together materials or curri culum useful 
for their work. 
IM 445/545: Workshop: Children's Literature 
Workshop 
Professors: Sandra Williams and Chris Inkster 
1 credit 
June 20 and 21 , 2005 
The author presenters for the 26th Annual Children's Literature 
Workshop ore Porn Muiioz Ryan and Warren Hanson . There w ill 
also be break-out sessions, sessions on new books, and a 
storytelling presentation . For information and registration 
materials, contact the Odyssey Group at 320-202-183 l . Th is 
workshop meets at the Holiday Inn in St. Cloud. MN. 
Time: 9 am - 3 pm Monday, 8:30 am - 3 pm Tuesday, plus on 
optional lab on Monday evening from 3:00 pm - 7:30 pm for 
those toking the class for credit. 
Price: $150 if postmarked by June 3, 2005 ; $1 75 after that 
date. This fee includes lunch both days, breaks, and all 
materials. 
IM 486/586 Section 01: Seminar: Developing Skills 
for Online Learning 
Professor: Steve Malikowski 
3 credits 
June 13-July 15, 2005 
Survey of the skills and methodologies required for effective 
teaching and learning in an online environment. 
IM 486/ 586 Section 02: Seminar: Creating a WWW 
Homepage 
Professor: Plamen Miltenoff 
1 credit 
June 17 and 24, 2005 
This seminar will provide the background and hands-on 
experience in creating and mounting World Wide Web pages. 
Basic design, use of links, graphics and digital photos along with 
software tools that empower non-programmers to create useful 
Web sites will be used. 
IM 486/586 Section 03: Seminar: Maintaining a 
Web Site 
Professor: Steve Mal ikowski 
1 credit 
July 8 and 15, 2005 
This workshop is primarily for people who have developed Web 
sites for at least one year. After a si te is created, issues involving 
maintenance ar ise-such as updating content and hyperlinks. 
This workshop will focus on techniques and technology to keep a 
Web site current. 
IM 486/586 Section 04: Seminar: Giving Your 
WWW Homepage Pi:z:za:z:z 
Professor: John Theis 
1 credit 
July 22 and 29, 2005 
This advanced seminar in Web page creation will provide 
background and hands-on experience to refine design principles 
and graphical elements in Web pages. Software tools that 
empower non-programmers to use image maps, forms, frames 
and animations wi ll be explored. 
IM 486/586 Section 05: Seminar: Digital 
Photography 
Professor: Tom Hergert 
1 credit 
August 5 and 1 2, 2005 
This seminar wi ll provide the hands-on experience for you to 
effectively select and use a digital camera. Participants w ill 
develop a list of practical applications of digital photography for 
educational and training applications. 
SUMMER COURSES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS 
IM 486/586 Section 06: Seminar: Project 
Management for Media Development 
Professors: Steve Malikowski and John Theis 
1 credit 
August 5 and 12, 2005 
This workshop will focus on project management concepts, 
practices, and computer software for managing projects, 
particularly MS Project and MS Excel. This workshop w ill focus 
on managing projects where digital media is being produced. 
IM 623: Reading, Listening, and Viewing Guidance 
Professor: Judith Rodgers 
3 credits 
July 18-28, 2005 
An introduction to the world of children's and young adult's 
authors and literature in print and non-print formats. Reading, 
listening, and viewing guidance programs far teachers and 
school media specialists will be explored. 
IM 686: Seminar: Cables, Wires, and Connections 
Professor: John Theis 
1 credit 
July 8 and 15, 2005 
What does it take to get your school ready for the "Information 
Age"? You will complete this seminar and be able to talk the 
internet talk and walk the Internet walk. 
MATH 630: Preparing High School and Community 
College Instructors to Teach Calculus for a Deeper 
Understanding 
Professor: Dr. Roozbeh Vakil 
3 credits 
June 13-July 14, 2005 
The course provides an alternative method to argument in the 
theory of calcu lus. The conventional approach (i.e., the 'epsilon-
delta' method) to mathematics of the infinite employs logic ot 
levels of syntactical complexity that rarely occur in other areas of 
human discourse. By significantly simplifying the syntax of 
mathematics the new method would have an intuitive appeal to 
students and teachers of mathematics. 
NURS 490: Selected Topics in Nursing: Introduction 
to Alternative and Complementary Therapies 
Professor: Joyce Simones 
3 credits 
June 13-July l, 2005 
Interactive, engaging introduction to alternative and complementa-
ry therapies. This course w ill examine therapies such as botanical 
healing, manual healing methods, mind-body techn iques, spiritual 
theropies, and other therapies. Students w ill also take field trips to 
the Metropolitan area to visit alternative/complementary centers. 
SW 420: Practice with People with AIDS: Local, 
National, Global 
Professor: David Chollar 
Summer Session I 
3 credits 
June 13-July 13, 2005 
This elective course is for students interested in HIV/ AIDS: 
historical, contemporary, and practice issues focusing on 
marginalized populotions. Students in the helping professions will 
benefit from knowledge gained from course for future professional 
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DISTANCE DELIVERY 
Is it difficult to make it to campus? 
SCSU offers graduate programs through 
distance delivery. 
The following graduate programs are available to graduate 
students at a distance. Technologies used may include Interactive 
Television (to si tes around Minnesota), online learning, and 
instructor-led off campus courses. For more information on any of 
these prog rams and degree requirements, contact the department 
directly. For questions about distance delivery options, contact 
the Center for Continuing Studies at 320.308.308 1. 
Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) 
Master of Science 
Th is online program is designed for those students who desire 
advanced academic and professional training in behavior 
analysis. The M.S. program is available on-campus and through 
distance learning. Students may specialize by taking electives in 
areas such as: autism spectrum disorders, developmental 
disabilities, behavior therapy, organizational behavior 
management, or community integration strategies for per.sons 
with challenging behaviors. The program is accredited by the 
Association for Behavior Analysis and by Minnesota Online 
(MNSCU). Approved course work that meets the requirements 
for the Behavior Analyst Board Certification is also provided. 
For more information, call 320.308.2160 or see the program 
Web site: 
www.stcloudstate.edu/ elcp/handbooks/ distanceed/ default .asp . 
Higher Education Administration 
Master of Science 
The M .S. in Higher Education Administration is a 35-credit 
degree program, developed specifically to prepare future higher 
education leaders. Students completing this degree will be 
prepared to work in four-year, community, and technical colleges 
and universities. The program requires a thesis, making it easier 
for graduates of the program to continue their education in a 
doctoral program if that is a goal. 
Students interested in careers such as program director, 
department chair, dean, etc. receive a comprehensive program of 
study that explores academic affairs, administrative affairs, and 
student affairs. Courses in the program assist students in 
developing knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary for 
success in higher education, based on higher education 
leadership competencies. 
Individuals currently holding, or interested in holding, 
leadership positions in higher education will find this program 
flexible and accommodating to their needs. 
Courses will be offered primarily on weekends (Friday evening 
and all day Saturday). In addition, the faculty members teaching 
in the program all have experience working in a variety of 
positions in higher education. 
For more information contact: 
Dr. Christine M . lmbra , Associate Professor 
St. Cloud State University 
Department of Educational Leadership 
A280 Education Building 
720 Fourth Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Office: 320.308. 1689 
Fax 320.308.3216 
Department: 320.308.2160 
E-ma i I: cmi m bra@stcloudstate. ed u 
Environmental and Technological Studies 
Master of Science Technology Education Track 
The overall goals and objectives of the Master of Science in 
Environmental and Technological Studies are to provide students 
with a sound philosophy and contemporary teaching strategies 
for the teaching of technology in middle and higb school 
technology programs of study. The track is also designed to 
allow students to obtain the necessary skills to conduct both basic 
and applied research related to social, cultural, environmental, or 
technical concerns involving the implementation of technology. 
Distance courses are taught online, weekends, and off-campus. 
For more information, call 320.308.3235 or visi t our Web site 
at www.stcloudstate.edu/ETS/. 
Information Media Graduate Programs 
The Center for Information Media has two certificates and a 
master's program with three tracks available through distance 
education. 
• The Instructional Technology Certificate complements other 
majors, especially those in education. It may also be used as 
continuing education to upgrade skills . 
• The Design for E-Learning Certificate is designed for persons 
interested in increasing their use of distributed learning 
technologies in schools, business, government, and industry 
settings. 
• The master of science degree program information 
technologies track is designed for persons interested in 
increasing their use of information/instructional technolog ies in 
classrooms and schools. This program builds on the 
technology certificate program to provide competencies 
needed to became a technology coordinator in educational 
settings. 
• The educational media track is designed for those interested in 
licensure as a media generalist in the public schools, 
becoming a technology coord inator in public/private schools, 
advancing the ir careers as district media coordinators . 
• The instructional design and training track, is for those 
interested in organizational media management in business, 
industrial, governmental, and health fie lds. The degree is 
designed to prepare an individual w ith competencies such as 
problem analysis, program development, resource 
management, personnel/performance evaluation, and 
instructional design. This track gives students a basic 
framework for undertaking a training or instructional design 
position, while at the same time developing the specific skills 
necessary for the practicing professional. 
DISTANCE DELIVERY 
The certificates require l Oto 12 credits !four courses) each. The 
master of science requ ires 39 to 42 credits. These programs are 
regu larly offered in the Twin Cities area and other sites throughout 
Minnesota through a combination of evening, weekend, interactive 
television and onl ine formats. For more information, call the Center 
for Information Media at 320.308.2062 or visit the Web site at: 
www.stcloudstate.edu / cim. 
Mathematics Education 
Master of Science 
The Master of Science degree in Mathematics offered through 
Interactive Television prepares you for a profession in teaching 
mathematics courses at the 5-12 level and for teaching math in 
post-secondary insti tutions. Employers wi ll include private & public 
schools, technical colleges, community colleges, military systems, 
and col leges and universities. For more information, contact the 
Department of Mathematics at 320.308.3001. 
MBA Accelerated Graduate Program 
The MBA program at St. Cloud State University provides an 
opportunity for advanced study in business management. Our 
nationally accredited MBA program provides the educational 
foundation necessary to advance to executive positions in 
business, industry ond government. This program of study is 
intended to provide students with analytical tools, knowledge of 
the functional areas of business, ond understanding of the social, 
political, and economic environments of business, and a 
background in an area of special interest. The Accelerated MBA 
program provides eight-week courses, allowing port-time students 
to complete two courses in one semester, while attending class 
one night per week . For more information, contact the G.R. 
Herberger College of Business at 320.308.3212. 
MBA Maple Grove Program 
Cohort groups in the Twin Ci ties suburb of Maple Grove will take 
a series of 11 eight-week evening courses to complete the MBA 
degree in 26 months. Each cohort completes one course at a 
time, meeting once per week for eight consecutive weeks. The 
courses are scheduled to allow for at least one week and up to 
eight weeks of break time between courses to allow for 
employment obligations and vaca tions. 
The Herberger Maple Grove MBA program is hosted by Data 
Recognition Corporation IDCR) at the intersection of Bass Lake 
Road and 1-494. All classes are held at this convenient and 
beautiful location. 
For more information, contact the G.R. Herberger College of 
Business at 320.308 .32 12. 
Public Safety Executive Leadership 
Master of Science 
This master of science degree is designed for mid-level managers 
in public safety. The course work requires 36 credit hours in a 
non-thesis degree program. Up to nine graduate credits may be 
accepted from accredited institutions. Classes are scheduled in a 
semester system w ith delivery around the State of Minnesota 
through tradi tional and multidimensional media including 
electronic classroom and weekend formatted courses. The six 
core courses are four semester credits each, totaling 24 credits . 
For more information contact 320.308 .3001. 
Teaching English as a Second Language 
Master of Arts 
K-1 2 ESL License can be completed through summer and ITV 
courses. If you have a K-12 or 7-12 license in another area and 
ii you have one year of college foreign language, and with 
student teaching at a site near you, you can earn an ESL license 
and work toward an M.A. in TESL. For more information , 
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TO REACH THE CAMPUS . From Interstate 94: Use Exit 171, take 
County Road 75 into city, follow signs. . From Highway 10: Exit at Highway 23 
intersection, cross river, tum left at Fourth 
Avenue South, follow signs. . From the Southwest (Highway 1S, 23; 
County Road 7S): All routes link with 
Division Street; turn right at Fifth Avenue 
South , follow signs. 
. From the East (Highway 23): Cross river, turn 
left at Fourth Avenue South, follow signs. 
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BCIS Ray Tsai BB-204 308-2174 Jan Tadych 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate Ghulam Sarwar BB-110 308-4986 Julie Clasen 
Management Richard Sebastian BB-104 308-3225 Bev Wenz 
Marketing/ Business law Bob Calhoun BB-304 308-2057 Diane McClure 
MBA Program Michael Pesch, Director BB- 11 6 308-3212 Karen leBrun 
MN Chair in Real Estate Steve Mooney BB-112 308-4986 Julie Clasen 
Center for Business Research Denny Bristow, Director BB-305 308-3262 Joan Frie 
Graduate Programs Michael Pesch, Director BB-116 308-3212 Karen leBrun 
College of Education Joane McKay, Dean EB-Al 10 308-3023 Darlene Klitsch, Dori lust 
DeBorah Zackery, Interim Associate Dean EB-Al 10 308-3023 
Pamm Minden, Director of Applied Research 308-5332 Kelli Schreiner 
Child and Family Studies Joan Blasko EB-Bl09 308-2132 Carleen Guck 
Counselor Educ. / Educ. Psychology Jana Preble EB-A253 308-3131 Lora Muggli 
Educ. leadership/Comm. Psychology Nilaufer Merchant EB·B210 308-2160 Debra Buranen 
HPERSS Rod Dobey HaH-327 308-4251 Laurie Hanrahan, Suzanne Owen 
Human Relations Semya Hakim EB-Bl 18 308-3124 Tebra Petersen 
Information Media Jeanne Anderson, Coord inator MC-110 308-2062 Lucy Supan 
Office of Clinical Experiences Fran Umerski, Interim Codirector EB-B 120 308-4783 Judy Walek 
Mary Dank, Interim Codirector 
Special Education John Hoover EB-A2I I 308-204 l Kathy Meyer 
Teacher Development Steve Hornstein EB-A I 32 308-3007 Pam Thienes 
College of Fine Arts & Humanities Roland Specht-Jarvis, Dean KVAC-l l l 308-3093 Sandy Adams 
Sharon Cogdill, Associate Dean 
Suellen Rundquist, Interim Associate Dean 
Art David Sebberson KVAC-101 308-4283 Lisa Rarick 
Communication Disorders Monica Devers EB-A2l6 308-2092 Elaine Taufen 
Communication Studies Roseanna Ross MS-129 308-2216 Nancy Michael , Diana leither 
English Bob Inkster R-106 308-3061 Coral Fish, Barb Gammon, Sue Gill 
Foreign languages and literature Shawn Jarvis LH-113 308-414 l Judy Meemken, Luanne Cedergren 
Mass Communications Raya Akhavan-Majid SH-125 308-3293 Caryn Engelman, Elaine Moran 
Music Mark Springer PA-238 308-3223 Dani Andersen, Janelle Pederson 
Philosophy Kate Gill BH-123 308-2234 Barbara Seefeldt 
Theatre, Film Studies and Dance Bruce Hyde PA-202 308-3229 Linda Grainger ► 
College of Science & Engineering David DeGraate, Interim Dean MS-145 308-2192 Judi Schindele 
a= 
0 
Dale Williams, Associate Dean MS-145 308-2192 Mary Fugleberg t 
Applied Research Center Dale Williams, Interim Director HH-227A 308-3909 Jenny Kolden .... a= 
Aviation Steve Anderson HH-216 308-2107 Sandy Osterholt E 
Biological Sciences Timothy Schuh MS-262 308-2039 Barb Kjellberg, Mary McKenzie, Betty Lammel 
\,J 
Chemistry Michael Jeannat MS-358 308-303 l Bernie Frie 
~ Computer Science Ramnoth Sarnath ECC-139 308-4966 Sue Pape .... 
Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Anthony Hansen MS-46 308-2009 Jan Maslonkowski Q 
Electrical and Computer Engineering Sura lekhakul ECC-206 308-4920 Mana Daniel cc \,J 
Environmental and Tech. Studies Tony Schwaller HH-216 308-3235 Marlene Stangl cc 
Mathematics Dan Scully ECC-139 308-3001 Coral Shaw 
Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering Warren Yu ECC-101 308-5654 Diane Bouffard 
Nursing Sciences Susan Johnson Warner BH-228 308- 1749 Kaye Jankowsky 
Physics, Astr. & Engineering Science Kevin Haglin MS-324 308-2011 Linette Simonson 
Statistics David Robinson ECC-139 308-6169 Linda Fuchs 
College of Social Sciences Ronald Farrell , Dean WH-101 308-4790 Betty Schwarzkopf, 
Coralyn Williams, Associate Dean 
Community Studies Luke Tripp SH-365 308-3947 Brenda Tritz 
Criminal Justice Robert Prout SH-257 308-4101 Deborah Yorek 
Economics King Banaion SH-386 308-2227 Melanie Swan 
Economic Education Center Rich MacDonald, Director SH-329 308-4781 
Ethnic Studies Robert Johnson CH-214 308-4928 Debbie Schlumptberger 
Geography David Wall, Interim SH-359B 308-2095 Joanne Jonu 
History Peter Nayenga SH-283 308-3 165 Janice Schlangen 
Politica l Science Kathy Uradnik BH-329 308-2162 Cindy Helm 
Psychology Phil Godding WH-102 308-41 57 Anne Gore 
Social Science Research Inst. Hal Lofgreen, Director SH-328 308-4934 JoAnn Miller 
Social Sciences/Social Studies Kathleen Maloney, Director SH 361 308-5226 
Social Work Sandra Robin SH-224 308-3139 Barb Hartkopf 
Sociology/ Anthropology Robert lavenda SH-262 308-2294 Karen DeRung 
Women's Studies Beth Berila, Interim Director SH-365 308-3947 Brenda Tritz 
School of Graduate Studies Dennis Nunes, Dean AS-121 308-2 114 Ann Anderson 
Annette Day, Director AS-121 308-2 l l 3 Linda Krueger 
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY 
SUMMER SESSIONS DIRECTOR 
Office of Summer Sessions 
720 Fourth Avenue South 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301-4498 
